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APPELLANT'S APPEAL BRIEF

SIR:

This Appeal Brief is submitted in response to the Notice of

Non-Compliant Appeal Brief dated August 10, 2007 and in support of

the Notice of Appeal filed on September 14, 2004. The Appeal was

taken from the Final Rejection dated August 3, 2004.

I. REAL PARTY IN INTEREST

Medical Central Online is the real party in interest as the

assignee of this application.

II. RELATED APPEALS AND INTERFERENCES

U.S. Serial No. 09/544,509 was appealed on September 15, 2003.

On March 18, 2005, the Board reversed all of the Examiner's

rejections. The A 509 application is currently pending. The

decision of the Board is attached hereto as the Related Proceedings

Appendix. No other appeals or interferences are known to Appellant



or Appellant's legal representative which will directly affect, be

directly affected by, or have a bearing on the Board's decision in

this appeal.

III. STATUS OF CLAIMS

Claims 1-10 and 14-19 are pending in this patent application.

A copy of the claims is appended hereto as the Appendix. Claims 1-

10 and 14-19 were finally rejected by the Examiner in a Final

Rejection dated August 3, 2004 and are hereby on appeal. The Final

Rejection is appended hereto as Exhibit A of the Supplemental

Appendix

.

IV. STATUS OF AMENDMENTS

All amendments have been entered in this patent application.

No amendments to the claims were made after the Final Rejection.

V. SUMMARY OF CLAIMED SUBJECT MATTER

The present invention generally relates to a method and a

system for providing bed availability information on, for example,

a computer network. Further, the present invention relates to a

method and a system for providing bed availability information on

a computer network where a medical facility, such as, for example,

a medical, health, extended care or geriatric care facility, may

input information into a database regarding bed availability

information of the particular facility. Moreover, an individual

requiring bed availability information may access the database and
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search the database for the bed availability information. (Page 1,

lines 6-18)

Independent Claim 1 defines a method for providing bed

availability information to a user wherein the user identifies an

available bed for a patient. The bed availability information

includes information on bed at a plurality of healthcare facilities

wherein the plurality of healthcare facilities receive the patient

based on the bed availability at one of the plurality of healthcare

facilities. Claim 1 requires the steps of providing a computer

network and providing a database connected to the computer network.

The computer network 1 may be, for example, the internet wherein a

plurality of remote computers are connected via a telephone network

or other like network to each other. In addition, the computer

network 10 may be an intranet wherein the plurality of computers

10-16 are connected via a network internal to an organization, such

as a business and/or an institution. (Page 7, lines 5-25)

Further, Claim 1 requires the step of inputting bed

availability information for a plurality of healthcare facilities

wherein each of the plurality of healthcare facilities have beds

and further wherein the bed availability information is input into

the database and is accessible by the computer network. Still

further, Claim 1 requires providing a first access to the database

for determining the bed availability information by the user of the

database. The database 20 may contain information input into the
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database relating to bed availability information of healthcare

providers. Any healthcare facility having bed availability

information may use any of the computers 10-16 connected via the

computer network 1 to access the database 20. The healthcare

facility may then enter the bed availability information into the

database 20. A user of the database 20 desiring information

concerning the availability of beds in a plurality of healthcare

facilities could use any of the computers 10-16 to access the

database 20 and to extract the information concerning the

availability of the beds of any of the healthcare facilities stored

therein. The network 1, therefore, allows for real time updates and

access to those updates regarding bed availability as a patient is

checked in and subsequently checked out of the facility. (Page 7

,

lines 26-33 and page 8, lines 1-12)

Moreover, Claim 1 requires inputting a medical condition of

the user to determine the bed availability for the user with the

medical condition. The types of beds 64 available in the

healthcare facility 52 may include any type of bed that the

healthcare facility offers, such as, for example, beds suited for

Alzheimer's disease patients, beds for intermediate care, beds with

ventilators, beds in isolation, beds in negative air insolation

and/or the like. (Page 9, lines 5-14)

Independent Claim 14 defines a system for storing and

accessing bed availability information to a user wherein the bed
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availability information includes information for a plurality of

healthcare facilities wherein each of the plurality of healthcare

facilities has a plurality of beds and receives a patient if a bed

is available. Claim 14 requires a computer network, a database

associated with the computer network and means for inputting bed

availability information of a plurality of healthcare facilities

into the database. The computer network 1 may be any type of

computer network that may interconnect a plurality of computers 10-

16. (Page 6, line 33; page 7 lines 1 and 2) The server computer

18 may include the database 20 associated therewith. (Page 7,

lines 15 and 16) Figure 3 illustrates a navigation tree 100 whereby

an individual user 102 may access a website or other graphical

interface to begin the process of choosing a healthcare facility.

Further, the healthcare facility 52 or the user 58 may have a

website ID number and/or a password to maintain privacy and/or to

change and save information input into the database 20 or taken

from the database 20. The database 20 may be accessed via a single

website or via a plurality of websites that are linked to the

database 20. (Page 10, lines 26-33 and page 11, lines 1-5)

Furthermore, Claim 14 requires means for accessing the bed

availability information and retrieving the bed availability

information from the database via the computer network. The users

58 may have access to the database 20 and may retrieve the

information 54 from the database 20. The database 20 may be
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accessed via a single website or via a plurality of websites that

are linked to the database 20. (Page 9, lines 27-32; page 10,

lines 12-16)

In addition, Claim 14 requires means for inputting information

of the patient into a form via the computer network wherein the

information of the patient is stored in the database and means for

searching the database for the bed availability information of the

plurality of healthcare facilities. The questionnaire of patient

needs 122 may help the user 102 choose a type of facility that may

be suited to the patient. The questionnaire of patient needs 122

may then be analyzed to determine and/or to recommend the type of

facility needed by the user 102. The website may then line the

user 102 to the particular type of facility that is recommended

after answering the questions. Alternatively, the graphical

interface may link the user 102 back to the types of facilities 104

thereby presenting the user 102 with the choice of the type of

facilities the user 102 may desire. (Page 11, lines 18-26)

Moreover, Claim 14 requires means for comparing the

information of the patient in the database to the bed availability

information in the database to obtain each of the plurality of

healthcare facilities for treating the patient. The users 58 may

have access to the database 20 and may retrieve the information 54

from the database 20 . The users may include a hospital 70, an

individual or a family 72 and/or physicians 74. (Page 10, lines 7-
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10) The user 58 may, for example, request a room 76, request a bed

type 78, transfer medical records 80 to the healthcare facility 52

and/or make an appointment 81 with the healthcare facility 52.

(Page 10, lines 17-23)

Furthermore, Claim 14 requires means for determining if a bed

in the plurality of beds at each of the plurality of healthcare

facilities for treating the patient is available based on the

information of the patient in the database. A user of the database

20 desiring information concerning the availability of beds in a

plurality of healthcare facilities could use any of the computers

10-16 or any other computer to access the database 20 and to

extract the information concerning the availability of the beds of

any of the healthcare facilities stored therein. The network 1,

therefore, allows for real time updates and access to those updates

regarding bed availability as a patient is checked in and

subsequently out of the facility. (Page 7, lines 24-33)

Claim 19 requires means for accessing the database wherein an

individual healthcare facility enters the bed availability into the

database. Any healthcare facility having bed availability

information may use any of the computers 10-16 or any other

computer connected via the computer network 1 to access the

database 20 through the computer network 1. The healthcare

facility may then enter the bed availability information into the

database 20. (Page 7, lines 15-25)
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VI. GROUNDS OF REJECTION TO BE REVIEWED ON APPEAL

1. Would Claims 1, 2, 4-9, 14-17 and 19 have been obvious under 35

U.S.C. §103 (a) to one having ordinary skill in the art at the time

of Appellant's invention over Ohrn (U.S. Patent No. 6,356,874) in

view of Stanis et al. (U.S. Patent No. 4, 135,241)? See Ohrn (U.S.

Patent No. 6,356,874) attached as Exhibit B of the Supplemental

Appendix and Stanis et al. (U.S. Patent No. 4,135,241) attached as

Exhibit C of the Supplemental Appendix.

2. Would Claims 3, 10 and 18 have been obvious under 35 U.S.C.

§103 (a) to one having ordinary skill in the art at the time of

Appellant's invention over Ohrn (U.S. Patent No. 6,356,874) in view

of Stanis et al. (U.S. Patent No. 4, 135, 241) and further in view of

Bruno et al. (U.S. Patent No. 6,289, 088)? See Bruno et al. (U.S.

Patent No. 6,289,088) attached as Exhibit D of the Supplemental

Appendix.

VII. ARGUMENT

The invention as defined in independent Claim 1 requires a

method for providing bed availability information to a user wherein

the user identifies an available bed for a patient. The bed

availability information includes information on beds at a

plurality of healthcare facilities wherein the plurality of

healthcare facilities receives the patient based on the bed

availability at one of the plurality of healthcare facilities.

Claim 1 requires providing a computer network and providing a
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database connected to the computer network. Additionally, Claim 1

requires inputting bed availability information for a plurality of

healthcare facilities wherein each of the plurality of healthcare

facilities have beds for providing a plurality of types of medical

care. Further, the bed availability information is input into the

database and is accessible by the computer network. Still further,

Claim 1 requires providing a first access to the database for

determining the available bed for the patient by the user of the

database. Moreover, Claim 1 requires inputting a medical condition

of the patient into the database. Claims 2-10 set forth additional

steps of Appellant's method for providing bed availability

information to a user.

Independent Claim 14 requires a system for storing and

accessing bed availability information to a user wherein the bed

availability includes information for a plurality of healthcare

facilities. Each of the plurality of healthcare facilities has a

plurality of beds and receives a patient if a bed is available.

Additionally, Claim 14 requires a system having a computer network,

a database associated with the computer network and means for

inputting bed availability information of a plurality of healthcare

facilities into the database. Further, Claim 14 requires means for

accessing the bed availability information and retrieving the bed

availability information from the database via the computer

network. Moreover, Claim 14 requires means for inputting
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information of the patient into a form via the computer network

wherein the information of the patient is stored in the database.

Claims 15-19 set forth additional structural elements of

Appellant's system for storing and accessing bed availability

information to a user.

A. THE CITED REFERENCES AND REJECTIONS
OF CLAIMS 1. 2, 4-9, 14-17, 19 AND 20

Claims 1, 2, 4-9, 14-17 and 19 stand rejected under 35 U.S.C.

§103 (a) as being unpatentable over Ohm (U.S. Patent No. 6, 356, 874)

in view of Stanis et al. (U.S. Patent No. 4,135,241).

In the Final Rejection, the Examiner stated:

As per Claim 1, 14.

Ohm (

x 874) discloses:
providing a network, see column 7, lines 60-66 and

figure 1;

providing a database connected to the computer
network, see figure 1;

inputting bed availability information for a
plurality of healthcare facilities, wherein each of the
plurality of healthcare facilities have beds and further
wherein the bed availability information is input into
the database and is accessible by the computer network,
see column 6, lines 6-45, column 7, lines 60-66 and
column 10, lines 22-30;

providing a first access to the database for
determining the available bed for the patient by a user
of the database, see column 6, lines 6-45 and column 21,
lines 29-34

searching the bed availability information for the
plurality of healthcare facilities in the database, see
column 5, lines 37-63

determining the available bed based on user
preferences, see column 5, lines 37-63.

Ohm (

y 81A) does not specifically disclose entering
individual medical condition of a patient and searching
[sic] [or] matching the bed to the condition.

Stanis et al. (

x 241) [sic] [teach] searching for
availability of beds and the information about the bed,
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including data regarding the nursing station to which it
is associated, and matching, see column 3, lines 14-25
and column 21, lines 29-34 for the benefit of managing
the status of beds in a hospital.

Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of
ordinary skill in the art, at the time the invention was
made to include matching patient conditions to available
beds in the invention of Ohm ('874) as taught by Stanis
et al. ('241) for the benefit of accurately placing
patients in the correct ward.

(See Final Rejection, pages 3 and 4 of Exhibit A of the
Supplemental Appendix.

)

Further, the Examiner stated:

As per Claim 2.

Ohm ( '874) further discloses providing the database
on a network, see figure 1.

As per Claim 4

.

Ohm ('874) further discloses contacting one of the
healthcare facilities after retrieving information about
the healthcare facility, see column 10, lines 22-30 and
column 5, lines 37-45.

As per Claim 5

.

Ohm ('874) further discloses providing a remote
server storing the database, see figure 1.

As per Claim 6.

Ohm ('874) further discloses providing a second
access to the database wherein an extended care or a

healthcare facility having beds enters the bed
availability into the database via the second access, see
column 5, lines 37-41, column 7, lines 44-50 and column
10, lines 22-30.

As per Claims 7 and 19.
Ohm ('874) further discloses an individual

healthcare facility accesses the database to input the
bed availability information for the individual
healthcare facility, see column 5, lines 37-41, column 7,
lines 44-50 and column 10, lines 22-30.

As per Claims 8 and 15.
Ohm ('874) does not specifically disclose bed

availability includes a quantity of beds.
Stanis et al. ('241) teaches a quantity of empty

beds available, see column 7, line 43 - column 8, line 8

and column 3, lines 14-25 for the benefit of accurate
billing and records management.

Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of
ordinary skill in the art, at the time the invention was
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made to include a quantity of beds available in the
invention of Ohrn ('874) as taught by Stanis et al.

(

x 241) for the benefit accurate billing and records
management

.

As per Claims 9 and 16.

Ohrn (

A 874) does not specifically disclose bed
availability includes types of beds available.

Stanis et al. (

A 241) teaches a types of beds, see
column 7, line 43 - column 8, line 8 and column 3, lines
14-25 for the benefit of accurate billing and records
management

.

Therefore, it would be have been obvious to one of
ordinary skill in the art, at the time the invention was
made to include a quantity of beds available in the
invention of Ohrn ('874) as taught by Stanis et al.

(

x 241) for the benefit of accurate billing and records
management

.

As per Claim 17.

Ohm ('874) further discloses the bed availability
information includes a projection of expected
availability of beds at a facility in a specified time
frame, see column 5, lines 37-63.

(See Final Rejection, pages 4-6 of Exhibit A of the Supplemental
Appendix .

)

B. CLAIMS 1, 2, 4-9, 14-17 AND 19 WOULD NOT HAVE
BEEN OBVIOUS TO ONE HAVING ORDINARY SKILL IN THE ART AT
THE TIME OF THE INVENTION IN VIEW OF OHRN AND FURTHER

IN VIEW OF STANIS ET AL. . TAKEN SINGLY OR IN COMBINATION

With respect to the rejection of Claims 1, 2, 4-9, 14-17 and

19 under 35 U.S.C. §103 (a) as being unpatentable over Ohrn in view

of Stanis et al., Appellant respectfully submits that the claims

distinctly define the present invention from Ohrn and Stanis et

al. r taken singly or in combination, for the reasons that follow.

Ohrn teaches "a method for ordering services, especially for

booking hotel rooms and travel at home and abroad as well as

medical services, wherein the ordering is performed via a user

terminal connected to a central data processing device." See Ohrn,



col. 1, lines 5-9. Further, Ohm teaches "the central data

processing device comprises a data storage device and is also

connected to a service location terminal." See Ohm, col. 1, lines

9-11.

Stanis et al. merely teach inserting cards forming a plurality

of card messages into a reader to transmit patient and requested

service information to one or more points in the hospital. In

addition, Stanis et al. merely teach "to store temporary

information pertaining to the status of the bed (clean, ready,

occupied, etc.) and information as to who is the current occupant

of the bed". (See Stanis et al., col. 7, lines 48-51.) Moreover,

Stanis et al. teach "a search is made for all bed numbers in

locations containing a specified nursing station number and control

characters indicating a need for special attention or service."

(See Stanis et al., col. 21, lines 25-28.)

Claim 1 requires inputting bed availability information for a

plurality of healthcare facilities wherein each of the plurality of

healthcare facilities have beds for providing a plurality of types

of medical care. Neither Ohm nor Stanis et al., taken singly or

in combination, teach or suggest inputting bed availability

information for a plurality of healthcare facilities, as required

by Claim 1. Ohm does not teach or remotely suggest inputting

information for a plurality of healthcare services, as required by

Claim 1. Furthermore, Ohm fails to teach or remotely suggest

inputting information relating to bed availability information for
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a plurality of healthcare facilities wherein each of the healthcare

facilities have beds for providing a plurality of types of medical

care, as required by Claim 1. Stanis et al. merely teach storing

information regarding the status of beds within one hospital.

Actually, Stanis et al. teach away from inputting bed availability

information for a plurality of the healthcare facilities. Stanis

et al. teach inserting cards into a reader to transmit information

to one or more points within one hospital. The purpose of the

system of Stanis et al. is merely to do "away with written messages

and orders and insures the collection, calculation, and compilation

of all charges on any desired periodic basis." See column, 2,

lines 18-20. Both the purpose of the system of Stanis et al. and

the method of use of the system of Stanis et al. teach away from a

system and method for a plurality of healthcare facilities.

Therefore, neither Ohm nor Stanis et al., taken singly or in

combination, teach or suggest inputting bed availability

information for a plurality of healthcare facilities wherein each

of the plurality of healthcare facilities have beds for providing

a plurality of types of medical care, as required by Claim 1.

Moreover, the Examiner admits that Ohm fails to teach or

suggest inputting a medical condition of the patient into the

database, as required by Claim 1. The Examiner alleges Stanis et

al. teach entering medical information for the benefit of managing

the status of beds in a hospital, citing column 21, lines 29-34.



However, lines 29-24 of column 21 of Stanis et al. merely state "a

search is made for bed numbers in storage locations containing a

given set of status characters." Clearly, neither Ohm nor Stanis

et al., taken singly or in combination, teaches or suggests

inputting a medical condition of the patient into the database, as

required by Claim 1. Therefore, Claim 1 would not have been

obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of

Appellant' s invention.

In addition, Claim 1 requires searching the bed availability

information for the plurality of healthcare facilities in the

database. Neither Ohm nor Stanis et al., taken singly or in

combination, teaches or suggests searching the bed availability

information for a plurality of healthcare facilities, as required

by Claim 1. Stanis et al. merely teach searching bed availability

information for one hospital.. Actually, Stanis et al. teach away

from searching the bed availability information for the plurality

of healthcare facilities. Stanis et al. teach inserting cards into

a reader to transmit information to one or more points within one

hospital. The purpose of the system of Stanis et al. is merely to

do "away with written messages and orders and insures the

collection, calculation, and compilation of all charges on any

desired periodic basis." See column, 2, lines 18-20. Both the

purpose of the system of Stanis et al. and the method of use of the

system of Stanis et al. teach away from a system and method for a



plurality of healthcare facilities. Therefore, Claim 1 would not

have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time

of the Appellant's invention.

Moreover, Claim 1 requires matching the medical condition of

the patient in the database to one of the types of medical care to

obtain the bed availability information of the plurality of

healthcare facilities based on each of the plurality of healthcare

facilities having beds for providing one of the types of medical

care to treat the medical condition of the patient. The Examiner

admits Ohm fails to teach or suggest matching the medical

condition of the patient in the database to one of the types of

medical care to obtain bed availability information, as required by

Claim 1. The Examiner alleges it would have been obvious in view

of Stanis et al. to include matching patient conditions to

available beds for the benefit of accurately placing patients in

the correct ward. On the contrary, nowhere does Stanis et al.

teach or suggest inputting a medical condition of the user to

determine the bed availability for the user with the medical

condition, as required by Claim 1. Stanis et al. merely teach that

"other sections [of the bed information storage area] are used to

store temporary information pertaining to the status of the bed

(clean, ready, occupied, etc.) and information as to who is the

current occupant of the bed". (See Stanis et al., column 7, lines

47-51). Again, Stanis et al. actually teach away from the



invention as defined by Claim 1. ' Specifically, the purpose of the

system of Stanis et al. and the method of the system of Stanis et

al. teach away from a system and method for a plurality of

healthcare facilities. Therefore, neither Ohrn nor Stanis et al.,

taken singly or in combination, teaches or suggests matching a

medical condition of the patient in the database to one of the

types of medical care to obtain the bed availability information of

the plurality of healthcare facilities, as required by Claim 1.

Still further, Claim 1 requires determining the available bed

in the plurality of healthcare facilities for the patient with the

medical condition from the bed availability information based upon

the medical condition of the patient in the database. Neither Ohrn

nor Stanis et al., taken singly or in combination, teaches or

remotely suggests determining an available bed based upon the

medical condition of the patient in the database. Specifically,

Stanis et al. merely teach inputting information relating to the

status of beds in one hospital. Again, Stanis et al. teach away

from a system and method with a plurality of healthcare facilities.

Therefore, Claim 1 would not have been obvious to one of ordinary

skill in the art at the time of Appellant's invention.

Claim 14 requires a means for inputting bed availability

information of a plurality of healthcare facilities into the

database. In addition, Claim 14 requires a means for searching the

database for the bed availability information of the plurality of



healthcare facilities. Neither Ohm nor Stanis et al., taken

singly or in combination, teaches or suggests a means for inputting

bed availability information of a plurality healthcare facilities

into a database, as required by Claim 14. Furthermore, neither

Ohm nor Stanis et al. f taken singly or in combination, teaches or

suggests a means for searching the database for the bed

availability information of the plurality of healthcare facilities,

as required by Claim 14. Ohm merely teaches a method for ordering

services, for example booking hotel rooms and travel at home and

abroad as well as medical services. Stanis et al. merely teach

searching bed availability information for one hospital. Again,

Stanis et al. actually teach away from the invention as defined by

Claim 1. Specifically, the purpose of the system of Stanis et al.

and the method of the system of Stanis et al. teach away from a

system and method for a plurality of healthcare facilities.

Therefore, Claim 14 would not have been obvious to one of ordinary

skill in the art at the time of Appellant's invention.

Moreover, Claim 14 requires means for inputting information of

the patient into a form via the computer network wherein the

information of the patient is stored in the database. Neither Ohm

nor Stanis et al., taken singly or in combination, teaches or

suggests a system having means for inputting information of the

patient into a form via the computer network wherein the

information of the patient is stored in the database, as required
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by Claim 14. Ohm merely teaches that "if the orders are made

within the framework of a public health system, the user terminals

can be located in doctor's surgeries and the like and used by a

doctor in private practice for ordering consultations with

specialists, admissions to hospital and operations, etc." (See

Ohm, column 10, lines 25-30.) Stanis et al. merely teach that

"bed information search logic for compiling listings of the

information stored in this area, such as lists by nursing station

of beds which need attention, lists by nursing station of beds

which are in a particular status (available, occupied etc.), lists

of patients admitted on a particular day, and the like." (See

Stanis et al., column 3, lines 20-25.) Therefore, neither Ohm nor

Stanis et al., taken singly or in combination, teaches or suggests

a means for inputting information of the patient into a form via

the computer network wherein the information of the patient is

stored in the database, as required by Claim 14. Therefore, Claim

14 would not have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art

at the time of Appellant's invention.

Furthermore, Claim 14 requires a means for comparing the

information of the patient in the database to the bed availability

information in the database to obtain each of the plurality of

healthcare facilities treating the patient. The Examiner admits

Ohm fails to teach or suggest a means for comparing the

information of the patient in the database to the bed availability



information in the database to obtain each of the plurality of

healthcare facilities treating the patient., as required by Claim

14. The Examiner alleges it would have been obvious in view of

Stanis et al. to include comparing patient conditions to available

beds for the benefit of accurately placing patients in the correct

ward. On the contrary, nowhere do Stanis et al. teach or suggest

a means for comparing the information of the patient in the

database to the bed availability information in the database to

obtain each of the plurality of healthcare facilities treating the

patient, as required by Claim 14. Stanis et al. merely teach that

"other sections [of the bed information storage area] are used to

store temporary information pertaining to the status of the bed

(clean, ready, occupied, etc.) and information as to who is the

current occupant of the bed". (See Stanis et al., column 7, lines

47-51). Again, Stanis et al. actually teach away from the

invention as defined by Claim 14. Specifically, the purpose of the

system of Stanis et al. and the method of the system of Stanis et

al. teach away from a system and method for a plurality of

healthcare facilities. Therefore, Claim 14 would not have been

obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of

Appellant' s invention.

Still further, Claim 14 requires a means for determining if a

bed in the plurality of beds at each of the plurality of healthcare

facilities for treating the patient is available based on
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information of the patient in the database. Neither Ohm nor

Stanis et al. r taken singly or in combination, teaches or suggests

determining if a bed in the plurality of beds at each of the

plurality of healthcare facilities for treating the patient is

available based on information of the patient in the database.

Specifically, Stanis et al. merely teach inputting information

relating to the status of beds in one hospital. Again, Stanis et

al. teach away from a system and method with a plurality of

healthcare facilities. Therefore, Claim 1 would not have been

obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the

invention of the Appellant.

Moreover, a person of ordinary skill in the art would never

have been motivated to combine Ohm with Stanis et al. in the

manner suggested by the Patent Office in formulating the rejection

under 35 U.S.C. §103(a). Appellant submits that the Patent Office

is merely "piece-mealing" references together, providing various

teachings and positively defined limitations of Appellant's method

and system for providing bed availability information to deprecate

the claimed invention. Of course, hindsight reconstruction of

Appellant's invention is impermissible. Appellant respectfully

submits that Claims 1 and 14 distinctly define the present

invention from Ohm and/or Stanis et al., taken singly or in

combination.

With the analysis of the deficiencies of Ohm and Stanis et

al. in mind, no reason or suggestion in the evidence of record

exists why one of ordinary skill in the art would have been led to



combine Ohm and Stanis et al. in the manner suggested by the

Patent Office in formulating the rejections under 35 U.S.C. §103.

Therefore, prima facie obviousness has not been established by the

Patent Office as required under 35 U.S.C. §103.

It is submitted that the question under §103 is whether the

totality of the art would collectively suggest the claimed

invention to one of ordinary skill in this art. In re Simon, 461

F.2d 1387, 174 USPQ 114 (CCPA 1972).

Appellant further submits that one having ordinary skill in

the art at the time of Appellant's invention would never have been

motivated to modify Ohm with Stanis et al. in the manner suggested

by the Examiner in formulating the rejections under 35 U.S.C.

§103 (a) .

That elements, even distinguishing elements, are disclosed in

the art is alone insufficient. It is common to find elements

somewhere in the art. Moreover, most, if not all, elements perform

their ordained and expected functions. The test is whether the

invention as a whole, in light of all the teachings of the

references in their entireties, would have been obvious to one of

ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made

.

Connell v. Sears, Roebuck & Co., 722 F.2d 1545, 220 USPQ 193 (Fed.

Cir. 1983).

Appellant submits that the Examiner has merely located

components of Appellant's claimed invention. However, that the art

disclosed components of Appellant's claimed invention, either

separately or used in other combinations, is insufficient. A
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teaching, suggestion, or incentive must exist to make the

combination made by Appellant. Interconnect Planning Corp. v.

Feil, 114 F. 2d 1132, 1143, 227 USPQ 543, 551 (Fed. Cir. 1988).

Even assuming that one having ordinary skill in the art could

somehow have combined Ohm and Stanis et al. as set forth by the

Examiner, the resultant combination still lacks the critical steps

and elements positively recited in Claims 1 and 14, respectively.

In view of the foregoing, Appellant submits that the rejection

of Claims 1 and 14 under 35 U.S.C. §103 (a) is improper.

Dependent Claim 2 requires providing the database on the

network wherein access to the database is via the network. Neither

Ohm nor Stanis et al., taken singly or in combination, teaches or

suggests providing the database on the network wherein access to

the database is via the network as required by Claim 2. Contrary

to the assertions of the Examiner, Ohm merely teaches that "the

user terminal is connected via telecommunication centre I with a

linking device in a central data processing device." Moreover,

Ohm teaches that "the linking device causes a connection to be

established between the user terminal and a service location

terminal at the service location via telecommunication network I

and via telecommunication centre I." Stanis et al. merely teach

inserting cards forming a plurality of card messages into a reader

to transmit patient and requested service information to one or

more points in the hospital. Therefore, the invention defined in
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Claim 2 would not have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the

art at the time of Appellant's invention in view of Ohm and Stanis

et al. Accordingly, the rejection of Claim 2 under 35 U.S.C.

§103 (a) in view of Ohm and Stanis et al. is improper.

Dependent Claim 4 requires contacting one of the healthcare

facilities after retrieving information about the healthcare

facility. Neither Ohm nor Stanis et al., taken singly or in

combination, teaches or suggests contacting one of the healthcare

facilities after retrieving information about the healthcare

facility, as required by Claim 4. Contrary to the assertions of

the Examiner, Ohm merely teaches that "the user terminals can be

located in doctor's surgeries and the like and used by a doctor in

private practice for ordering consultations with specialists,

admissions to hospital and operations, ECT." Stanis et al. merely

teach inserting cards forming a plurality of card messages into a

reader to transmit patient and requested service information to one

or more points in the hospital. Therefore, the invention defined in

Claim 4 would not have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the

art at the time of Appellant's invention in view of Ohm and Stanis

et aJ., taken singly or in combination. Accordingly, the rejection

of Claim 4 under 35 U.S.C. §103 (a) in view of Ohm and Stanis et

al. is improper.

Dependent Claim 5 requires the step of providing a remote

server and storing the database on the remote server. Neither

Ohm nor Stanis et al., taken singly or in combination, teaches or

suggests providing a remote server and storing the database on the
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remote server as required by Claim 5. Therefore, the invention

defined in Claim 5 would not have been obvious to one of ordinary

skill in the art at the time of Appellant's invention in view of

Ohm and Stanis et al. Accordingly, the rejection of Claim 5 under

35 U.S.C. §103 (a) in view of Ohm and Stanis et al. is improper.

Dependent Claim 6 requires providing a second access to the

database wherein an extended care or a healthcare facility having

beds enters the bed availability information into the database via

the second access. Nowhere do Ohm and Stanis et al., taken singly

or in combination, teach or suggest a method having the step of

providing a second access to the database wherein an extended care

or a healthcare facility having beds enters the bed availability

information into the database via the second access as required by

Claim 6. Moreover, Ohm actually teaches away from a method having

a step of providing a second access to the database wherein an

extended care or a healthcare facility having beds enters the bed

availability information into the database via the second access

because the telemarketing system teaches that the database is

automatically updated from a local data processing device at the

service location. Contrary to the assertion of the Examiner, Ohm

merely teaches that "when the order is confirmed, the system

proceeds to the next order, while the data base in the central data

processing device or the telemarketing system is automatically

updated from a local data processing device at the service

location, thus ensuring that the data base is updated at all times

with correct service information." Thus, Ohm clearly teaches away
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from a method having a step of providing a second access to the

database wherein an extended care or a healthcare facility having

beds enters the bed availability information into the database via

the second access as specifically defined in Claim 6. Therefore,

the invention defined in Claim 6 would not have been obvious to one

of ordinary skill in the art at the time of Appellant's invention

in view of Ohm and Stanis et al., taken singly or in combination.

Accordingly, the rejection of Claim 6 under 35 U.S.C. §103 (a) in

view of Ohm and Stanis et al. is improper.

Dependent Claim 7 requires an individual healthcare facility

access the database to input the bed availability information for

the individual healthcare facility. Neither Ohm nor Stanis et

al., taken singly or in combination, teaches or suggests an

individual healthcare facility accessing the database to input the

bed availability information for the individual healthcare

facility, as required by Claim 7. Actually, Ohm teaches away from

an individual healthcare facility accessing the database to input

the bed availability information for the individual healthcare

facility. The telemarketing system of Ohm teaches that the

database is automatically updated from a local data processing

device at the service location. Contrary to the assertion of the

Examiner, Ohm merely teaches that "when the order is confirmed,

the system proceeds to the next order, while the data base in the

central data processing device or the telemarketing system is

automatically updated from a local data processing device at the

service location, thus ensuring that the data base is updated at
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all times with correct service information." As a result , Ohm

clearly teaches away from a method wherein an individual healthcare

facility accesses the database to input the bed availability

information for the individual healthcare facility as specifically

defined in Claim 7. Therefore, the invention defined in Claim 7

would not have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at

the time of Appellant's invention in view of Ohm and Stanis et

al., taken singly or in combination. Accordingly, the rejection of

Claim 7 under 35 U.S.C. §103 (a) in view of Ohm and Stanis et al.

is improper.

Dependent Claim 8 requires the bed availability information

includes a quantity of empty beds available. Neither Ohm nor

Stanis et al., taken singly or in combination, teaches or suggests

the bed availability information includes a quantity of empty beds

available, as required by Claim 8. The Examiner admits that Ohm

does not specifically disclose bed availability which includes a

quantity of beds. Further, Stanis et al. merely teach that "the

system includes bed information search logic for compiling listings

of the information stored in this area, such as lists by nursing

station of beds which need attention, lists by nursing station of

beds which need attention, lists by nursing station of beds which

are in a particular status (available, occupied, etc.), lists of

patients admitted on a particular day, and the like." Moreover,

Stanis et al. teach that "other sections are used to store

temporary information pertaining to the status of the bed (clean,

ready, occupied, etc.) and information as to who is the current
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occupant of the bed." Therefore, the invention defined in Claim 8

would not have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at

the time of Appellant's invention in view of Ohm and Stanis et

al., taken singly or in combination. Accordingly, the rejection of

Claim 8 under 35 U.S.C. §103 (a) in view of Ohm and Stanis et al.

is. improper.

Dependent Claim 9 requires a method wherein the bed

availability information includes types of empty beds available.

Neither Ohm nor Stanis et al., taken singly or in combination,

teaches or suggests the bed availability information includes types

of empty beds available, as required by Claim 9. Moreover, Stanis

et al. actually teach away from a method wherein the bed

availability information includes types of empty beds available

because the data handling system only teaches a system which

provides bed status information. Contrary to the assertion of the

Examiner, Stanis et al. merely teach that "other sections are used

to store temporary information pertaining to the status of the bed

(clean, ready, occupied, etc.) and information as to who is the

current occupant of the bed." Furthermore, Stanis et al. teach

that "a three letter code is inserted to indicate whether a bed is

occupied (O.P.), clean (CAN), ready (RAY) or whatever." Thus,

Stanis et al. clearly teach away from a method wherein the bed

availability information includes types of empty beds available as

specifically defined in Claim 9. Therefore, the invention defined

in Claim 9 would not have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in

the art at the time of Appellant's invention in view of Ohm and
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Stanis et al. f taken singly or in combination. Accordingly, the

rejection of Claim 9 under 35 U.S.C. §103 (a) in view of Ohrn and

Stanis et al. is improper.

Dependent Claim 15 requires the bed availability information

to include a quantity of beds available. Neither Ohrn nor Stanis

et al. f taken singly or in combination, teaches or suggests the bed

availability information includes a quantity of beds available, as

required by Claim 15. The Examiner admits that Ohrn does not teach

or suggest bed availability including a quantity of beds. Further,

Stanis et al. merely teach that "the system includes bed

information search logic for compiling listings of the information

stored in this area, such as lists by nursing station of beds which

need attention, lists by nursing station of beds which need

attention, lists by nursing station of beds which are in a

particular status (available, occupied, etc.), lists of patients

admitted on a particular day, and the like." Moreover, Stanis et

al. teach that "other sections are used to store temporary

information pertaining to the status of the bed (clean, ready,

occupied, etc.) and information as to who is the current occupant

of the bed." Therefore, the invention defined in Claim 15 would

not have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the

time of Appellant's invention in view of Ohrn and Stanis et al. ,

taken singly or in combination. Accordingly, the rejection of Claim

15 under 35 U.S.C. §103 (a) in view of Ohrn and Stanis et al. is

improper

.

Dependent Claim 16 requires the bed availability information
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to include types of beds available. Neither Ohm nor Stanis et al.,

taken singly or in combination, teaches or suggests a system

wherein the bed availability information includes types of beds

available, as required by Claim 16. The Examiner admits Ohm does

not teach or suggest bed availability which includes types of beds

available. Therefore, the invention defined in Claim 16 would not

have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time

of Appellant's invention in view of Ohm and Stanis et al., taken

singly or in combination.

Moreover, Stanis et al. actually teach away from a system

wherein the bed availability information includes types of empty

beds available. Stanis et al. merely teach a system providing bed

status information. Contrary to the assertion of the Examiner,

Stanis et al. merely teach that "other sections are used to store

temporary information pertaining to the status of the bed (clean,

ready, occupied, etc.) and information as to who is the current

occupant of the bed." Furthermore, Stanis et al. teach that "a

three letter code is inserted to indicate whether a bed is occupied

(O.P.), clean (CAN), ready (RAY) or whatever." Thus, Stanis et al.

clearly teach away from a system wherein the bed availability

information includes types of empty beds available as specifically

defined in Claim 16. Accordingly, the rejection of Claim 16 under

35 U.S.C. §103 (a) in view of Ohm and Stanis et al. is improper.

Dependent Claim 17 requires the bed availability information

to include a projection of expected availability of beds at a

facility in a specified time frame. Neither Ohm nor Stanis et
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al., taken singly or in combination, teaches or suggests a system

wherein the bed availability information includes a projection of

expected availability of beds at a facility in a specified time

frame, as required by Claim 17. Ohm actually teaches away from a

system wherein the bed availability information includes a

projection of expected availability of beds at a facility in a

specified time frame because the telemarketing system of Ohm

merely teaches that the service offers having vacant rooms will

read out. Contrary to the assertion of the Examiner, Ohm merely

teaches that "after the specification criteria have been read out,

i.e. the customer has established place, date and price class, the

voice network interface will now read out the relevant service

offers, i.e. those hotels which have vacant rooms." Thus, Ohm

clearly teaches away from the bed availability information includes

a projection of expected availability of beds at a facility in a

specified time frame, as required by Claim 17. Therefore, the

invention defined in Claim 17 would not have been obvious to one of

ordinary skill in the art at the time of Appellant's invention in

view of Ohm and Stanis et al., taken singly or in combination.

Accordingly, the rejection of Claim 17 under 35 U.S.C. §103 (a) in

view of Ohm and Stanis et al. is improper.

Dependent Claim 19 requires a means for accessing the database

wherein an individual healthcare facility enters the bed

availability into the database. Neither Ohm nor Stanis et al.,

taken singly or in combination, teaches or suggests a means for

accessing the database wherein an individual healthcare facility
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enters the bed availability into the database, as required by Claim

19. Therefore, the invention defined in Claim 19 would not have

been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of

Appellant's invention in view of Ohm and Stanis et al. r taken

singly or in combination.

Moreover, Ohm actually teaches away from a system having a

means for accessing the database wherein an individual healthcare

facility enters the bed availability into the database. Ohm

merely teaches that the database is automatically updated from a

local data processing device at the service location. Contrary to

the assertion of the Examiner, Ohm merely teaches that "when the

order is confirmed, the system proceeds to the next order, while

the data base in the central data processing device or the

telemarketing system is automatically updated from a local data

processing device at the service location, thus ensuring that the

data base is updated at all times with correct service

information." Therefore, Ohm clearly teaches away from a system

having a means for accessing the database wherein an individual

healthcare facility enters the bed availability into the database

as specifically defined in Claim 19. Accordingly, the rejection of

Claim 19 under 35 U.S.C. §103 (a) in view of Ohm and Stanis et al.

is improper.

The Examiner also alleges Claims 14-17 merely recite the

manner in which the apparatus is intended to be employed and do not

differentiate the claimed apparatus from the prior art. Appellant
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submits the Examiner has disregarded the claimed invention as a

whole. Furthermore, the Examiner has attempted to distill

Appellant's claimed invention directed to a system and method for

providing bed availability on a computer network to merely a

network with a database and input means. Moreover, the Examiner

has failed to interpret the claim language in its broadest

reasonable interpretation consistent with the specification and to

read the claims in light of the specification. In re Sneed, 710

F.2d 1544, 1548, 218 USPQ 385, 388 (Fed. Cir. 1983).

The Examiner cites Ex parte Masham, 2 USPQ 2d 1657 (Bd. Pat.

App. & Inter. 1987), as holding that a recitation of the manner in

which the apparatus is intended to be used does not differentiate

the claimed apparatus from a prior art apparatus if the prior art

apparatus teaches all the structural limitation of the claim.

However, the Board determined "the apparatus disclosed by Williams

does not undergo a metamorphosis to a new apparatus merely by

affixing instructions thereto indicating that a sufficient amount

of developer material may be poured into the apparatus to

completely submerge the stationary mixing means" Id. As a result,

the Board held "the recitation 'completely submerged in the

developer material' does not impose any structural limitations upon

the claimed apparatus which differentiates it from that disclosed

by Williams." Id.

Appellant submits that the system and method disclosed in the

combination of Ohm and Stanis et al. does not teach or remotely
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suggest the structural limitations of Claims 14-17 and 19.

With respect to Claim 14 , Appellant submits inputting bed

availability information, accessing the bed availability

information and inputting information of the patient into a form

are necessary for storing and accessing bed availability

information on the database for a plurality of healthcare

facilities. The bed availability
t
information and information of

the patient on the database structurally limits Claim 14. As

mentioned above, the information on the database and accessing,

inputting, searching and comparing information in the database for

a plurality of healthcare facilities structurally differentiate the

claimed system of Claim 14 over Ohm in view of Stanis et al.,

taken singly or in combination.

Similarly, Claims 15-19 depend from independent Claim 14 and

further define the system of Claim 14. As a result, Claims 15-19

structurally define the claimed system and differentiate the

claimed system from the system of Ohm in view of Stanis et al. r

taken singly or in combination.

Moreover, in overruling the rejection of the claims of In re

Gulack by the Patent and Trademark Office Board of Appeals, the In

re Gulack court stated "differences between an invention and the

prior art cited against it cannot be ignored merely because the

differences reside in the content of the printed matter." See 703

F.2d 1383, 1385 (Fed. Cir. 1983). More specifically, "under

section 103, the board cannot dissect a claim, excise the printed



matter from it, and declare the remaining portion of the mutilated

claim to be unpatentable; [t]he claim must read the claim as a

whole. " Id.

The content of Appellant's system for storing and accessing

bed availability information for a plurality of healthcare

facilities cannot be ignored because some of the differences

between Appellant's system relate to the content of information.

The structural differences between the invention in In re Gulack

and the prior art were merely the particular sequence of digits on

a band or ring. However, the structural differences between

Appellant's invention as defined in Claims 14-19 and Ohm and

Stanis et al. f taken singly or in combination, are more significant

than the mere sequence of digits in In re Gulack.

In view of the foregoing, the rejection of Claims 1, 2, 4-9,

11-17, 19 and 20 under 35 U.S.C. §103 (a) is improper.

C. THE CITED REFERENCES AND REJECTION

OF CLAIMS 3, 10 and 18

Claims 3, 10 and 18 stand rejected under 35 U.S.C. §103 (a) as

being unpatentable over Ohm (U.S. Patent No. 6, 356, 874) in view of

Stanis et al. (U.S. Patent No. 4,135,241) and further in view of

Bruno et al. (U.S. Patent No. 6,289,088).

In the Final Rejection, the Examiner stated:

As per Claim 3.

Ohm (

x 874) does not specifically disclose the
network is the internet.

Bruno et al. (

y 088) teaches use of the internet as
a less expensive alternative to long distance service,
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see column 5, lines 34-56.
Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of

ordinary skill in the art, at the time the invention was
made to use the internet as a less expensive alternate
network as taught by Bruno et al. (

x 088) in the invention
of Ohm (

*874) .

As per Claim 10.

Ohm (^874) further discloses an online form for
accessing the database and inputting information, see
figure 3.

Ohm ('874) does not specifically disclose the
network is the internet

.

Bruno et al. ('088) teaches use of the internet as
a less expensive alternative to long distance service,
see column 5, lines 34-56.

Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of
ordinary skill in the art, at the time of the invention
was made to use the internet as a less expensive
alternative network as taught by Bruno et al. (

x 088) in
the invention of Ohm ('874).

As per Claim 18.

Ohm ('874) further discloses an online
form for accessing the database and
inputting information, see figure 3

.

Ohm ('874) does not specifically
disclose the network is the internet.

Bruno et al. ('088) teaches use of the
internet as a less expensive alternative to
long distance service, see column 5, lines
34-56.

Therefore, it would have been obvious
to one of ordinary skill in the art, at the
time the invention was made to use the
internet as a less expensive alternate
network as taught by Bruno et al. ('088) in
the invention of Ohm (

'874) .

(See Final Rejection, page 5 of Exhibit A of the Supplemental
Appendix.

)

D. OHRN, STANIS ET AL. , OR BRUNO ET AL.
,

TAKEN SINGLY OR IN COMBINATION, DO NOT TEACH OR SUGGEST THE
INVENTION DEFINED IN CLAIMS 3, 10 AND 18, AND IT WOULD

NOT HAVE BEEN OBVIOUS TO COMBINE THEM BY ONE OF ORDINARY SKILL IN
THE ART AT THE TIME OF THE INVENTION

Claims 3 , 10 and 18 were re j ected under 35 U.S.C. §103(a) as
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being unpatentable over Ohm in view of Stanis et al. and further

in view of Bruno et al. Appellant respectfully submits that Claims

3, 10 and 18 distinctly define the present invention from Ohm,

Stanis et al. or Bruno et al., taken singly or in combination, for

the reasons that follow.

Dependent Claim 3 requires the network to be the internet.

Dependent Claim 10 requires providing an internet-enabled form on

a website for accessing the remote database and inputting

information into the database.

With respect to the assertion of the Examiner that use of the

internet as a less expensive alternative network is obvious,

Appellant submits that the evidence of record fails to support the

assertion. Additionally, the Examiner admits that Ohm does not

specifically disclose that the network is the internet. Further,

Appellant asserts that Bruno et al. fail to illustrate that the

internet is a well known network. Furthermore, Appellant submits

that the assertion is an improper basis for formulating a rejection

under 35 U.S.C. §103.

Bruno et al. fail to teach or suggest a method for providing

bed availability information to a user wherein the network is the

internet as required by Claim 3. Furthermore, Bruno et al. fail to

teach or suggest a method for providing bed availability

information to a user by providing an internet-enabled form on a

website for accessing the remote database and inputting information

into the database as required by Claim 10.
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Moreover, none of Ohrn, Stanis et al., or Bruno et al. f taken

singly or in combination, teach the elements of Claims 3 or 10.

More specifically, none of Ohrn, Stanis et al. r or Bruno et al.,

taken singly or in combination, teach or suggest providing a

computer network wherein the network is the internet and inputting

a medical condition of the user to determine the bed availability

for the user with the medical condition as required by Claim 3.

Furthermore, none of Ohrn, Stanis et al., or Bruno et al., taken

singly or in combination, teach or suggest inputting a medical

condition of the user to determine the bed availability for the

user with the medical condition, providing an internet-enabled form

on a website for accessing the remote database and inputting

information into the database as required by Claim 10. Therefore,

Claims 3 and 10 would not have been obvious to one of ordinary

skill in the art at the time of Appellant's invention in view of

Ohrn, Stanis et al., or Bruno et al., taken singly or in

combination

.

Dependent Claim 18 requires a remote server wherein the

database is contained on the remote server and a website providing

access to the database. Bruno et al. fail to teach or suggest a

system for storing and accessing bed availability information to a

user having a remote server wherein the database is contained on

the remote server and a website which provides access to the

database as required by Claim 18. Moreover, none of Ohrn, Stanis

et al., or Bruno et al., taken singly or in combination, teach or
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suggest a remote server wherein the database is contained on the

remote server and website providing access to the database as

required by Claim 18 . Therefore, Claim 18 would not have been

obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of

Appellant's invention in view of Ohm, Stanis et al., or Bruno et

al., taken singly or in combination.

Appellant submits that the Examiner has merely located

components of Appellant's claimed invention. However, that the art

disclosed components of Appellant's claimed invention, either

separately or used in other combinations, is insufficient. A

teaching, suggestion, or incentive must exist to make the

combination made by Appellant. Interconnect Planning Corp. v.

Feil, 774 F. 2d 1132, 1143, 227 USPQ 543, 551 (Fed. Cir. 1988). No

such teaching, suggestion or incentive exists in Ohm, Stanis et

al. or Bruno et al. to provide the features set forth in

Appellant's invention. Therefore, one of ordinary skill in the art

would not have been motivated at the time of Appellant's invention

to combine Ohm, Stanis et al. and Bruno et al.

Still further, Appellant submits that the Examiner is merely

"piece-mealing" references together providing various teachings and

positively defined steps and novel elements of Appellant's method

and system, respectively, to deprecate the claimed invention. Of

course, hindsight reconstruction of Appellant's invention is

impermissible. Since no suggestion exists to combine Ohm, Stanis
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et al. and Bruno et al., the Examiner cannot arbitrarily do so to

reject the claims. Instead, a reason is required why one skilled

in the art would be motivated to make the proposed combination of

primary and secondary references. In re Nomiya, 184 USPQ 607 (CCPA

1975).

With the analysis of the deficiencies of Ohm, Stanis et al.

and Bruno et al. in mind, no reason or suggestion in the evidence

of record exists why one of ordinary skill in the art would have

been led to combine Ohm, Stanis et al. and Bruno et al. in the

manner suggested by the Patent Office in formulating the rejections

under 35 U.S.C. §103. Therefore, prima facie obviousness has not

been established by the Patent Office as required under 35 U.S.C.

§103.

It is submitted that the question under §103 is whether the

totality of the art would collectively suggest the claimed

invention to one of ordinary skill in this art. In re Simon, 461

F. 2d 1387, 174 USPQ 114 (CCPA 1972).

That elements, even distinguishing elements, are disclosed in

the art is alone insufficient. It is common to find elements

somewhere in the art. Moreover, most, if not all, elements perform

their ordained and expected functions. The test is whether the

invention as a whole, in light of the teachings of the references

in their entireties, would have been obvious to one of ordinary

skill in the art at the time the invention was made. Connell v.

Sears, Roebuck & Co., 122 F.2d 1545, 220 USPQ 193 (Fed. Cir. 1983).
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In considering obviousness, the critical inquiry is whether

something in the art as a whole suggests the desirability, and thus

the obviousness, of making a combination. In re Newell, 891 F.2d

899, 901-02, 13 USPQ 2d 1248, 1250 (Fed. Cir. 1987).

Since the Examiner has failed to establish a prima facie case

of obviousness in combining Ohm, Stanis et al. and Bruno et al.,

the rejection of Claims 3, 10 and 18 under 35 U.S.C. §103 (a) is

improper.
CONCLUSION

For the foregoing reasons, Appellant respectfully submits that

the rejections of Claims 1-10 and 14-19 are erroneous as a matter

of law and fact and respectfully requests the Board to reverse the

rejections

.

Patents+TMS
A Professional Corporation
2849 W. Armitage Ave.
Chicago, IL 60647
(773) 772-6009
ATTORNEY FOR APPELLANT
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VIII. CLAIMS APPENDIX

Claim 1: A method for providing bed availability information to a

user wherein the user identifies an available bed for a patient and

further wherein the bed availability information includes

information on beds at a plurality of healthcare facilities wherein

the plurality of healthcare facilities receives the patient based

on the bed availability at one of the plurality of healthcare

facilities, the method comprising the steps of:

providing a computer network;

providing a database connected to the computer networks-

inputting bed availability information for a plurality of

healthcare facilities wherein each of the plurality of healthcare

facilities have beds for providing a plurality of types of medical

care and further wherein the bed availability information is input

into the database and is accessible by the computer networks-

providing a first access to the database for determining the

available bed for the patient by the user of the databases-

inputting a medical condition of the patient into the

database;

searching the bed availability information for the plurality

of healthcare facilities in the database;

matching the medical condition of the patient in the database

to one of the types of medical care to obtain the bed availability

information of the plurality of healthcare facilities based on each

of the plurality of healthcare facilities having beds for providing
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one of the types of medical care to treat the medical condition of

the patient; and

determining the available bed in the plurality of healthcare

facilities for the patient with the medical condition from the bed

availability information based upon the medical condition of the

patient in the database.

Claim 2: The method of Claim 1 further comprising the step of:

providing the database on the network wherein access to the

database is via the network.

Claim 3: The method of Claim 1 wherein the network is the

internet

.

Claim 4: The method of Claim 1 further comprising the step of:

contacting one of the healthcare facilities after retrieving

information about the healthcare facility.

Claim 5: The method of Claim 1 further comprising the steps of:

providing a remote server; and

storing the database on the remote server.

Claim 6: The method of Claim 1 further comprising the step of:

providing a second access to the database wherein an extended

care or a healthcare facility having beds enters the bed

availability information into the database via the second access.

Claim 7: The method of Claim 1 wherein an individual healthcare

facility accesses the database to input the bed availability

information for the individual healthcare facility.



Claim 8: The method of Claim 1 wherein the bed availability

information includes a quantity of empty beds available.

Claim 9: The method of Claim 1 wherein the bed availability

information includes types of empty beds available.

Claim 10: The method of Claim 1 further comprising the step of:

providing an internet-enabled form on a website for accessing

the remote database and inputting information into the database.

Claim 14: A system for storing and accessing bed availability

information to a user wherein the bed availability information

includes information for a plurality of healthcare facilities

wherein each of the plurality of healthcare facilities has a

plurality of beds and receives a patient if a bed is available, the

system comprising:

a computer network;

a database associated with the computer network;

means for inputting bed availability information of a

plurality of healthcare facilities into the database;

means for accessing the bed availability information and

retrieving the bed availability information from the database via

the computer network;

means for inputting information of the patient into a form via

the computer network wherein the information of the patient is

stored in the database;

means for searching the database for the bed availability

information of the plurality of healthcare facilities;
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means for comparing the information of the patient in the

database to the bed availability information in the database to

obtain each of the plurality of healthcare facilities for treating

the patient; and

means for determining if a bed in the plurality of beds at

each of the plurality of healthcare facilities for treating the

patient is available based on the information of the patient in the

database

.

Claim 15: The system of Claim 14 wherein the bed availability

information includes a quantity of beds available.

Claim 16: The system of Claim 14 wherein the bed availability

information includes types of beds available.

Claim 17: The system of Claim 14 wherein the bed availability

information includes a projection of expected availability of beds

at a facility in a specified time frame.

Claim 18: The system of Claim 14 further comprising:

a remote server wherein the database is contained on the

remote server; and

a website providing access to the database.

Claim 19: The system of Claim 14 further comprising:

means for accessing the database wherein an individual

healthcare facility enters the bed availability into the database.
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IX. EVIDENCE APPENDIX

EXHIBIT A: Final Rejection dated August 3, 2004

EXHIBIT B: Ohrn (U.S. Patent No. 6,356,874)

EXHIBIT C: Stanis et al. (U.S. Patent No. 4,135,241)

EXHIBIT D: Bruno et al. (U.S. Patent No. 6,289,088)
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Application/Control Number: 09/544,508 Page 2

Art Unit: 3629

DETAILED ACTION

1
.

Reconsideration was made of the Stanis et al reference after the interview and it

is seen to disclose the matching feature claimed, see column 21, lines 29-34. Further,

claim 14 does not include the same level of detail as claim 1 regarding medical

condition of the patient, but merely patient data.

2. Claims Directed to an Apparatus must be distinguished from the prior art in terms

of structure rather than function, In re Danly 263 F.2d 844, 847, 120 USPQ 582, 531

(CCPA1959).

A claim containing a "recitation with respect to the manner in which a claimed

apparatus is intended to be employed does not differentiate the claimed apparatus from

a prior art apparatus" if the prior art apparatus teaches all the structural limitations of the

claim. Ex parte Masham, 2 USPQ2d 1657 (bd Pat. App. & Inter. 1987). Thus the

structural limitations of claim 14-19, including a network, a database, an input means,

means for searching, comparing, matching and retrieving are disclosed in Ohrn in view

of Stennis et al as described herein. Also as described the limitations of the claim do not

distinguish the claimed apparatus from the prior art.

3 Applicant's arguments regarding the existence of different wards in hospitals and

placement of patients in different wards based on their medical needs is not persuasive,

the method has traditionally been called triage. Further, Stannis discloses bed data that

includes the nursing station, which indicate different wards, and searches and

comparisons by the admitting office for beds with given characteristics, see column 21,

lines 29-34.
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4. Applicant's arguments regarding the status of the internet and websites as being

old and well known at the time of applicant's invention are not convincing. The internet

was old and well known by the April 2000 filing date, regardless, Bruno discloses the

internet, see column 5, lines 34-56.

5. THIS ACTION IS MADE FINAL. Applicant is reminded of the extension of time

policy as set forth in 37 CFR 1.136(a).

A shortened statutory period for reply to this final action is set to expire THREE

MONTHS from the mailing date of this action. In the event a first reply is filed within

TWO MONTHS of the mailing date of this final action and the advisory action is not

mailed until after the end of the THREE-MONTH shortened statutory period, then the

shortened statutory period will expire on the date the advisory action is mailed, and any

extension fee pursuant to 37 CFR 1 .1 36(a) will be calculated from the mailing date of

the advisory action. In no event, however, will the statutory period for reply expire later

than SIX MONTHS from the mailing date of this final action.

Claim Rejections • 35 (JSC § 103

The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis for all

obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set
forth in section 102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and
the prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the
invention was made to a person having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains
Patentability shall not be negatived by the manner in which the invention was made.

6. Claims 1-2, 4-9, 14-17, 19 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being

anticipated by Ohrn (6,356,874) in view of Stanis et ai ('4,135,241).

As per Claim 1,14.
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Ohrn ('874) discloses:

providing a network, see column 7, lines 60-66 and figure 1

;

providing a database connected to the computer network, see figure 1

;

inputting bed availability information for a plurality of healthcare facilities, wherein
each of the plurality of healthcare facilities have beds for providing a plurality of types of
medical care and further wherein the bed availability information is input into the
database and is accessible by the computer network, see column 6, lines 6-45 column
7, lines 60-66 and column 10, lines 22-30;

providing a first access to the database for determining the available bed for the
patient by a user of the database, see column 6, lines 6-45 and column 21, lines 29-34

searching the bed availability information for the plurality of healthcare facilities in
the database, see column 5, lines 37-63;

determining the available bed based on user preferences, see column 5 lines 37-
63.

Ohrn ('874) does not specifically disclose entering individual medical condition of
a patient and searching, matching the bed to the condition.

Stanis et al ('241) teaches searching for availability of beds, including reserving
beds, and the information about the bed, including data regarding the nursing station to
which it is associated, and matching, see column 3, lines 14-25 and column 21, lines
29-34 for the benefit of managing the status of beds in a hospital.

Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art, at the
time the invention was made to include matching patient conditions to available beds in
the invention of Ohrn ('874) as taught by Stanis et al ('241) for the benefit of accurately
placing patients in the correct ward.

As per Claim 1 1

.

Ohrn ('874) further discloses searching the database for the bed availability
information, see column 5, lines 37-63;

matching healthcare facility criteria with patient needs, see column 5 lines 37-41
and column 10, lines 22-30.

As per Claim 12.

Ohrn ('874) further discloses searching a database based on user entered
criteria for the bed availability information, see column 5, lines 37-63.

Ohrn ('874) does not specifically disclose entering individual medical condition of
a patient.

Stanis et al ('241) teaches entering medical information, see column 3 lines 14-
25 and column 4, lines 23-36 for the benefit of managing the status of beds in a
hospital.

Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the
time the invention was made to include a quantity of beds available in the invention of
Ohrn ('874) as taught by Stanis et al ('241) for the benefit of managing the status of
beds in a hospital.
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As per Claim 13, 20.

Ohm ('874) further discloses a means for searching, see column 5, 37-63.

As per Claim 2.

Ohrn ('874) further discloses providing the database on a network, see figure 1.

As per Claim 4.

Ohrn ("874) further discloses contacting one of the healthcare facilities after
retrieving information about the healthcare facility, see column 10 lines 22-30 and
column 5, lines 37-45.

As per Claim 5.

Ohrn ('874) further discloses providing a remote server storing the database see
figure 1.

As per Claim 6.

Ohrn ('874) further discloses providing a second access to the database wherein
an extended care or a healthcare facility having beds enters the bed availability into the
database via the second access, see column 5, lines 37-41, column 7, lines 44-50 and
column 10, lines 22-30.

As per Claim 7, 19.

Ohrn ('874) further discloses an individual healthcare facility accesses the
database to input the bed availability information for the individual healthcare facility
see column 5, lines 37-41

, column 7, lines 44-50 and column 1 0, lines 22-30.

As per Claim 8, 15.

beds
^
8?4) d06S specifically disclose bed availability includes a quantity of

Stanis et al ('241) teaches a quantity of empty beds available, see column 7 line
43 - column 8, line 8 and column 3, lines 14-25 for the benefit of managing the status of
beds in a hospital.

Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the
time the invention was made to include a quantity of beds available in the invention of
Ohrn ('874) as taught by Stanis et al ('241) for the benefit of managing the status of
beds in a hospital.

available

As per Claim 9, 16.

Ohrn ('874) does not specifically disclose bed availability includes types of beds

Stanis et al ('241) teaches a types of beds, see column 7, line 43 - column 8 line
8 and column 3, lines 14-25 for the benefit of managing the status of beds in a hospital.
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Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art, at the
time the invention was made to include a quantity of beds available in the invention of
Ohm ('874) as taught by Stanis et al ('241) for the benefit of managing the status of
beds in a hospital.

As per Claim 17.

Ohm ('874) further discloses the bed availability information includes a projection
of expected availability of beds at a facility in a specified time frame, see column 5, lines
37-63.

7. Claims 3, 10, 18 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over

Ohrn (6,356,874) in view of Stanis et al ('241) further in view of Bruno et al (6,289,088).

As per Claim 3.

Ohrn ('874) does not specifically disclose the network is the internet.

Bruno et al ('088) teaches use of the internet as a less expensive alternative to
long distance service, see column 5, lines 34-56.

Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art, at the
time the invention was made to use the internet as a less expensive alternate network
as taught by Bruno et al ('088) in the invention of Ohrn ('874).

As per Claim 10.

Ohrn ('874) further discloses an online form for accessing the database and
inputting information, see figure 3.

Ohrn ('874) does not specifically disclose the network is the internet.
Bruno et al ('088) teaches use of the internet as a less expensive alternative to

long distance service, see column 5, lines 34-56.

Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art, at the
time the invention was made to use the internet as a less expensive alternate network
as taught by Bruno et al ('088) in the invention of Ohrn ('874).

As per Claim 18.

Ohm ('874) further discloses an online form for accessing the database and
inputting information, see figure 3.

Ohrn ('874) does not specifically disclose the network is the internet.
Bruno et al ('088) teaches use of the internet as a less expensive alternative to

long distance service, see column 5, lines 34-56.

Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art, at the
time the invention was made to use the internet as a less expensive alternate network
as taught by Bruno et al ('088) in the invention of Ohrn ('874).
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Conclusion

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to Thomas A. Dixon whose telephone number is (703)

305-4645. The examiner can normally be reached on Monday - Thursday 6:30 - 4:00.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's

supervisor, John Weiss can be reached on (703) 308-2702. The fax phone number for

the organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 703-872-9306.

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the

Patent Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for

published applications may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR.

Status information for unpublished applications is available through Private PAIR only.

For more information about the PAIR system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should

you have questions on access to the Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic

Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). .

Thomas A. Dixon
Primary Examiner
Art Unit 3629

July 04
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Welcome to BELLBOY BOOKING SYSTEMS.

Select function with the arrow keys.

HOTEL BOOKING

AIRLINE, TRAIN, BOAT AND BUS BOOKING

FIND NAME, ADDRESS AND TELEPHONE NUMBER

STORE NAME, ADDRESS AND TELEPHONE NUMBER

DELETE FILES.

FigJ
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From which continent BELGIUM
are you calling ? ENGLAND

> FRANCE

n GREECE

of
SLy^*- ITALY

3j£(U^ )
LUXEMBOURG

^^^Y^y-\ HOLLAND

^f^-\jL SPAIN

^^sVVyQ SWITZERLAND

/ V* \\ GERMANY
U

AUSTRIA

Select zone with

arrow key Key "
*

" for next page

Fig.5
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In which country in SCANDINAVIA

do you wish to book a room ?

Move cursor with arrow key

DENMARK

FINLAND .

NORWAY ^
SWEDEN y<^N^

fa
Key " *

" for next page

Fig. 7
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in wnicn coumy ao you wisn to dook 3 room i

Move cursor with arrow key

AKERSHUS £\7 OPPLAND
AUST-AGDER ry ROGALAND
BUSKERUD / / SOGN OG FJORDANE
FIWWMARK ls4rUilMIYIMnh, /\ TCI CMADIf

1 bLtMAKK
HEDEMARK / / TROMS
HORDALAND /W > VEST-AGDER
M0RE OG ROMSDAL ^ / J VESTFOLD
NORDLAND /YH 0STFOLD
NORDTR0NDELAG

f-^ 1 Y\

key in the first letter of

the name of the borough,

or key "
*

" for next page.

Fig. 8

Boroughs in Vest-Agder Select neighbouring

which begin with " K ".
county, if desired

Select with arrow key - ' ^

> KRISTIANSAND ^ ^ ' r_/
^-x AUST-AGDER

KVINESDAL f
\

/ \

^) \ ROGALAND

i /
i / /

f ^ " ^ - Thereafter key in

i /

/ J ^—\ first letter of the

\ y\ i

I J I /
\ /
\ /

[

f \--7<r^y\name °* ^e borough.

] jif si 1 \

J r/l r /i^^S^V x

Key " * " for next page
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You have chosen to call from France in order to book a hotel room in

Kristiansand in Norway.

Key in the period for which you wish to book the room.

ARRIVAL: year month day

DEPARTURE: year_ month_ day_

Set upper price limit by moving the arrow with the arrow keys:

N0K4Q0,-

NOK 600

-

NOK 800,-

NO PRICE LIMIT

Key " * " in order to make more booking arrangements.

Key " C " in order to clarify the ringing procedure.

Lift the telephone receiver and wait for the dialling tone.

Place the loudspeaker on the pocket computer against the microphone

on the telephone receiver and key " C

Wait until contact is established and key " S

When the line above has stopped blinking, the suitable hotels

with vacant rooms will be read out by a voice network interface

in the " BELLBOY BOOKING SYSTEM ".

Fig. 10
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COMPUTER-BASED METHOD AND SYSTEM
FOR ORDERING SERVICES

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

The invention concerns a method for ordering services,

especially for booking hotel rooms and travel at home and

abroad as well as medical services, wherein the ordering is

performed via a user terminal connected to a central data

processing device, wherein the central data processing

device comprises a data storage device and is also connected

to a service location terminal and wherein the method

comprises steps for:

a) calling up the central data processing device from the

user terminal,

b) specifying a service request to the central data pro-

cessing device,

c) retrieving information on the service offer from a data

base in the central data processing device,

d) selecting a service offer on the basis of the retrieved

information from the data base. The invention also

concerns a system for ordering services, especially for

booking hotel rooms and travel at home and abroad

together with medical services where the ordering is

undertaken via a user terminal connected with at least

one central data processing device, wherein the central

data processing device comprises a data storage device

and is also connected to a service location terminal.

The combination of modern computer-based information

systems and telecommunication systems makes it possible

to order services from a local subscriber's terminal which is

connected to the computer-based information system. The
permanent service offer can be entered in the computer-

based information system and the customer selects the

service on the basis of information received from the infor-

mation system. Information systems of this kind can also

pass on the customer's choice of service to the service

location where the order is recorded and the service is

executed.

In GB patent application no. 2 207 838, for example, there

is disclosed a digital, interactive communication system

where the subscribers can select by means of touch-tone

telephones from a number of pre-recorded video presenta-

tions and products and services for sale. Subscriber requests

are received by a voice network interface which is coupled

to a local data network. Via the local data network a

subscriber of a dedicated data processor is served in the local

data network which is connected to a large data base which

digitally stores video presentations which can be retrieved

by the subscribers and displayed on their television

receivers, the video presentations being transferred digitally

to a second local data network which is connected to a cable

network which supplies the information to the subscriber's

television receiver.

In U.S. Pat. No. 4,720,849 there is disclosed a device for

displaying information, the devices being installed in pub-

licly accessible locations such as railway stations. The

device comprises a display, for example in the form of a

viewing screen, a keyboard and a telephone set. When the

microtelephone is lifted during the display of a specific type

of service information, for example hotel information, res-

taurant information, travel information, mail order informa-

tion or job offers, a telephone circuit in the set will connect

the user directly with the location from which the informa-

tion comes.

In U.S. Pat. No. 4,788,643 there is disclosed information

and booking data processing systems wherein cooperating

56,874 Bl
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and interconnecting computers handle information and

booking for different kinds of travel reservations, particu-

larly by using existing systems, namely an airline reserva-

tion system and remotely located terminals in travel agents*

5 office, connected to separate cruise information computer,

for also providing information and booking services spe-

cifically on cruises.

Further in U.S. Pat. No. 5,237,499 there is disclosed a

computer-based system for handling travel requests aimed at

10 a specific offer to individual members of a sponsored group.

The system comprises a data base with information on the

offer and the individual members of the group as well as

information on pre-selected sellers of various travel services

and a place code file with codes which correspond to the

is locations of airports in a number of towns. The information

is displayed to an individual group member who is perform-

ing a travel request via a terminal such as a personal

computer. A central processor communicates both with the

data base and a number of computer-based ordering systems

20 in airline companies. The central processor is programmed
in such a manner that it can select the travel route for the

group member on the basis of the given offer which com-
prises specific air routes and if necessary, hotel and car rental

services.

25 Finally it has become increasingly common to use

so-called telemarketing services in marketing capital goods

and services, e.g. via the public telephone network. In this

case both customer and seller can be connected with a data

bank via the telephone network, information being retrieved

30 from the data bank or entered in the data bank by means of

modern touch-tone telephones. One method for implement-

ing a telemarketing system of this kind is disclosed in

Swedish patent application no. 9102930-6, where the

method is based on the fact that the seller informs the

35 customer of his existence by calling the data bank's tele-

phone number and then describing his goods and services by
means of coded numbers for building up the data bank via

the telephone keys while at the same time the seller's

telephone number is also entered. A customer can obtain

40 information on goods and services, including the price of

these from the seller by calling the data bank's telephone

number.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

45
The object of the present invention is to improve and

increase the efficiency of the method for ordering services by

means of central data bases and public telecommunication

networks.

To be more specific, a first object is to permit the customer

50 or user to specify a service request and to obtain information

on services on the basis of the specified service request in

order to subsequently perform a selection of the most

suitable service offer. A second object of the invention is to

cause the choice of service offer to effect a direct connection

55
between the customer and the service location, thus enabling

the ordering of the service to be implemented.

A third object is to maintain the connection between the

user and the central data processing device after the cus-

tomer's order has been confirmed, thus enabling the user to

60 order further services without the necessity of calling up the

central data processing device again.

A fourth object is that all orders which are effected lead

to an automatic updating of the service offer which is stored

in the central data processing device, a user thus being

65 presented at all times with a reliable service offer.

A fifth object is that all orders can be made without any

language problems being experienced in the communication
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between the user, the central data processing device and the FIG. 2 is a schematic illustration of a dedicated user

service location when, e.g., communication takes place terminal.

between different countries. FIGS iUuslrate how information is presented to a

These above-mentioned and other objects are achieved user in the system and also gives an example of specification
with a method which is characterized in that it comprises the 5 0f a service offer in the method according to the invention,
additional steps of

e) having the choice of a service offer automatically effect DETAILED DESCRIPTION
the establishment of a connection between the user

terminal and the service location terminal via the FIG. 1 gives a schematic overview of the system accord-

central data processing device, 30
inS 10 lhe invention. A user terminal, which may be a

f) ordering the desired service from the service location dedicated terminal or simply a touch-tone telephone, is

terminal connected via a telecommunication network, herein called

g) transferring an order confirmation from the service telecommunication network 1, to a telecommunication

location terminal to the user terminal, centre, herein called telecommunication centre I. Telecom-

whereupon the established connection between the user
J5

municaiion network I can be a publicly accessible telecom-

terminal and the service location terminal is disconnected munication system. The user terminal is connected via

and the user terminal returns to the central data processing telecommunication centre I with a linking device in a central

device in order either to specify a further service request or data processing device. The central data processing device

to terminate the call, the order being recorded in real time by also comprises a data storage device where, e.g., a data base

a local data processing system at the service location and can be stored with service information. The linking device is

effecting a real time update of a data base in the local data connected via a further telecommunication network, herein
processing system, while service information in the data called telecommunication network 11, with a local data
base in the central data processing device is automatically processing device at a service location. Telecommunication
and immediately updated from the local data processing network II can be a data network. The linking device causes
system on the basis of the transactions undertaken between

a conncclion l0 be established between the user terminal and
user terminal and service location terminal in connection 25

a locaiion rf ^ ^^
wit steps aHy- communication network I and via telecommunication centre

It is also an object of the invention to provide a system . A1 . , u i •_ j • ,i_

whereby the method according to the invention can be :

Amatively the connection could also be made via the

implemented by means of, amongst other things, existing
,,nk,n& de™e and telecommumcauon network II and thus

data processing devices and telecommunication systems, in g° Via lhe local data ProcessmS device which 15 connected

including the possible use of existing telemarketing systems.
Wltn tnc serviCe location terminal at the service location. The

This last object is achieved according to the invention central data processing device can form part of a telemar-

with a system which is characterized by a user terminal keting system as indicated.

which is connected to the data processing device via a first, As an example of how the method according to the

generally accessible telecommunication network, that the
35

invention is implemented, an account will be given of the

central data processing device is connected with the service process of booking a hotel room. However, it is obvious that

location terminal via the said, first telecommunication net- other services apart from a hotel room can be ordered by
work or a second telecommunication network, the service means of the method and the system according to the
location terminal being connected with a data processing invention.
device at the service location, that the central data process- « n . , . - n , . ...

ing device comprises a linking device, the linking device
40 B

f

aaca"* »he customer, hereinafter called the^user, will

providing a connection between the user terminal and the ^T 0Tm he book^ from a user terminal which can be a

central data processing device, between the central data
dedicated terminal in the system or an ordinary telephone

processing device and the service location terminal or
connected to the public telephone network. The dedicated

between the user terminal and the service location terminal user terminal may be purely personal and in the form of a

via the said telecommunication network(s), that the central 45 small portable computer terminal with display or the like,

data processing device contains a data base which can be A dedicated user terminal, which can form part of the

called up from both the user terminal and the service system according to the invention and is used in the method
location terminal for recording ordering information and according to the invention, is illustrated schematically in

service information respectively and arranged to provide FIG. 2. The dedicated user terminal is preferably in the form
ordering information to the service location terminal and 50 of a hand-held computer or a notebook computer and can be
service information to the user terminal, as well as to be connected to an existing telecommunication network which
continuously updated when an order is recorded, an order is uses voice frequency signalling or a data network. The
confirmed and when permanent or volatile service informa-

dedicated terminal comprises a keyboard which is connected
tion is entered respectively, and that the user terminal is

vja a keyboard interface with a data processor. The keyboard
arranged to be connected directly with the service location cc - „. j • • ,

'
. , .

.

& 55 is also connected to a voice signal generator which generates
terminal via the linking device. . . . . . . °. ? . . , , .

~ c t ,j , r 4 , 4 . , j. voice signals which are transmitted to the voice signal-based
Further features and advantages of the method according b

, », - ,r LJJ *

to the invention are presented in the attached claims 2-10 telecommunication network. Voice signals from the dem-

and further features and advantages of the system according
caled termmal

.

m transmitted via the telecommunication

to the invention are presented in the attached independent
network and via the telecommunication network's telecom-

claims 12-26. 60 munication centre to a receiver. Incoming signals in the

The invention will now be described in more detail in telecommunication network are received in a voice signal

connection with embodiments of the invention and with receiver which is provided in the dedicated terminal. The

reference to the attached drawing. voice siSnal receiver is connected to voice signal equipment,

e.g. in the form of a loudspeaker. The voice signal equipment
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING

65 comprises , rnicrotefepbone for voice si|nal frequency

FIG. 1 is a schematic overview of the system according to communication from the dedicated terminal via the telecom

-

the invention, represented in the form of a block diagram. munication network. A converter connected to the voice
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signal receiver and the voice signal generator respectively

can be connected to the data processor in the dedicated

terminal, the data stored or entered in the dedicated terminal

being handled by the processor and output via the voice

signal-based telecommunication network. The data proces- 5

sor is connected to the keyboard via an internal keyboard

interface and also with an internal memory which is con-

nected to a display. Data entered via the keyboard can be

displayed via the keyboard interface directly on the screen.

The internal memory stores alphanumeric information, for
J0

example graphic information in the form of map information

for display on the screen. The internal memory may pref-

erably also store a special user programme which is used in

the specification of the service requests. The user pro-

gramme communicates with a user of the terminal via
]5

display and keyboard. The data processor is finally con-

nected to an external interface, thus enabling the dedicated

terminal to also communicate via a digital data network if

this is appropriate. In this manner the dedicated terminal can

be connected to the central data processing device or a local
20

data processing device directly via existing digital data

communication networks.

In purely practical terms the system according to the

invention can be connected to an existing telemarketing

system. 25

When ordering a service, which in this case may, e.g., be

hotel booking, the user thus rings up the telemarket from a

touch-lone telephone and is connected with a data process-

ing device in the telemarketing system. In this case the data

processing device will be connected to a voice network 30

interface which reads out the various offers, and the cus-

tomer now selects the desired offer by pressing a key. The
voice network interface will then continue to read out

alternatives according to, for example, geographical and

price-associated criteria and the customer's specification of 35

the service offer is performed by pressing a key for the

criterion concerned. After the specification criteria have

been read out, i.e. the customer has established place, date

and price class, the voice network interface will now read

out the relevant service offers, i.e. those hotels which have 40

vacant rooms. The customer then selects a specific service

offer and enters the code for the desired hotel. The customer

has now selected service and the system then effects a direct

dialling of the chosen hotel and places the customer in

contact with the hotel reception. Thus the user does not need 45

to exit the system in order to get in contact with the hotel.

The receptionist in the hotel now reserves the desired hotel

room and the reservation is entered in the hotel's local

computer which is simultaneously automatically connected

with the telemarketing's data base and updates the service 50

offer by recording the current status of the service offer for

the hotel concerned. The data base in the telemarketing

system will therefore be updated at all times, thus ensuring

that other users of the service who select the same service

offer can depend on receiving reliable information concern- 55

ing service offers. Should the hotel at some point land in the

situation that it has no vacant rooms during a specific period,

this will be entered in the data base and any user who has

specified an overnight stay at the place concerned and during

the period in question, will then naturally no longer be 60

offered this specific hotel via the system, but instead other

hotels which have vacant rooms which fulfil the relevant

user-specified criteria for the service.

After the customer has ordered and the booking has been

confirmed, the connection between the user and the hotel is 65

disconnected, but the user is still in the system and the

contact with the telemarketing's voice network interface is
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maintained in case the selection of further services is

required. If so, communication between user and telemarket

will continue in a similar manner. If the user does not require

further services, the system is exited by, e.g., pressing a key
on the touch-tone phone.

When ordering other types of service, e.g., travel, the user

can proceed in a similar manner.

It is particularly easy to implement the method according

to the invention when the system comprises a dedicated user

terminal, as illustrated in FIG. 2. In principle this user

terminal can be personal and as stated in the form of a

portable unit and no larger than a band-held computer or a

so-called notebook computer. The dedicated terminal

should, however, be capable of being used directly in a voice

signal-based telecommunication system, e.g. the public tele-

phone network and will therefore comprise an analog voice

signal generator. At the same time it is preferred that a

dedicated user terminal should be equipped with a

microprocessor, a memory device and a viewing screen

display. The dedicated user terminal can receive data via the

telecommunication network or the telephone network and be

arranged to store alphanumeric and graphic information

which can be displayed on the user terminal's viewing

screen. The dedicated terminal can also comprise a loud-

speaker and possibly a microtelephone for speech commu-
nication if a speech-based system such as, e.g., a telemar-

keting system with a voice network interface is used.

An example will now be presented of an implementation

of the method according to the invention using a dedicated,

personal user terminal in the system according to the inven-

tion.

On activation of the user terminal a user programme is

retrieved in the terminal's internal memory and information

is obtained on the viewing screen as shown in FIG. 3. In this

example the system is called "Bellboy Booking Systems"

and arranged for booking hotels and travel. The cursor

which is shown on the viewing screen can be moved by

means of arrow keys on the dedicated terminal and the user

can now select the desired service, e.g. hotel room, by
placing the cursor on "hotel booking" and pressing a func-

tion key. The user now obtains information on the viewing

screen in the form ofmaps as illustrated in FIGS. 4 and 6 and

by means of the cursor marks his present location and the

service location. New information is retrieved to the user

terminal by a single keystroke.

FIG. 5 shows a new information page with more detailed

map information for indicating the country from which the

call is being made. The country is indicated by moving the

cursor, while at the same time the map of the selected

country is cross-hatched. When the user has indicated the

country, the user terminal finds the telephone number in the

central data processing device. This is stored in a separate

file which also stores the other information associated with

the specification of the service.

FIG. 6 shows a map page for choice of the geographical

area in which the service is required.

After a geographical area has been selected, the dedicated

terminal displays a more detailed map of the area, as

illustrated in FIG. 7. The user now selects, e.g., Norway and

obtains a new information page where a detailed map is

shown of Norway with a list of the individual geographical

regions which may be, e.g., counties as illustrated in FIG. 8.

After the county has been selected, the dedicated terminal

retrieves a detailed county map in which boroughs and

towns are marked, as illustrated in FIG. 9, and the user now
selects the desired service location indicated by borough
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name or town name by means of the arrow keys. The map information necessary for specification of the service offer,

shown in FIG. 10 is simultaneously marked by cross- the central data processing device only requiring to transfer

hatching of the selected area. By means of a keystroke the the actual service information after the service has been
code is retrieved for the chosen area and the user terminal specified.

has now stored the telephone number of the data base or data 5 The information on the service offer can, however, also be
processing device which contains the required information stored in a second central data processing device and by
for specification of a service, together with codes for the calling up a first central data processing device and speci-

choice of abroad, country and district respectively. A new tying the service, the first central data processing device
information page on the user terminal's viewing screen is passes the service specification on to a second central data

shown in FIG. 10. h contains information which makes it 10 processing device which then undertakes the same transac-

possible for the user to specify the desired service offer by tions for transferring information to the user terminal and
entering time of arrival and departure and also to indicate after choice of service establishes the connection to the

desired price level for the service. By pressing a key the user service location.

can then make a new booking and the user terminal then in connection with the system according to the invention
returns to the information as illustrated in FIG. 2.

J5 an interpreting function can be included, thus enabling the

All orders are stored in the user terminal's internal user to select the language to be used when the information
memory and when the user has completed the desired orders, is displayed on the user terminal's viewing screen. Similarly,

a specific key is pressed which causes a call to be made to the central data processing device will issue information in

the relevant central data processing device which, e.g., may the desired language from the data base in the central data
form part of a telemarketing system in the country or region 2o processing device. The choice of language can be made on
concerned. As illustrated in FIG. 11, a new information page the basis of the language used at the service location and the

is then displayed on the viewing screen, giving the user service terminal may also receive information on the lan-

instructions on how to proceed further. As stated, on the guage which the user has selected. Hence it will be possible
basis of a single keystroke the user terminal will call up the to select the same language at the service location or also a
relevant data processing device and the orders which have 25 second relevant language which is mastered at the service

been entered in the user terminal will now be transferred to location, thus enabling the booking information in every
the central data processing device.

r

Vhc central data process- case to be displayed in a desired language. Thus the trans-

ing device processes the orders in the order in which they are actions in the system for ordering services can be made in

entered by giving the user a list of the relevant service offers. the language required at any time, independent of the user's
These can be displayed, for example, as alphanumeric 30 native tongue or the language used at the service location,

information on the viewing screen and the user selects the An example will now be presented of how an order is

desired service offer, whereupon the central data processing placed from one ^unity to another by means of the system
device automatically establishes the connection with the according to the invention and its in-built interpreting func-
service location. The connection may be made via the lion. It is assumed that the user's native tongue is not the
dedicated terminal's keyboard or via a voice network inter- 35 language of the country from which the order is made, nor
face in the dedicated terminal, communication thus being

jt me language in the country of the service location. It is

made, for example, via the standard telephone network. assumed that the system is linked to a national or interna-
Communication between the central data processing tional telemarketing service. The user rings or calls up the

device and the user terminal may also be made in the form national number of the marketing system and feeds in a

of voice communication by means of the voice network 40 pre-specified code for the desired language which may be
interface in the user terminal. The system will then act as an the user's native tongue on a touch-tone telephone which in

ordinary telemarketing service. In every case a service offer this case acts as the user terminal. In the system the

is selected and the connection is established with the service keystrokes from the user's terminal or touch-tone telephone
location in the same manner as previously. When the order are interpreted and the language in which the information
is confirmed, the system proceeds to the next order, while 45 has to be given is recorded. The telemarketing's voice
the data base in the central data processing device or the network interface then issues general information in the
telemarketing system is automatically updated from a local chosen language, with information on the price of the

data processing device at the service location, thus ensuring service and the possibility of repeating information. The
that the data base is updated at all times with correct service voice network interface then reads out questions in the

information. At the same time the processing of the next 50 desired language in order to enable the user to specify the
order from the central data processing device is initiated and geographical location. The information in the central data
the user proceeds in the same manner as for the processing processing device's data base is converted to speech in the

of the first order. Should only one service specification be voice network interface and is read out to the user in the
undertaken, the central data processing device will ask the desired language, with specification of a code for selecting

user terminal whether more services are required and in this 55 a desired alternative. The telemarketing system proceeds in

case the user can specify further orders, the information steps which correspond to those used in the dedicated user
being displayed once again in a layout corresponding to that terminal, apart from the fact that all communication takes
in FIGS. 2-9. If no further services are required the user place in the form of voice signals and the information is

exits the system with a keystroke. issued as spoken information with codes for the existing

There is no reason why the system should not be designed 60 alternatives. First of all the continent is selected, then the

in such a manner that the ordering procedure starts with country, the voice network interface reading out all the

calling up a central data processing device, e.g. at the user countries in the continent with codes and the user can key in

location. The central data processing device can then contain the code on his set as soon as the voice network interface has

all the information necessary for specification of the order, read out the code. When the desired country has been
thus enabling it to be transferred to the user terminal and 65 selected, the voice network interface reads out regions in the

stored temporarily in the user terminal's memory. However, country concerned, the code for the desired region is keyed
it is preferred that the user terminal should contain the in and the programme in the central data processing device
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continues to the next procedure which is choice of town or

borough. These are read out by the voice network interface

and the correct code is keyed in. The central data processing

device will now provide information via the voice network

interface for a more detailed specification of the service with 5

times of arrival and departure. After the message has been

read out, the user will be able to key in the specified period

by means of the set's keys and the central data processing

device returns via the voice network interface to the user

with the question whether the specification is correct. If this jq

is confirmed by keying in a special code, the programme

continues and the user receives the opportunity of specifying

price limits and possibly the quality of the service. If

booking of a hotel room is now involved, the central data

processing device will provide information via the voice ^5

network interface on vacant, rooms, price, the situation of

hotels in the service location concerned together with the

code for the hotel. After keying in the code for the desired

hotel, the programme will be able to issue information on the

hotel in question, after which the central data processing 2o

device in the national telemarketing service will ring the

country concerned and establish the connection with the

hotel. After establishing the connection the staff at the hotel,

e.g. the receptionist, will be placed in direct contact with the

user by means of a keystroke and receive his booking, or 2s

alternatively, if it is indicated by the information given to the

service location terminal, select interpreting via the central

data processing device and the voice network interface. If

the staff at the user location have selected an interpreting

function, the user will receive a message concerning this and 30

whether the communication will take place via the voice

network interface. In this case the communication is limited

to fixed, pre-selected questions which can be answered by

yes or no, again by keystrokes which represent a suitable

code. The staff at the service location, e.g. the receptionist at 35

the hotel, can arrive via standard questions at a language

which both he and the user can master and choose this, thus

again establishing direct connection between user and recep-

tionist. Should user and receptionist have no common
language, codes are selected for questions which permit the 40

user to communicate his booking to the hotel via keystrokes,

the information received from the user being interpreted in

the central data processing device and transferred to the

service location, i.e. the receptionist, in his native language

or the desired language. The procedure advances until the 45

desired booking information has been received. The booking

is recorded in the hotel's local data system while at the same
time an automatic connection is established with the central

data processing device, thus ensuring that when all the

information concerning the reservation has been entered in 50

the local data processing device, the data base in the central

data processing device is updated and will at all times be

brought up to date with correct information concerning the

service offers. After the booking confirmation has been

received the user's set will return to the national telemar- 55

keting system and new orders can be keyed in.

A person skilled in the art will soon realize that there are

a number of different ways whereby the desired information

can be coded and entered in such systems. The possibilities

will only be limited to what will be expedient depending on 60

whether the set used is a touch-tone telephone or a dedicated

terminal.

With the method according to the invention and the

system according to the invention it thus becomes possible

to perform the ordering of services between different 65

countries, without the problem of language hindering the

transactions and the necessary transmission of information.

,874 Bl
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At the same time the opportunity is provided within the

scope of the invention for specifying the desired service by
means of information from a permanently stored programme
in a dedicated user terminal, if a user terminal of this kind

is used for the booking, but alternatively all the necessary

ordering information can be supplied from a central data

processing device to the user terminal. It will be understood
that the user terminal can be linked to a number of data

processing devices, both national and international, and
form part of a data processing device in a telemarketing

system. This telemarketing system can naturally just as

easily be located abroad or be an international telemarketing

system as a national telemarketing system.

The method and the system according to the invention

can, of course, be used for other services than hotel services.

Travel bookings will be made in substantially the same way,

with specification of criteria based on date, departure point,

arrival point and desired method of travel, together with

criteria for choice of means of transport, price and quality.

The service information can then naturally also include

information on possible discounts and the conditions for

obtaining such discounts.

One particularly interesting application of the method and
the system according to the present invention is apparent in

connection with ordering medical services in a national or

international market for medical services. In this case if the

orders are made within the framework of a public health

system, the user terminals can be located in doctor's sur-

geries and the like and used by a doctor in private practice

for ordering consultations with specialists, admissions to

hospital and operations, etc.

What is claimed is:

1. A method for ordering services, wherein the ordering is

performed via a user terminal connected to at least one
central data processing device, wherein the central data

processing device comprises a data storage device contain-

ing a database of available services and is also connected to

a service location terminal, and wherein the method com-
prises steps of:

a) calling up the central data processing device from the

user terminal,

b) specifying a service request to the central data pro-

cessing device,

c) retrieving from said database in the central data pro-

cessing device information about current available ser-

vices corresponding to the service request specified in

step b),

d) selecting a service offer from the available services

retrieved in step c),

e) in response to the selection of a service offer, effecting

automatic establishment of a connection between the

user terminal and the service location terminal via the

central data processing device,

f) ordering the desired service from the service location

terminal,

g) transferring an order confirmation from the service

location terminal to the user terminal,

h) disconnecting the established connection between the

user terminal and the service location terminal when an

order confirmation has been transferred to the user

terminal,

i) returning the user terminal to the central data processing

device in order either to specify a further service

request or to terminate the call,

j) recording the order of step f) in real time by a local data

processing system associated with the service location

terminal upon the order being recorded therein, and
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k) effecting a real time updating of a database in the local

data processing system associated with the service

location terminal upon the order being recorded

therein, and

1) updating service information in said database in the 5

central data processing device from the local data

processing system associated with the service location

terminal on the basis of those transactions undertaken

between the user terminal and the service location

terminal in connection with the steps a)-g), this update
Q

immediately following or being simultaneous with

updating of the database in the local data processing

system in step k).

2. A method according to claim 1,

wherein there is an interpreting function, whereby at each ^
of the steps a)-e) and f)»S)» the user terminal selects a

desired language for the subsequent communication

between the user terminal and the central data process-

ing device, or between the user terminal and the service

location terminal, independent of the language or lan-

guages which are used or can be used at the service 20

location, and wherein in association with step e) or

subsequent steps a desired language is selected from

the service location terminal for the communication
between the service location terminal and the user

terminal independent of the language selected from the 25

user terminal, those languages which are used or can be

used at the service location in every case being dis-

played on the user terminal.

3. A method according to claim 1, wherein the specifica-

tion of the service request in step b) takes place in a dialogue 30

with the central data base device, the service request being

specified, amongst other things, on the basis of one or more
parameters for time, place, price and quality respectively.

4. A method according to claim 1, wherein the informa-

tion on the service offer in step c) is retrieved from the user 35

terminal by interactive searching in the data base in the

central data processing device.

5. A method according to claim 1, wherein a dedicated

terminal with keyboard and audiovisual output devices in

the form of a display and a loudspeaker is used as a user 40

terminal, the user terminal comprising an internal memory
for storing a user programme which is used for specifying

the service request.

6.A method according to claim 5, wherein information for

specification of the service request and information on the 45

service offer are displayed at least partially as codes, menus
or as graphic information on the display in the dedicated user

terminal.

7. A method according to claim 6, wherein the specifica-

tion of the service request, the retrieval of information on the 50

service offer and the choice of service offer are carried out

by means of a cursor controlled by arrow keys provided on

the keyboard in order to select a code and/or a symbol in the

graphic information and/or from a menu.

8. A method according to claim 1, wherein the central data 55

processing device is linked to a service procurement system

in the form of a telemarketing system, communication

between the user terminal and the telemarketing system

being effected by means of voice frequency signals.

9. A method according to claim 8, characterized in that a 60

dedicated terminal is used as the user terminal communica-

tion between the dedicated terminal and the telemarketing

system being effected at least partially by means of voice

frequency signals.

10. The method of claim 1, wherein said database is a 65

database of available services including service type and

time dependent availability of each service.

11. A computer-based system for ordering services, com-
prising:

a user terminal,

at least one central data processing device, said central

data processing device comprising a data storage

device,

network means operatively associated with said user

terminal for connecting the user terminal to said central

data processing device,

at least one service location terminal, wherein said net-

work means is operatively associated with said at least

one service location terminal for connecting said ser-

vice location terminal to said central data processing

device,

a database in said data storage device is accessed from

both said user terminal and from said service location

terminal via said network means, said database includ-

ing fixed and floating information on services and

including means for recording information about ser-

vice offers, and means for searching and retrieving

service information from said database from said user

terminal and for providing to the user terminal infor-

mation on a service offer,

a linking device associated with said central data process-

ing device, the linking device including means for

automatically providing a connection via said network

means between said user terminal and the service

location terminal for the selected service offer for

ordering the selected service from the service location

terminal via the thus-established connection and for

transferring an order confirmation from the service

location terminal to the user terminal, and

an updating means associated with said central data

processing device for effecting substantial real time

updating of service information in said database on the

basis of those transactions undertaken between the user

terminal and the service location terminal.

12.A system according to claim 11, wherein said network

means comprises a telecommunication network and the

system forms part of a service procurement system in the

telecommunication network, the central data processing

device being linked to the service procurement system.

13. A system according to claim 12, wherein the telecom-

munication network is a public telephone network.

14. A system according to claim 13, wherein the service

procurement system is a telemarketing system.

15. A system according to claim 14, wherein the commu-
nication from the telemarketing system to the user terminal

is effected via a voice network interface linked to the linking

device in the central data processing system.

16. The system of claim 11, wherein said database is a

database of available services including service type and
time dependent availability of each service.

17. A system according to claim 11, wherein the user

terminal is a dedicated terminal.

18. A system according to claim 17, wherein said network

means comprises a telecommunication network and the

dedicated terminal is a portable terminal, the portable ter-

minal comprising an interface for connection to the tele-

communication network, a display, a keyboard with arrow

keys for moving a cursor on the display and a data processor

connected to the interface and arranged for control of the

display.

19.A system according to claim 18, wherein the dedicated

terminal also comprises an analog voice signal generator

connected to the interface for transmitting analog voice
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frequency signals via the telephone network, together with

a loudspeaker for reproduction of speech.

20. A system according to claim 18, wherein the dedicated

terminal comprises a non-volatile internal memory con-

nected to the data processor and arranged for storage of

alphanumeric and graphic information for viewing on the

display, together with a user programme which can be used

in communication with a user of the terminal for specifica-

tion of service request via the terminaFs keyboard and

display.

21 . A system according to claim 20, wherein the graphic

information is partially composed of map information.

22. A system according to claim 11, further comprising a

data processing device at the service location forming part of

a local data processing system.

23. A system according to claim 22, wherein said network

means comprises a telecommunication network, and the

local data processing system is connected via a modem with

14
the central data processing device via the telecommunication

network, the telecommunication network being a data net-

work.

24. A system according to claim 23, wherein the local data

processing system constitutes a data base server for the data

base in the central data processing device.

25.A system according to claim 24, wherein the local data

processing system is arranged to receive and process book-

ing information, as well as to provide a booking confirma-

tion and service information, information being received and

provided via the service location terminal from and to the

user terminal and the central data processing device.

26. A system according to claim 25, wherein the local data

processing system comprises a local data base which is

continuously updated in connection with transactions in the

local data processing system.
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[57] ABSTRACT
A data handling system for a hospital or like establish-

ment The system keeps track ofbed allocation, changes
in inventory, and charges to patients, and also serves as

a communication network for the hospital. Data is fed

into the system in the form of pre-punched cards bear-

ing patient mformatton, inventory data, and commands
or messages, and thus unskilled personnel can quickly

feed data into the system without error. Message data is

routed directly to teleprinters at addressed locations.

Bed allocation and patient data, and charge and inven-

tory data are respectively stored in separate magnetic
drum storage areas. Searching facilities are provided
which can locate desired data entries in either storage

area and mark these entries for printout, and separate

printout circuitry then transfers marked data items to

the proper addresses in the proper format At the end of
each day, a final search is performed which produces a
printout of all charges organized by patient number. A
tally inventory search is also performed which pro-

duces a printout of inventory changes organized by
item number and by department number. The tally

search is cumulative, and a tally arithmetic unit sum-
marizes inventory data for each separate item before

printout. A running record is kept of each day's total,

charges, credits, and payments on account in a central

core memory, and this record is continually updated by
a central arithmetic unit
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to secondary records. The compilation and calculation

INVENTORY CONTROL, BED ALLOCATION AND of charges or inventory records requires the physical

ACCOUNTING DATA HANDLING SYSTEM presence of all of the records, and it has been deter-

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED ,
mined that «^arise not only from record loss butviw^iuir

irATTONi 5 m charges entered for services requested that are not
1 ION

actually performed. The time involved in collecting and
The present application is a continuation of applica- translating the records and messages frequently causes a

tion Ser. No. 117,839 filed on Feb. 22, 1971, now aban- delayed billing for charges not available on discharge
doned. Said application Ser. No. 117,839 is itself a con- and delays the submission of charges to other paying
tinuation of the application Ser. No. 761,042 filed on 10 bodies such as insurance companies. Further, because of
Sept. 20, 1968, now abandoned. the time required by written messages, there is a tempta-
The data input and output units used with the system tion to use oral requests when the nature of the re-

of this invention are disclosed and claimed in a contern- quested service or item does not demand a written re-

poraneously filed application Ser. No. 761,043 filed on cord.

Sept 20, 1968 by Louis E. Philipps and Eugene A. 15 ottwwabv ^c^yc
Stanis, now U.S. Pat No. 3,597,742 which issued on SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
Aug. 3, 1971, and is assigned to the same assignee as the The data handling and processing system of the pres-

present application. This U.S. Pat No. 3,597,742 is for ent invention does away with written messages and
all purposes incorporated into the present application. orders and insures the collection, calculation, and com-

-taut c nc ^w-rrjxrrc 20 pflatton of all charges on any desired periodic basis.
IABLE Or CONlfcNn,

Messages and charges are free of transmission errors

Background of the Invention and provide legible permanent copy for medical re-

Summary of the Invention cords. In addition, skilled hospital personnel are freed

Brief Description of the Drawings from time consuming clerical duties and from acting as

Description of the Preferred Embodiment 25 messengers with the resultant increase in their availabil-

Summary ity for professional services.

Logic Diagrams and Symbols In general, the system includes a central processing
Bed Information Storage Area Control Logic unit which receives data from and supplies data to a
Charge Information Storage Logic plurality of remote stations each located at a point from
Charge Information Printout Control 30 which messages or orders are normally received and to

Printout Marker Detector and Buffer Track which this data is normally directed. Each remote sta~

Control for the Charge Information Storage tion includes a data recorder such as a teleprinter and a
Area data transmitter. The data transmitter comprises a card

List-Output Control or record reader which is enabled for operation by the
Bed Information Printout Format Generator 35 insertion and actuation of a key identifying the station

Charge Information Printout Format Genera- operator such as a technician or nurse and which is

tor adapted to send plural card messages to selected points.

Tally Search Control Logic Each station includes prepared cards containing all of.

Patient Charge Search Control Logic the message information normally required by the de-
All Patients Charges Search Control Logic 40 partment and other cards individually identifying each

Arithmetic Unit patient By inserting the cards forming a plural card

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION J^S&^S^T«
This invention relates to a data handling and process- more points in the hospital as required for each service

ing system and, more particularly, to a system for auto- 45 or message, and any data relating to charges or other
matically collecting, compiling, and performing arith- data compilations is collected in storage in the central

metic operations on data such as data relating to hospi- processing unit During message transmission from the

tal operations. card or record reader, a digital signature identifying the

The operation of a hospital with even a small number key that enabled the card reader is automatically trans-

of beds involves the preparation and transmission of a 50 mitted to identify the person responsible for originating

very large number of rather short messages relating to the message. The system also includes special equip-

virtually every phase of hospital operation ranging from ment at such locations as the business office and ca-

pharmacy orders, requests for laboratory tests, and abier's office, which include manual data entry means in

admitting or discharging instructions to requests for addition to a card reader. The business office station

repair ofa broken window. In some hospitals, a written 55 also possesses controls by which periodic or daily

order is made only when the nature of the service de- charge totals, credit totals and payment on account
mands it, and other functions such as maintenance or totals, and specific or complete listings of patient

bed status are requested by oral communication. Fur- charges, can be retrieved from the system and the sys-

ther, many of the operations or items covered by the tern cleared of all data printed out.

messages require a charge to be made frequently against 60 The basic system organization includes a plurality of
several entities, e.g., inventory and a patient. These card readers, groups ofwhich time-share different delay
charges are collected either by using the primary writ- lines providing input buffers. The delay Lines are

ten message or by making secondary records frequently scanned for complete messages to enable transfer of a
in machine code based on a primary message. complete message to a magnetic core storage unit. The
However, the use of written orders and messages is 65 data in core storage is then either transferred to a mag-

time consuming, requires manual transmission or con- netic drum storage unit, or is transmitted to one or more
veyance to perhaps a number of points of use, and is of the remote stations, or both, depending upon the

subject to error in preparation when read and translated nature of the received information and the functions
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required to be performed on the data designated by FIG. 27 is a logic diagram of the patient charge
control characters on each card. If the message requires search control logic and of the totals data erase logic;

nothing more than transmission to one or a group of FIG. 28 is a logic diagram of the totals printout con-
stations, the data is transferred from the core storage trol logic, and of the logic circuitry for generating the
unit to tracks on the drum which function as an output 5 BRO signal;

buffer, and then is delivered over output lines to the FIG. 29 is a logic diagram of the business office refer-

addressed stations. If the message relates to items such ence list data input logic;

as chargeable services or reflects changes in the allocs- FIG. 30 is a logic diagram of the circuitry which
tion or status of beds, the data from core storage is generates the BYPSI signal;

transferred to a bed information storage area or a 10 FIGS. 31-35 form a logic diagram of the all patient

charge information storage area on the drum, perhaps charges search control logic;

after processing in an arithmetic section which has ac- FIG. 36 is a map indicating bow connecting drawings
cess to the core storage unit. are to be positioned; and
The bed information storage area includes a storage FIGS. 37-39 form a block diagram of the entire sys-

location for each bed containing information on the IS tern.

patient occupying the bed, and also containing informs- A map showing how the interconnecting FIGS,
tion as to the condition or status of the bed. This infor- 37-39 are to be placed is included in FIG. 39.

matioo is updated continuously with information trans- ^
mined mtotosystem from the remote station* The DESCIUPTION OF^^FERRED
system includes bed information search logic for com- 20 EMBODIMENT
piling listings of the information stored in this area, such Referring now more specifically to FIGS. 37-39 of
as lists by nursing station of beds which need attention, the drawings, therein is disclosed a block diagram of a
lists by nursing station of beds which are in a particular system 3700 embodying the present invention. The
status (available, occupied, etc.). lists of patients admit- system 3700 is capable of transmitting and receiving all

ted on a particular day, and the like. 25 of the communications, orders, and requests normally
The charge information storage area includes numer- handled in a hospital and of automatically compiling

ous storage locations into each of which a record of a and computing all necessary data relating to patient

cash or inventory transaction can be placed. A com- charges and the status of the beds in the hospital, as well

plete record of each individual charge against a patient, as providing a running inventory control. To insure

payment on account, and withdrawal from or addition 30 against the presence of errors, virtually all input mes-
to inventory is maintained. The system includes charge sages are made by selecting records in machine readable
information searching logic for compiling listings of the code from a prepared supply thereof containing all of
information stored in this area, such as tally lists by the messages and service requests normally required in

department of changes in inventory, listings of charges a hospital. The patient information is derived from re-

allocable to a particular patient, and a complete break- 35 cords prepared in machine readable code on admittance
down of all charges by patient number. This latter list is to the hospital.

called an all patient charges list, and is usually printed Normal entry to the system is obtained through a
out at the end of the day just prior to the time when the card reader 3702 which is supplied with two or more
record of that day's transactions is erased to make room punch cards or permanent records containing patient

for the next day's transactions. The tally inventory lists 40 identifying information, message information, and one
are by item number. A special tally arithmetic unit cal- or more control codes. Each of the card readers 3702 is

culates the total quantity of each item debited or cred- enabled by the actuation of a key individual to the oper-

ited to the inventory of each department, so the tally ator or the person responsible for transmitting the mes-
lists are summarized and are not broken down into sage into the system 3700. The actuation of this key
individual transactions. 45 appends a plural digit identifying designation to the

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS ^S^^S^tHZ*22
Many other objects and advantages of the present provides a buffer storage unit to which access is ob~

invention will become apparent in considering the fol- tained through a control circuit 3704. The delay line

lowing detailed description in conjunction with the 50 3710 is divided into a number of time slots equal to the

drawings in which: number of card readers 3702 having access to the delay

FIGS. 1-4 form a logic diagram of the bed informa- line. When message data is to be loaded into the delay
tion storage area control logic; line 3710, the control circuit 3704 selects one ofthe card
FIGS. 5-6 form a logic diagram of the list output readers 3702 to which it has access and transfers the

control; 55 information character by character into the delay line

FIG. 7 is a logic diagram of the printout marker de- 3710.

lector and buffer track control for the charge informa- Message data stored in the delay line 3710 is normally

tion storage area; circulated through the shift register 3706 and a gate

FIGS. 8-10 form a logic diagram of the bed informa* 3712. However, when new message information is to be
tion printout format generator; 60 added to the delay line 3710, a gate 3708 is enabled to

FIG. 11 and FIGS. 12-14 form a logic diagram of the bypass the shift register 3706. This time shifts the mes-
charge information printout format generator, sage information a single character position and permits

FIGS. 15-18 form a logic diagram of the tally search the new message material in the shift register 3706 to be
control logic; added to the delay line 3710.

FIGS. 151-23 and FIG. 24 form a logic diagram of the 65 After a complete message has been stored in one of
arithmetic unit; the time slots in the delay line 3710, the gate 3712 is

FIG. 25 and FIG. 26 form a logic diagram of the selectively enabled under the control of an input core
charge information storage logic; control circuit 3714 which is common to a number of
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delay lines 5710 to transfer a complete message charac-

ter by character to an input shift register 1716. When a

complete message has been transferred from the delay

line 3710 to the shift register 3716, it is transferred

through a gate 3718 to the input of a magnetic core 5

storage unit or core memory 3720. The control circuit

3714 controls an address register or counter 3726 to

place each character from the shift register 3716 in a

predetermined address location in the storage unit 3720.

As each message is shifted through the register 3716 10

into the magnetic core storage unit 3720, an output

selector 3722 examines the incoming message for ad-

dress codes and performs one or a plurality of output

selection operations to select one or a group of output

controls 3800 each individual to a single output such as 15

a recorder or teleprinter 3804. Each of the output con-

trol circuits 3800 has access to a plurality of buffer

storage blocks on a track ofa magnetic drum 3802 form-

ing a part of a central processor unit consisting essen-

tially of a charge information logic unit 3830 and a bed 20

information logic unit 3900. If at least one of the buffer

storage areas on the drum 3802 of an addressed output

control circuit is available, the output recorder or tele-

printer 3804 ts considered idle or not busy, and the

magnetic core storage unit 3720 is permitted to receive 23

the entire message, and this message is erased from the

delay line 3710. Alternatively, if any one of the output

control circuits 3800 selected by the output selector

3722 does not have available buffer storage space, the

message is not stored in the unit 3720 because it cannot 30

be immediately processed, and the message is retained

in the delay line 3710 without erasure.

The system 3700 also includes a decoder circuit 3724

which also monitors the data supplied by the shift regis-

ter 3716 to the magnetic core storage unit 3720 in se- 35

lected locations to detect and decode certain control

characters or codes that advise the system 3700 of the

nature of the operation to be performed on the incom-

ing message information. The decoder circuit 3724

supplies the decoded information to the charge inform*- 40

tion logic unit 3850 and the bed information logic unit

3900 to indicate the disposition which is to be made of

the message information. If the message information

requires processing or relates to the operations per-

formed by the units 3850 and 3900, this information is 45

transferred out of the magnetic core storage unit 3720

and into one of the units 3850 or 3900. Alternatively, if

the message indicates that no operations on the data are

to be performed, and it is to be supplied to an output

recorder 3804, an output control circuit 3728 controls 50

the address register 3726 to select the desired informa-

tion and transfer this information through the circuit

3728 to the output control circuit 3800 with the timing

required to write this information onto the buffer track

of the drum 3802 through conventional drum reading 55

and writing electronics indicated generally as 3807. The
control circuit 3800 selects an idle buffer block on the

track for receiving the message information. Incident to

this transfer, the output control circuit 3800 enables a

gate 3808 so that date and time information from a date 60

and time generator 3806 can be added to the message.

Further, by controlling the addresses primed into the

register 3726, the output control circuit 3800 can con-

trol the makeup and content of the message placed in

storage on the drum. When a complete message has 65

been stored on the drum 3802, the output control circuit

3800 reads the data character by character from the

buffer storage block with drum tuning and supplies this

data through an output gate 3811 with the timing re-

quired by the teleprinter 3804 to control the teleprinter

to produce an output message.

If the message stored in the core storage unit 3720

includes charge or inventory information, tins informa-

tion is supplied to a charge information storage logic

circuit 3840 for storage on the tracks of the drum 3802

assigned to the unit 3850. If the message includes patient

or bed information which is to be stored, this informa-

tion is supplied to a bed information storage area con-

trol logic 3910 for storage on the tracks of the drum
3802 assigned to the unit 3900. List requests are pro-

cessed in the units 3850 and 3900 and transferred by a

charge information printout control circuit 3845 to the

output control circuit 3800 which is directly addressed

by the circuit 3845. Last data does not go into the buffer

storage associated with the various control circuits

3800, but is directly transferred to the teleprinter 3804.

If desirable or necessary, date and time information can

be added to the messages supplied by the units 3850 and

3900 under the control of the control circuit 3845.

The data collection and message transmission parts of

the system 3700, and also the circuitry controlling the

magnetic core storage unit 3720, are shown and de-

scribed in detail in the Phillips et al. U.S. Pat No.

3,597,742. The present application describes in detail

those parts of the system used in the processing and the

storage of data. More particularly, the present applica-

tion discusses the details of the bed information storage

area control logic 3910; the charge information storage

control logic 3840, the charge information printout

control 3845, and also the details of an arithmetic unit

that is not shown in FIGS. 37 to 39. The discussion of
the charge information printout control 3845 is broken

down into six parts, including separate discussions of

the logic used to control individual patient charge

searches, all patient charge searches, and tally inven-

tory searches. Unless otherwise specified, the discus-'

sions below assume that the procedure of transmitting

data from a remote station 3702 into the magnetic core

storage unit 3720 has been completed, and that all con-

trol characters accompanying the data have been de-

coded by the decoder circuit 3724 and translated into

control signals.

Forty-eight tracks of the drum storage area 3802 are

allocated to the storage of charge information, and one
track is allocated as a buffer in which charge informa-

tion which is to be printed out can be temporarily stored

before printout. Another auxilliary charge information

storage track is used to store charges which are re-

ceived while the system is organizing and printing out a

list of the charges from the previous day. Fifteen tracks

are allocated to the storage of bed allocation informa-

tion, with one track again serving as a buffer track for

information which is to be printed out
Each track within the charge information storage

area is divided into 72 individual storage locations.

These storage locations each contain thirty-six eight bit

characters. Each of the thirty-six characters is assigned

a character number between zero and 35. As the drum
rotates, a system counter generates timing pulses CP0,
CP1, CP2, . . . , and CP35 which indicate the character

within the storage location currently being scanned that

is below the drum pickup head.

The following is a listing of the information stored

within each character location ofa typical charge infor-

mation storage area:
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Character 0 — This location is used for storage of a Characters 14 to 17 — Bed status. In this location a
busy or full marker. When charge information is stored three letter code is inserted to indicate whether a bed is

within the rest of the area, a mark is placed in CPOO. occupied (OCf% clean (CLN), ready (RDY) or what-
Cbaracters 1 through 12— Patient case number. This ever. The last character in this space is usually left

number and other data pertaining to a charge item are 5 blank, but can be used if desired,

fed into the system along with an R (charge data) con- Character 18 — Not used.

trol character. Character 19 — Reservation character. A mark is

Character 13 — Printout marker for the cashier's placed here to indicate a bed is reserved,
office. A mark is placed at the fourth bit position within Character 20 — Not used
this location if the information contained in this storage 10 Characters 21 to 32 — Patient case number. This is

location is to be transmitted to the cashier's office tele- the number which is assigned to a patient when he first

printer. enters the hospital.

Characters 14 and 15 — Point of sale number. This Character 33 — Nursing station printout marker. A
number indicates where the transaction took place. mark in the fourth bit position within this character

Characters 16 and 17 — Point of revenue number. 15 indicates that the information stored in this location is to
This number indicates the account which is to be cred- be transmitted to the nursing station whose number is

ited for the sale. stored in characters 1 and Z
Characters 18 through 25— Item number, indicating Character 34 — Sex symbol, M or P.

the particular item or service which is sold or per- Character 35— Admitting office printout marker. A
formed. 20 mark in the fourth bit position of this character indicates

Characters 26 and 27— Quantity of items purchased that the information in this location is to be transmitted
or ordered. This number is fed into the system on a to the admitting office.

separate card from that which bears the item number Characters 36 to 38 — Doctor number. Indicates the
and price, along with an F (multiply) control character. doctor that is handling this patient

Characters 28 to 33 — Extended price of the hems. 25 Character 39 — Business office printout marker. A
This is a unit price as indicated by the input data multi- mark in the fourth bit position of tins character indicates

plied by the number of items. The multiplication is that the information in this location is to be transmitted
performed by the system arithmetic unit in response to to the business office teleprinter. A mark in the second
an F control character. bit position indicates that this information has already

Character 34 — Credit symbol A C can be placed 30 been transmitted to the business office teleprinter,

here to indicate that an account is to be credited, or any Character 40 to 43— Reference number or date. The
other symbol can be placed in this location. The credit reference number is assigned to each patient when he
symbol is fed into the system along with a T control enters the hospital. The business office is able to per*
character, usually on a separate input card from the rest form reference list searches for all patients having a
of the input data. 35 particular reference number. Usually this number is the

Character 35 — Business office printout marker. A month and day when a patient was admitted to the
mark in the fourth bit of this character indicates that this hospital.

Hern is to be transmitted to the business office tele- Character 44 — Reference list printout marker,
printer. A mark in the second bit location within this When this particular item is to be printed out as part of
character indicates that this item has already been trans- 40 a reference list, a marker is placed in the fourth bit

mitted to the business office. No mark indicates this position within this location. Reference lists are trans-

item has yet to be considered for printout. mitted to the business office teleprinter. The format of
Within the bed information storage area, each track is the output data win be different from that ofa character

divided into 54 individual information storage locations. 39 marker printout, as will be explained.

Within each location, some sections contain permanent 45 Characters 45 to 47 — Unassigned in the present
information. For example, the bed number and the bed embodiment
price do not change, and are never erased. Other sec- Arithmetic operations are generally performed
tions are used to store temporary mformation pertaining within an arithmetic unit (not shown in FIGS. 37 to 39).

to the status of the bed (clean, ready, occupied, etc.) and This unit is able to add, subtract, and multiply. It is

information as to who is the current occupant of the 50 interconnected with the magnetic core storage unit

bed. Individual characters within each location are 3720 so that data can be transferred readily between the

assigned a number between zero and 47. A system storage unit and various arithmetic data registers within
counter generates timing signals CO, CI, C2, . . . , C47 the arithmetic unit The unit is used to calculate cx-

which indicate what character within the storage loca- tended prices, and to keep a running total of the

tion currently being scanned is currently below the 55 charges, charge credits, and payments on account for

drum pickup head. The allocation ofinformation within each day's operation.

a typical storage location is as follows: When charge data pertaining to an item or service is

Character 0 — Not used. received by the system along with a control R charac-
Characters 1 and 2 — Nursing station number. Indi- ter, it is stored temporarily in the magnetic core storage

cates the nursing station within which the bed is lo- 60 unit 3720. The control R character then initiates a
cated. search of the charge information storage area for a

Characters 3 to 7— Bed number. Indicates the indi- storage location that does not have a mark in character
vidual bed. Usually a three or four digit room number, number 0. When such a storage location is found, the

and a letter indicating the particular bed within the charge information is read out of the storage unit 3720
room. 65 and is transferred into the location.

Character 8 — Unused. The system includes a charge information track
Characters 9 to 12 — Bed price. counter or track selector 3890 thai determines which
Character 13 — Unused. track of the charge information storage area data is
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currently being fed into. This track counter generates a tient's charges search. This search is performed once a

series of UAP and TAP signals which indicate respec- day, usually late at night. The first items printed out

lively the units and tens digit of the current track num- during this search are the day's total charges, credits,

ber. For example, UAP 5 and TAP 20 indicates track net (charges less credits), and payments on account
25. Usually charge data is fed into a single track until it 5 This information is retrieved from the core memory. A
is completely full, and then the next sequential track is search is then made through the bed information stor-

Hlled. In this manner, information is stored more or less age area for individual patient case numbers. Each time

in temporal order (by time of receipt) in the charge a new patient case number is found, all charges relating

information storage area of the drum 3802. to that particular patient are retrieved from the charge
The system also includes a bed information storage 10 information storage area and are printed out along with

area track counter or selector 3990 that generates a the patient number. When all charges for patients as*

series ofUA and TA signals which indicate the unit and signed a bed have been listed, the system searches

tens digit of the current track number. When informa- through the charge storage area and prints out the day's

tion is not being fed into this area and when a search for charges for out patients and for out house patients. Such
data is not m progress, the system continually scans 15 patients are assigned a special nursing station number
each track within this area looking for printout markers. that can be detected by the system logic circuitry.

When a printout marker is found, a printout is automati- Again, an individual printout is made of the charges
cally initiated. A search for printout markers in the relating to each patient. When this has been completed,
charge information storage area is carried out in a simi- a final search is made for all charges not previously

lar manner when the system generates a SCH5 signal. 20 retrieved. For example, if a patient leaves the hospital

Patient information accompanied by a control Q orV during the day, he will not have a bed number that

character can be stored in any particular location within night, and h^ will not be an out patient or an out-house
the bed information storage area by specifying the nurs- patient, but bis charges will be present within the sys-

ing station and bed numbers stored in that location. The tern.

system bed information storage area control logic 3910 25 Three different searches can be requested by card
scans the bed information storage area until the proper from the remote input locations. These three searches
bed number and nursing station number is found. are called the Ul search, the U2 search, and the U3
A wide variety of list compilation and information search,

retrieval tasks can be performed by the system. Some of A Ul search includes all beds belonging to a specified

these are initiated by cards fed into the remote input 30 nursing station which require service. The printout

card readers, and some are initiated by pushbuttons includes bed numbers and status characters. A U2
located at certain specified locations. search is initiated by the cashier's office. It searches
Three pushbutton lists searches can be initiated by the through the charge information storage area and finds

business office 3905. The first is a reference list search. all charges for the day relating to a particular patient A
This is a search through the bed information storage 35 complete listing of these charges is printed out at the
area for all locations containing a specified reference cashier's office, thus «*»frttng an updated bill to be
number or date. A small panel in the business office handed to the patient when he leaves the hospital. A U3
contains a set of four dials and a pushbutton. When the search is initiated by the admitting office for all beds,
dials are set to a given number and the pushbutton is within a nursing station whose storage locations contain
depressed, this search is automatically performed. The 40 a specified set of status characters. As noted above, the
resulting list is printed out in the business office. status characters indicate whether a bed is clean, occu-
A second pushbutton search which can be initiated pied, etc. This list aids the admitting office in assigning

by the business office 3905 is a tally search. A depart- new patients to beds.

ment number is fed to the system by setting two dials, The use of printout markers allows data to be read
and a tally pushbutton is depressed. The system taBy 45 into and out of the drum memory simultaneously,

logic then commences a search of the charge informa* Rather than feeding information directly from the drum
tkm storage area for all locations containing that depart- to a teleprinter as soon as the information is found
ment number. When a location containing the specified within the drum memory, thereby detaining the drum
department number is found, the tally search marks the memory for the entire time it takes to transfer informa-
location for printout, records the item number in a reg- 50 tion to the low speed teleprinter, a printout marker is

ister, and goes through the remaining charge storage placed within the location containing the information,

area searching out all other locations containing the At a later time, a separate search ofthe drum is made for

same department number and item number. A special printout markers. When a marker is found in a track,

arithmetic unit within the tally search control logic that entire track is re-recorded on a buffer track and is

keeps a running total of the number ofsuch items sped- 55 held on the buffer track while data is transmitted to a
fied in each location. When a printout of the item num- teleprinter unit In the meantime, the main drum tracks

ber is initiated, the tally logic inserts the total number of are free to receive more input data and more printout

items found. This total is then used for inventory con- markers. Thus, the slow speed teleprinter outputting
trol and accounting purposes. The total number of items does not tie up the system input logic. The particular

disbursed is calculated first and then the total credits for 60 character in which the printout marker is placed indi*

items returned is calculated separately. After the tally cates where the information is to be transmitted to, so
printout for one item is complete, the tally search re- no separate record need be maintained of the destination

sumes and looks for other items having the same depart- to which the information is to be transmitted,

ment number. The result of the tally search is a com- Printout formats are determined by separate bed and
plete inventory of the days sales and returns for the 65 charge storage area printout format generators. Differ-

department ent formats are used depending upon where the infor-

The final search which can be performed by push mation is to go and what it is to be used for. Most print-

button from the business office is the APC, or all pa- outs include only a portion of the information stored in
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a given location. The format of the printout is usually signal is generated when the last bed information stor-

determined by the location of the printout marker. age track is scanned.

The day's total charges (etc.) information is read Each three successive drum revolutions are differen-

directly from the core memory 9720. A small section of dated from one another by timing signals called REVl,
core is allotted for the storage of this information. That 5 REV2, and REV3 which occur sequentially and which
section of core not only includes numerical data, but commence and terminate synchronously with the MS
also includes the letter codes which accompany the pulses.

totals printout. The core storage area running from Only one teleprinter character can be generated in

octal 110 to octal 177 is used for this purpose. The num- the time it takes the drum to make three revolutions,
bers representing the day's total charges, the day's total 10 During revolutions REVl and REV2, teleprinter tim-
credtts, the net total, and the day's total payments on ing pulses TTO, TT1, . . . , TT7 are generated. A TT8
account are respectively stored in core locations octal teleprinter pulse is also generated, but it is not used in

114 to 123, 132 to 141, 150 to 157, and 160 to 175. All this part of the system. The TT8 pulse would carry a
other areas within this section of the core are used for parity bit to the remote teleprinters if they were able to
line feed and carriage return characters, and also for 15 check parity. During REV3, a new teleprinter charac-
indications ofwhat the numbers mean. For example, the ter is retrieved from drum storage, from core, or from
core locations octal 110 through 112 contain the letters the tally search control logic. This new character is

"CHG" to identify the charge total. The data stored in transmitted to the teleprinter 3804 during the REVl
this section of core is read out as a unit at the start of and REV2 timing intervals which follow,

each APC list, as mentioned above. 20 Other timing signals, and also signals generated by
When the all patient charges or APC search is re- circuitry disclosed in the concurrently filed application,

quested by the business office 3905, the charge section will occasionally be referred to as the discussion pro-
of the drum memory is temporarily tied up for a period greases.

of possibly 20 minutes or more. During this period h is This specification begins with an explanation of the
necessary to provide an alternate space within which 25 logic diagrams and symbols. This is followed by a de-
new charges allocable to the next day's operation can be scription of the bed information storage area control
stored. Such new charges are stored in a special track logic 3910. The charge information storage logic 3040 is

within charge storage area called the auxiliary track. described next The description of the charge informa-
When the APC list is done, the contents of this track are tion printout control 3845 follows, and is broken into

erased and the information temporarily stored in this 30 seven parts. The first part describes the printout marker
track is transferred to the first track within the main detector and buffer track control logic for the charge
charge information storage area. In this way there is information storage area The second part describes the
never any interruption in the collection of charges from list output control which transfers list data to the van-
the remote system inputs. oua output control circuits 3800 and remote teleprinters

When the APC list has been printed out, an erase 35 3804. TTbe third and fourth parts describe the bed infor-

circuit enables an operator having a special key to erase mation and charge information printout format genera-
the contents of the charge information storage area. tors. The fifth, sixth, and seventh parts describe the tally

In addition to the timing signals mentioned above, a search control logic patient charge search control logic,

number of other timing signals are commonly referred and the all patient charges search control logic. The
to throughout this specification. The particular bit 40 final section of this specification is a detailed description

within a character that is below the drum pickup head of the system arithmetic unit

is indicated by a series ofT timing pulses, TO, Tl, . , rnnir niAf4P A™ AMrfc CVUBni c
T7. Since one bit oftime is lost in the recording process,

LOOIC DIAGRAMS AND SYMBOLS
information must be recorded upon the drum one T In accordance with the preferred practice of elec-

pulse early. Thus, a marker which is to be placed in a 45 tronic circuit designers, the details of the system 100 are

fourth bit location must be recorded during a T3 timing represented by logic diagrams rather than by circuit

interval. diagrams. In physically constructing the system 100,

PHASE A and PHASE B timing pulses occur during each logic element shown is replaced by an equivalent

each T timing pulse. The exact timing of these pulses is electrical circuit that performs the logical task defined

indicated in the timing diagram included in the concur- 50 by the logic element. The use of logic elements empha-
rently filed application. sizes that any of the many differing electrical circuits

One MS (master strobe) pulse occurs at the end of capable of performing a given logical task may be used
each drum revolution. An HD (head delay) timing in- interchangeably in the present invention,

terval follows the MS pulse, giving the drum read am- To facilitate locating the various elements used in the

plifiers time to stabilize. Eight BS (block strobe) pulses 55 system, the hundreds or thousands and hundreds digit

are generated during each drum revolution. The loca- of each reference number assigned to each element
tion address counters, the character counters, and the T designates the figure of the drawing on which the ele-

timing pulse counter all begin to count at the end of the ment is located or was first identified. As an example, a
HD interval. A BT (beginning of track) signal is gener- gate 2910 appears in FIG. 29.

ated just before the end of the HD interval. 60 In the system 3700, a high level or more positive

An ETC1 pulse occurs while the last location in a potential normally represents a 'T\ "TRUE", or
charge information track is being scanned. An ETC2 "PRESENT*' signal, and a low level or more negative

pulse occurs during the character timing interval CP12 potential normally represents a **0", "FALSE**, or
within the ETC1 pulse. An ETC3 signal occurs simulta- "ABSENT* signal. Throughout this specification, the

neously with the ETC1 signal as the end ofthe last track 65 names of signals are written entirely in capitals. As an
in the charge information storage area is scanned. A example, a patient charge search signal generated in

TR00 signal is generated before the first bed infonna- FIG. 30 is designated as "PCS". Signals are often en-

tion storage location is scanned, and an TLT (last track) countered in an inverted form. This is indicated in the
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drawings by an overline or bar drawn over the signal circle which indicates inversion. S (set) and C (clear)

name. As an example, an inverted bypass 1 signal input leads enter the flip-flop adjacent the Q and Q
"BYP1" appears in FIG. 30 as "BYPT*. In this specifi- output leads, again through an inverting circle. Most JK
cation, inversion is sometimes indicated by placing the flip-flops include only a C input lead and no S input
word "inverted** before the name of the signal. More 5 lead.

usually, inversions are not mentioned in the specifics- When the clock or toggle input (T) of a JK flip-flop

tton, since they are clearly indicated in the figures. la is at a high potential, data applied to the enabling (J and
this case of an inverted signal, a low level potential K) input terminals is stored When the clock input T
represents a " I **, "TRUE**, or "PRESENT" signal, and goes negative, this data is transferred to the Q and Q
a high level potential represents a "0", "FALSE", or 10 outputs and becomes the flip-flop output. When both of
"ABSENT** signal. the enabling input terminals are either open circuited or
The preferred embodiment of the system 3700 is con- connected to a high level signal, a JK flip-flop toggles

structed almost entirely from transistor-transistor inte- or reverses the state of the Q and Q terminals whenever
grated circuit logic dements manufactured by Texas the clock input goes from positive to negative. Ifboth of
Instruments Incorporated, of Houston, Texas. The fun- 15 ^ enabling input terminals are connected to a low
damental dementim the traiu^traittutor logic sys- M ptiUaiMf a jk flip-flop remains in its prior state

T " * ?
A£R fte ?W when the clock input goes negative, and does not tog-

shown m FIG. 30. The NAND gate30M has three
gfe. When a set or ctasTtenn^ is included in a flip-

inputs into and a atnjte output from the Djsl^figure ^ ^ may be set or cleared directly to a
which is used as the standard logic symbol for aNAND 20

jfc£€d gtale^A flip-flop is cleared by applying a low

^Jt?* ZZIT*'^i^
IC

*T
ratm

?
*C Pm

level signal to the clearinput tenmj tonuses more
shaped figure from the output lead signifies an inversion ^mZT^L^^i t„ ft* n ^^„* ^A . i"
of thToutput signal. The output leadfrom this unit is f

0*?^ V**** 10 flPPcf JJtf»Q output *nd a low

nigh orata morc^Jlive poLtiaTat Sftimes except ^tl^TT"^IT""tV2 " "!
when all of the in^ute areTThigh or more positive 23 ?J™* by

?^^d to ** mP*
potential at which time the outpuldrops to a low or

f

tcnnm
^ ^ agnal to appear at the Q

more negative potential. J™*
1 *»* * tow lcvel «gnal toa^ at theQ tenni-

Inverting gates or NOT gates are represented by a : . . . ^ «. *
triangular amplifier symbol with a circle at the input or ^£22? " ^5 f°*

output lead to indicate inversion. These are cW 30 «*mpk the flip-flop 3222 shown m FIO. 32. Type D
niently formed from NAND gates having their inputs ^vc y "Vftrng circle separating the clock

wired together in parallel. Invertors are never men- or ^Mop body, and no enabling

tioned in this speciflcation, since they do nothing more mmrt OPP04**5 Q output terminal. The enabling

than invert the signals which pass through them. mPut opposite the Q output tenninal is called the D
A typical AND-NOR device or comparison gate 35 m r̂aV ^ cIock ***** goes high, it forces the Q

3120 b shown in FIO. 31. This device includes a series agDr to m*t
f
h
™f
D "P* n«Dal

of two input AND gates, the outputs of which are fed Shift registers, such as the shift register 3118 shown in

into a NOR gate. The output of this device is normally FIG 31*m assumed to be chains of type D flip-flops

high or positive. The output goes to a low level when- ^ving thcir Q o^* lc8ds and their D input leads

ever both of the inputs to any one of theAND gates are 40 f*™^ connected, and having their clock or toggle

at a high level. leads connected in parallel. The bit capacity of each

A typical NOR gate 3102 is shown in FIO. 31. The register is always indicated and is equal to the

output of the NOR gate 3102 is low or negative if and number of flip-flops included within the register,

only if both of the input leads are at a high or more ™ adder circuits, such as the tyj^ ftiU adder 1706

positive potential. Iferther of the input leads is at a low 43 (F10 lT>, always have three input leads on the left

level, the output rises to a high level potential. Electri- hand edge, a sum output lead indicated by the greek

cally and physically, the NOR gates and NAND gates letter sigma, and an inverted carry output terminal tndi-

are identical to one another. Logically, they differ in catcd by the label Cn+1. Occasionally an inverted sum
that NOR gates are used to NOR inverted signals to- output lead is also included, and is indicated by an over-

gether. while NAND gates are used to NAND non- 50 lined letter sigma. Inverted inputs to full adders are

inverted signals together. In this specification both indicated by circles which separate the input lead from

NOR and NAND gates are referred to simply as gates. the adder. The sum output of a full adder is positive if

Circles at gate inputs or outputs indicate inversion. one or three inputs are positive. The inverted carry

Occasionally circles will be shown in the place of in- output of a full adder is negative if two or three inputs

verting amplifiers. 35 are positive.

Three types of flip-flops are used in the system 3700. The internal circuitry of the individual logic elements

The first type, called a bistable, is constructed by cross- w not revelant to the present invention and is therefore

connecting the outputs of two NAND gates with one not disclosed in the present application. Chapter 1 1 of

input of each of the gates. A typical example is the the book Integrated Circuit Engineering-Basic Technot-

bistable 3103 in FIG. 31. 60 ogy, Fourth Edition, by the staff of Integrated Circuit

A second type is a standard JK flip-flop, such as a Engineering Corporation, Glen R. Mudland et al., pub-

flip-flop 3241 shown in FIG. 32. JK flip-flops can have lished in 1966 by Boston Technical Publisher Incorpo-

up to seven input leads or terminals. Of these, only the rated, Cambridge, Massachusetts, gives a rather com-

Q and tj terminals are labelled in the figures. J and K plete explanation of digital integrated circuits suitable

input leads, when present, are respectively located di- 65 for use in the system 3700. Additional background on
rectly across from the Q and Q output leads. The T the use of logic diagrams and integrated circuits can be
input lead is centrally located across from the Q and Q found on pages 149 through 162 of ELECTRONICS,
input leads, and is separated from the flip-flop by a Vol. 40, No. 3, Mar. 6, 1967.
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When a patient is assigned a bed, the admission office

BED INFORMATION STORAGE AREA transmits into the system a card containing patient infor-

CONTROL LOGIC nation, and a card containing aV control character and

FIGS. 1-4, when placed together, include all the a D control character. These control characters cause

logk circuitry used to control flow ofdata into and out 3 VC and DC signals to be generated, as explained in the

of the bed information storage areas. FIG. 1 contains concurrently filed application. The VC control signal is

primarily logic circuitry which is set up in response to fed into a gate 101. A second input to the gate 101

control characters originally transmitted to the system receives a BRO signal which is generated by the system

from the various inputs. Control signals QC, VC, U1C, 3700 after all the input data has been fed into the core

and U3C enter FIG. 1 from the upper left hand corner. »0 memory, as will be explained below. These two signals

These signals are respectively generated by the system cause the gate 101 to generate a BED signal. The BED
3700 in response to the receipt of Q, V, Ul. and U3 agiialgsses through a gate 102 and partially enables a

control characters. The NEXT CHRG signal also en- 103 Tnelower mput to the gate 103 recedes a

ters FIG. 1 to initiate a search for a new patient number BTO Mgnal. This signal is positive when the bed mfor-

during an APC search. The REF # LIST signal enters » »«» track counter tsset to the first track and during

FIG. 1 to initiate a search for bed storage areas contain- the duration of a BT (begmnmg of £ck) that «

ing a particular reference number or reference date.
F^tive^t before the end of the head delay period.

system 3700 in response to the receipt ofF and u input ^r ^M u^j ^^TL,
« f ran <» I-a 20 of the entire bed storage area.

control characters, enter FIG. 2 and imtoate respec-
remaining input gate 103.

tivelv the erasure of the patient information from a _ .

»™ "" """""fl ^H *™ 77.uvciy «ic cra»uic w **** v*"*™
• r„ This signal is generated by a 1 to 4 count counter 104

storage location or tfie insertion of^patient^orm^
period. The counter 104 advances very

ton into a storage location. As will be expfc^more * m^po^ the PHASE A signal during each
fully below, these characters accompany a VC control ^ ef (bcguuSTof track) period, except when a TINH
character.

m n„ ^ . . . signal is present The TINH signal disables a gate 105
The upper portion of FIG. 2 is a comparator that ^ ^ PHASE A timing pulses from reach-

compares data wtthm the bed storage area to data
. ^ 104 whenever the bed control logic

stored within the core memory. The results of this com-
g

parison are then sent back to FIG. 1 and used to deter- ^ roput9 to me gate 103 receive signals

mine when a desired location has been found. The
simultaneously, the gate 103 sets a bistable 104 which

lower portions of FIG. 2 control the flow of new data
generates 8 bit assembly shift register 209 to the output

into the bed information storage area, and also control
gftte 201 and on to the bed information storage area,

the erasure ofold data from the bed information storage Thus,^ flip.flop 207 actually controls the flow ofdata
area. This logic also overflows into the upper right hand 35 into the bed information storage area,

portion of FIG. 4. ' The WEA signal will first go high during the latter

The logic controlling the writing of information into portions of C13. This C13 signal is fed into a gate 209

the buffer track of the bed information storage area is along with the signal from the gate 206, and causes a

located in the lower middle left hand section ofFIG. 3. bistable 210 to enable the next PHASE B pulse to toggle

The signal which determines whether information is 40 the flip-flop 207 into the Q state. The inverted RSV
being written into the buffer track or read from the signal, which is also fed into the gate 209, is not present

buffer track is the BWEB (buffer write enable bed) at this time, and does not disable the gate 209. This RSV
signal. When this signal is positive, mforaiation is writ- signal will be explained more fully below,

ten into the bed information buffer storage area. The The T7S riming signal applied to the gate 206 pre*

lower right hand portion ofFIG. 4 controls the writing 45 vents the flip-flop 207 from toggling until the very end

of information into the main bed information storage 0f the C13 timing interval This T7S timing signal is

area. The control signal here is called the MWEB generated by a flip-flop 301. A similarT0S timing signal

(memory write enable bed) signal is generated by a flip-flop 302. The T7S timing signal

The major portion of FIG. 3 contains logic circuitry occurs just before the commencement of the T7 bit

which scans the bed information storage area continu- 50 timing pulse and is used to initiate the writing of data

ously for printout markers whenever information is not upon the drum. Data returns from the drum storage

being read into the bed information storage area. When area one bit later in time than when it is recorded, so the

a printout marker is found, a BFR (buffer) signal is HQS timing signal, which occurs oneT interval after the

generated to initiate a transfer of information from the T7S timing signal, is used as an indication of when a

main storage track to the buffer track. This transfer 55 new character is about to be read from the drum,

operation is controlled by the logic shown in the central The output of the flip-flop 207 thus goes positive at

part of FIG. 4. the commencement of the C14 character timing pulse.

As mentioned above, a certain amount of data is per- (Actually during the last bit of the C13th teleprinter

mancntly stored in each of the many bed information character so that data is read onto the drum one bit

storage locations. This information includes a nursing 60 early.) This enables bed status information (OCD, CLN,

station number, stored in characters 1 and 2; a bed num.- RDY, ETC) to be written into the 14th through 17th

ber stored in characters 3 to 7; and a bed price stored in character positions of the bed information storage loca-

characters 9 to 12. When the system is fust put into tion a *A signal. This *A signal initiates a search of the

operation, this information is fed directly to the drum bed information storage area for a location containing

through a gate 201 in the form of a DATA-BS signal. 63 the bed and nursing station numbers included in the

During this time, the drum head is enabled to write by patient information data stored within the core mem-

a WEBS signal which passes through a gate 401 and a ory. The *A signal enables a gate 105 to pass a COO

gate 402 and becomes the MWEB signal character timing signal to a gate 106. This signal arises
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when the drum head reaches the beginning of each of information in each of the following characters,

storage location within the bed information storage which are read out of the core memory during the T7
area, as explained above. The output of the gate 106 is timing interval, are not eliminated. This is done by ap-

inverted by a gate 107 and sets a bistable 202, causing plying an inverted T7 bit timing signal to an input of
the generation of a CK signal. The bistable 202 controls 5 each gate.

the operation of the data comparator. When the CK It is necessary to coordinate the operation of the

signal is present, data retrieved from the bed storage various circuits within the bed information storage area

area is compared with data retrieved from the core control logic with the operation of the core storage area

memory. The exact details of this comparator will be location counter 3726 so that data can be fed from the

described below. 10 core storage area 5720 in a proper sequence for compar-
The comparison operation continues until finally a ison and for reading into the bed storage area. The BR0

storage location is found that contains a nursing station signal initiates a serial parallel read out of data from the

number and bed number that match the nursing station core memory during T5, as is shown by the core read
and bed number which were fed into the system on the out circuitry disclosed in the concurrently filed applica-

patient information card. When this happens, a 0 to 6 15 tion. This same BR0 signal also enables the core address

counter 203 generates a CCS signal. This CC5 signal, a register to advance during each T3 bit timing interval.

C08 character timing signal, a TO bit timing signal, and The circuitry for doing this is also disclosed in the con-
a B+R signal generated by the gate 102 are all fed into currently filed application.

a gate 204. The gate 204 sets a bistable 205, and initiates Data from the core memory is fed through the gating
the generation of a UL signal. This UL signal causes 20 circuitry disclosed in PIG. 29. In response to a GCP
data to be read into the bed information storage location signal the data is gated in parallel form into an eight bit

currently being read. The UL signal is combined with a assembly sh;ft register 209. The GCP gating signal is

T7S timing pulse by a gate 206. The output of the gate generated by a flip-flop 217 and passed through a gate

206 enables a whole series of gates which control the 216. The gate 216 also receives an inverted RF signal,

state of a flip-flop 207. The WEA signal output of the 25 which for the moment can be «»»nm^ to be positive,

flip-flop 207 enables a gate 20$ (along with the B+R The flip-flop 217 initiates the generation of the GCP
signal generated by the gate 102) to pass core data from signal when it receives an enabling signal from the gate

an before the drum write head, and also allows the 218 through the gate 219. This input is used when infor-

control D character, which is stored in core right after mation is to be read into the bed information storage

the bed status number, to be written into the 18th char- 30 area. The three signals which enable the gate 218 are the

acter position. The writing process is then terminated WEA signal generated by the flip-flop 207, the UL
by a signal generated by a gate 211. The gate 211 causes signal generated by the bistable 205, and the T7S data

the bistable 210 to reset at the end of the T6 bit of the read in timing signal. These signals cause a new ft bit

C18th character. This causes the flip-flop 207 to termi- data character to be shifted into the 8 bit assembly shift

nate theWEA signal one bit before the beginning of the 35 register 209 at the start of the T7 bit of each character

C19th character, thus temporarily terminating the pro- timing interval. This is the proper timing for loading the

cess of writing data into the bed information storage register when writing data into the drum storage area,

area. When information is to be read out of the bed infer-.

The storage process is recommenced during the char- mation storage area for comparison, the timing of the

acter tuning pulse C20 by a gate 212 which is enabled by 40 data coming from the core memory must be slightly

the DC (D control character) signal. The DC signal delayed to compensate for the 1 bit delay in drum out-
goes through gates 213 and 214 to the gate 212. Thus, put timing as compared to drum input timing. This
the write-in of data into the storage area recommences delay in generation of the GCP signal is produced by
during the C21 character timing pulse (actually during enabling the flip-flop 217 with the gate 220, rather than
the last bit of the C20 pulse) and does not terminate until 45 the gate 218. The gate 220 input signals are the TOS
a B RELEASE signal is generated during the TO part of output data timing pulse signal, the CK signal generated
the C47 character timing pulse. The B RELEASE sig- by the flip-flop 202 whenever a comparison is in

nal is generated by a gate 215 and is fed directly into the progress, and the output signal from the gate 107 which
bistable 210 to terminate the writing process. also includes TOS timing pulses. Thus, whenever a com-
The output of the bistable 210 is fed directly to the 50 parison is in progress, data is transferred from the core

gate 402 to generate an MWEB (memory write enable memory into the 8 bit assembly shift register 209 at the

bed) signal whenever the flip-flop 207 is feeding data very end of the T7 bit of each character signal,

into the memory, thus enabling the drum to write data. Data is shifted out of the 8 bit assembly shift register

To prevent false printout markers from being gener- 209 by shift pulses generated by either of two gates 221
ated, the feeding of data to the drum is suppressed dur- 55 and 222. The output of these two gates are combined by
ing C33, C35, C39 and C44 by an INH D signal gener- a gate 223 and are fed into the shift terminal of the 8 bit

ated by a gate 403. The INHIBIT D signal is fed di- assembly shift register 209. The gate 221 initiates the

rectly to the gate 208 to inhibit the flow of data into the shifting of data during comparisons. Two input signals

bed information storage area. The inputs to the gate 403 to the gate 221 are the signals fed into the gate 220,

are the outputs of the four gates 404 to 407. These gates 60 which controls the readout of data from the core mem-
are enabled by the UL signal and by the character tim- ory during comparison. The remaining two inputs of
ing signals C33, C35, C39, and C44. These same charac- this gate are the TOS timing pulse signals and a PHASE
ter timing signals are used to prevent the BR0 signal A timing signal. The PHASE A timing signal actually

from advancing the core address register during these advances the data through the assembly shift register,

intervals, as is shown by the core address register cir- 65 The TOS timing signal prevents the generation of the

cuitry disclosed in the concurrently filed application. It shift pulse while data is loaded into the register. The
is necessary to inhibit the operation of the four gates 404 gate 222, similarly, includes as its inputs the PHASE A
to 407 during T7 bit timing intervals so that the first bit timing signal, T7S timing signal and the two other sig-
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nals which enable the gate 218. The two gates 221 and absent, no comparison is performed, and the counter
222 function in the same manner. 203 retains its count Thus, by toggling the bistable 202
The data output of the 8 bit assembly shift register in and out of the set state, different sections of the two

209 is called the DSR signal. It is fed into the gate 208. masses of data can be compared for different purposes.

It is also fed into the comparison gate 224, where it is 5 Examples given below will explain bow this feature

compared with the DATA B signal coming from the adds great flexibility to the types of searches which can
bed information storage area. The DATA B signal is fed be performed by the system.

through two gates 225 and 226 during the PHASE B It was mentioned before that a VC control character

timing signal and into the remaining inputs of the com- causes the bistable 104 to generate a *A signal, and that

parison gate 224. The gates 225 and 226 are enabled by 10 the *A signal initiated a search through the bed infer-

tile CK comparison signal generated by the bistable 202, mation storage area for a nursing station number and a

and also by the signal generated by the gate 107. A pulse bed number which matched the one included in the

appears at the output of the gate 224 each time the bit patient charge information stored in the core memory,
from the core memory is identical to a bit supplied by This search is performed in the following manner. As
the DATA B signal. The resulting train ofpulses is then 15 data from each sequential location within the bed infor-

fed into the comparator counter, which will be ex* mation storage area is presented to the comparator, the

plained in more detail below. bistable 202 initiates a comparison. The comparison gate

Whenever data is read out of the core memory 3720 224 compares the first and second characters supplied

either for comparison purposes or for data traissferring by the DATA B signal to the nursing station number
purposes, it is necessary to initially set the core address 20 stored in the core memory. If the comparison of these

counter 3726 to some pretermitted value where the two characters are successful, the counter 203 advances
first item in the list ofdesired information is stored. This to a count of CC2. The comparison procedure contin-

operation is performed by the gates 227 through 230 ues» but the counter 203 is prevented from advancing
and by the gates 408 and 409. For example, the gate 230 for two character counts by a bistable 250 which dis-

causes the core address location counter to be set to the 25 ables the gate 236. The bistable 250 is toggled by a C03
address where the first digit in the nursing station man- signal whenever a *A signal is present. The counter 203

ber ofthe patient charge information is stored. This gate is enabled again during the time when the fifth charac-

is enabled during the COO character when the 0 to 6 ter is compared. A COS character is used to reset the

counter 203 is at a count ofCC0, indicating no compari- bistable 250, thereby re-enabling the gate 236. In this

son has been carried out, and when the B+R signal 30 manner, the two digit nursing station number and the

generated by the gate 102 is present, indicating a QC or five digit bed number are compared to data in the core
VC control operation. Once the core address register memory. If the comparisons are all successful, the

counter 3726 is set to an initial address, it automatically counter 203 will advance to a count of CCS. If any
advances serially through the core, so no additional comparison was unsuccessful the counter 203 will have
control signal need be used until a new block of data 35 been cleared, and the CCS signal will not be present,

stored in a different location is desired. The operation of The CCS signal, when present, enables the gate 204 so

the remaining gates in this group are all similar to the that the bistable 205 can initiate the UL signal and the

operation of gate 230. data storage process. Thus, the above search is per*

The comparator is located in the upper portion of formed by comparing the nursing station number and
FIO. 2. This comparator counts the pulses generated by 40 the bed number within each storage location to data

the comparison gate 224. Flip-flops 231, 232, and 233 stored in the core memory. Other types of searches will

together comprise an 8 bit counter. When 7 bits have be explained below. They differ in details from the

been counted, the flip-flops present a full house count to above search, and in the particular characters which are

a gate 234 and cause the gate 234 to generate a pulse. compared. However, the general procedure is identical

This pulse is passed through the gate 235 when that gate 45 to that described above.

is enabled by a shift register advance pulse generated by Ifthe system input data included an S control charac-

the gate 221. The resulting pulse passes through the gate ter rather than a D control character, patient informs-

236 and advances the counter 203. The pulse generated tion is erased from the location found. The SC signal

by the gate 235 also sets a bistable 237 which enables the generated by this control character is applied to a gate

gate 238 to generate a PARITY (comparator reset) 50 252 along with the BR0 signal. The resultant DIS (dis-

pulse during the PHASE A part of the TOS timing charge) signal generated by the gate 252 passes through
signal. This PARITY reset pulse is fed to a gate 239 and the gate 214 and into the gate 212, where it initiates

is used to reset the three flip-flops 231, 232, and 233. loading of information into the bed information storage

When the three flip-flops are cleared, they enable a area in exactly the same way that the DC control signal

PHASE B signal to pass through a gate 240 and to reset 55 initiated loading of information into the area. The DIS
the bistable 237. Thus, each time 7 bits within a charac- signal also enables a gate 410. This gate clears the flip-

ter supplied by the DATA B signal match 7 bits sup- flop 411 during the 7th bit of the 20th character. The
plied by a core memory, the counter 203 advances by output of the flip-flop 411 passes through the gate 403

one count. The resulting count can therefore be used as and initiates an INHD signal. This signal prevents any

an indication of the number of characters which have 60 information from being read into the bed storage area,

been successfully matched in the two signals. The MWEB signal erases the information previously

If all the bits in the two characters that are compared stored in this area, so this procedure effectively erases

do not match up, the full house count condition is not all old patient information from the storage location,

reached. In this case, the gate 234 enables a gate 299 The flip-flop 411 is then reset by C47 character timing

which clears the counter 203, erasing the record main- 65 signal.

tained in that counter of successful comparisons. If an input data card contains a Q control character

The comparison procedure is controlled by the bista- instead of a V control character, a gate 108 generates an
ble 202 and by the CK signal. When the CK signal is RSV (reserve) signal in response to the QC (Q control)
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signal which causes a reservation mark supplied along is passed by. Location C18 can contain any one of four
with the input data to be written into the nineteenth characters—a control D character, a control S charac-
character slot within the location containing the speci- ter, a control P character, or a space. These control

Tied bed and nursing station number. The RSV signal is characters are fed into the storage location along with
fed through the gates 102 and 103, and initiates a *A 5 other input data as if they were a fifth character in the
search that is identical to the search performed in re- four character bed status number. The control D and
sponse to the V control character. The RSV signal the control F character are detected by the system 3700,
causes a different set of gates feeding into the bistable and are used to initiate the insertion or the deletion of
210 to be energized, and therefore causes a reserve the patient number from a particular bed storage area,

character to be written into the core memory rather 10 as was explained above. The control P character and
than patient information. The RSV signal enables the the space have no special control functions in the pres-

gates 253 and 254 to set the flip-flop 207 at the begin- ent embodiment, although the system does generate a
ning of the C19 and to clear the flip-flop 207 at the PC signal when it receives a control P character. All
beginning of C21. The only information read into the four of these characters, however, contain characterise

core memory is the reservation mark, which ends up in IS tic bit arrangements which can cause the contents of a
character slot 19. The gates 209 and 211 are inhibited by location to be included or excluded from a particular

the RSV signals. list In particular, the control D character contains a
That completes the description of the circuitry which positive T2 bit All other bits in this character are tTs.

reads information into the bed information storage area. The control D character causes the information in a
The following paragraphs will describe how searches 20 location to be included in the patient charge number
are initiated, and bow marker bits are written into those search during an all patient charges printout Locations
areas containing information which is to be printed out in the bed storage area not containing a control D char-
Four different kinds of searches are performed within acter are bypassed during the patient charge number

the bed information storage area. In response to a Ul search. Since the control D character contains 'tTs in

control character, as indicated by a U1C signal, a search 25 bit position 5, areas containing a control D character are
is made for all bed numbers in locations confining a not included in the nursing station work list

specified nursing station number and control characters The control S and P characters contain a *T* in bit

indicating a need for special attention or service This position 5, and a "O" in bit position 3. Locations contain-
list is called a nursing station work list In response to a ing a control S or control P character are included in

U3 control character, as indicated by a U3C signal, a 30 the nursing station work list search (Ul), but are not
search is made for bed numbers in storage locations included in the patient charge number search. Ifa space
containing a given set of status characters. This search is included as a control character, the location is not
is initiated by the admitting office, and the results of this included in either of the above lists. The reference list

search are fed directly back to the admitting office. A search and the admitting office U3 search do not make
NEXT CHRO search is commenced in response to a 35 use of these control characters, and are not affected by
NEXT CHRO signal generated during the all patient the particular control character present
charges printout procedure. This search scans the bed The counter 199 scans all of he different search con-
information storage locations for a patient case number trol inputs at the beginning of each bed information

.

for which the day's charges have not yet been printed storage area scanning cycle to determine ifany searches
out When such a patient number is found, a mark is 40 are to be made. CXI, CX2, CX3, and CX4 signals are
placed in the data and a search for charges relating to generated repeatedly for a short period of time. If there
that patient is commenced in the charge information is a search to be made, of if there is data to be written
storage area of the system, as will be explained below. into the bed information storage area, the counter 104
The final bed area search is the REF # LIST search will enable one of the gates 103, 109, 110, 111, or 112,
initiated by the business office to find all bed storage 45 and will cause one ofthe bistables 104, 113, 114, 115, or
areas which contain a given reference number or date. 116 to cause a gate 117 to generate the TINH signal
Usually this number is the date on which the patient was This TINH signal stops the counter 104 and prevents
admitted to the hospital. This search is useful for finding any other searches from being initiated until the current
where patients admitted on certain dates are located search is completely carried out The search which is to
within the hospital. This search is initiated by push 50 be carried out is determined by the particular bistable

button. The desired reference number is set up on a set which was set The bistable 113 generates a *B signal

of dials, and a button is depressed which generates a and initiates a U1C or nursing station work list search.

REF # LIST signal. The results of this search are trans- The bistable 114 generates a *C signal and initiates a
mitted directly to the business office teleprinter. U3C, or admitting office search. The bistable 115 gener-
Two different forms of searching mechanisms are 55 ates an NC signal which initiates a new patient number

provided by the present system. The first is the compar- search. The bistable 116 generates an RF signal which
ator, which has been described above. The comparator initiates a reference number list search,

compares certain data within each bed storage location Searches are terminated when the corresponding
to data supplied by the core memory or by some other bistable is reset. This resetting is accomplished by a gate
input register, and marks for printout all locations con- 60 118 when the last storage location in the bed informa-
taining data identical to the reference data. Except for tion storage area has been scanned. The gate 118 is

the marking procedure, the nature of this type of search enabled to generate an ET2 signal by a C17 signal, and
has been fully described above. a last track address 54 signal generated by a gate 303.
The second form of search involves examining the Since a write-in search (control Q or V) can be termi-

18th character in each location to detect the presence or 65 nated as soon as data has been written in, the *A signal

absence of certain bits. If the specified bit is present is terminated early by the B-RELEASE signal gener-
then the information in that storage area is included in ated by the gate 215. Ifno bed is found, then the bistable

the lists; otherwise, the information in that storage area 104 is reset by the ET2 signal.
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The nursing station work list search is initiated by a the gate 140 and place a mark in the fourth bit position

*B signal. The resultant list includes all bed numbers of the 39th character slot, is disabled, and this item is not

containing a specified nursing station number and con- marked. If the third bit within the 39th character does

taining a "1" in the 5th bit of the character C18 (areas not contain a "1", a mark is placed in the fourth bit

including a control S or a control P character). The *B 5 position of the 39th character. Additionally, the output

signal enables the gate 119 to pass a GOO character of the gate 140 enables the DATA A signal to pass

through the gate 106 and a gate 107 to set the bistable through a gate 240, generating an NOCP signal. This

202 causing it to generate the CK signal and initiate a NOCP signal is used to reset the bistable 115. The bista-

compahson during charcter timing intervals C01 and bte 159 is reset by an inverted C47 pulse.

C02 (nursing station number comparison). If the com- 10 The reference list search is initiated by the bistable

parison is successful, a CC2 signal is fed back to a gate 116 which generates an RF signal. This RF signal ena-

120. The other inputs to the gate 120 are the *B signal, bles the gate 180 to pass a C39 character timing pulse to

a T4 timing signal, a C18 character timing signal, and the bistable 202, initiating a comparison between the

the output data from the bed information storage area reference number, which is stored in character locations

combined with a PHASE B signal by a gate 121. If the 15 C40 through C43, and a reference number which is

4th bit of the 18th character is a "I", the gate 120 is manually placed into a reference list input unit 2901

enabled and sets a bistable 122. The bistable 122 in turn (FIG. 29) located in the business office. The comparison

enables a gate 123 to pass a C33 character timing signal is carried out in the usual manner, and a successful

to a gate 124. The gate 124 is thus induced to generate comparison is indicated by a CC4 signal generated by
a DOR signal during character count 33. This DOR 20 the counter 203. The CC4 signal enables a gate 181 to

signal enables agate 298 to transmit a mark to the 4th bit set a bistable 182, in turn enabling a gate 183 to initiate

position within the 33rd character slot of the storage the marking of the T4 bit within the character C44. The
location currently being scanned. The output of the RF signal also enables a gate 280 which is connected to

gate 298 is called the DATA A signal. This signal is also the output of the flip-flop 217, and disables the gate 216.

applied to the gate 402 to cause the drum logic to write 25 Now, instead of data being read into the eight bit assent-

this mark into the bed information storage area. This bly shift register 209 from core, data is read into the

printout mark can later be detected by printout marker same register from a buffer 2902 (FIG. 29) that contains

detection logic, and the information can be fed into the the desired reference number. The output of the gate

buffer storage track for printout In this manner, all 280 enables a series of gates 281, 282, 283, and 284
items which are to be included in a given nursing station 30 which read out individual digits from the buffer 2902

work list are marked for printout in response to the *B and transfer these digits into the eight bit assembly shift

signal. register 209. The gate 281, for example, is enabled when
The admitting office list printout is initiated by a *C the counter 203 generates a CC0 signal during character

signal. The *C signal enables the gates 130 and 131. A count C40. Similarly, the gate 282 is enabled during

COO signal flows through a gate 132 and into the gate 35 character count C41, the gate 283 is enabled during

131 to initiate the comparison of nursing station num- character count C42, and the gate 284 is enabled during

bers. If a nursing station number comparison is success- character count C43. The output signals from these

ful, a CC2 signal fully enables the gate 130 to restart the gates are fed to the logic shown in FIG. 29, which will

comparison procedure at C13, which is the timing char- be described more fully below,

acter that occurs just before the bed status characters 40 When a search for items which make up a list is com*
are read out of the storage location. A four character Dieted, or when the B RELEASE signal is generated by
comparison is then carried out on the bed status charac- the gate 215, a CCP signal is generated to indicate that

ters. If this comparison is also successful, the counter the search is completed. This signal is generated by a

203 ends up at a count of CC6. The CC6 signal partially gate 304. One input to the gate 304 is the B RELEASE
enables a gate 133. At the first bit in the 18th storage 45 signal; the other input is the output of the gate 305. The
slot, the gate 133 is fully enabled and toggles a bistable gate 305 generates a pulse whenever an *A, a *B, or *C
134. The bistable 134 enables the gate 135 to cause a search reaches the twelfth character location within the

printout marker to be placed into the fourth bit of the fifth-fourth storage location of the last track in the bed
35th character slot. In this manner, each item in the information storage area.

admitting office list is marked for printout 50 The remaining logic circuitry shown in FIGS. 3 and
A search for a new patient charge number does not 4 is used to detect printout markers, to transfer the

make use of the comparator. A check is made of the marked data from the main storage area to a buffer

contents of the third bit within the 18tb character in storage area, and then to transmit the data from the

each storage location. If a "1" is found, then this loca- buffer storage area to the proper output teleprinter,

tion contains a control D character, and is a candidate 55 Whenever a list search of some form is not in

for inclusion in the search. The gate 136 is then enabled progress, data from the bed information storage area is

to generate an OCP signal, which causes the patient fed to a gate 320 along with a PHASE B timing signal,

charge number to be read out of the bed storage loca- a T4 bit timing signal, and an inverted BFR signal. For

tion and into a patient number shift register 3118 (FIG. the moment, the inverted BFR signal can be assumed to

31) which will be described in a later section of this 60 be absent, enabling the gate 320. When a location in the

specification. The OCP signal also sets a bistable 137. bed information storage area is found that contains a

The bistable 137 initiates a check of the second bit "1" in the fourth bit of a character slot, the gate 320
within the 39th character slot, to see if this charge num- partially enables the four gates 321-324. The gate 321 is

ber has already been fed to the APC (all patient charges totally enabled when such a mark is found in a 33d

search) circuitry. If it has, a "1" will be found in this 65 character slot Such a mark indicates an item in a nurs-

location. The gate 138 is then enabled to clear the bista- ing station work list, and sets a bistable 325. Similarly,

ble 139, disabling the gate 140. The output of the bista- other printout marks set the three bistables 326-328.

ble 137, which was originally intended to pass through The output signal from any one of these bistables ena-
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bles a gate 329 to generate a BFR (buffer) signal. This in the APC search. This is accomplished by a gate 456
signal, in inverted form, is fed back to the gate 320 to which is enabled in almost exactly the same way as the

prevent any other printout markers from being detected gate 453t but which is enabled at an earlier time by a Tl
until this first one is completely processed. bit timing signal, rather than a T3 bit tuning signal. This

The output signal from the set bistable* at least if it is 5 gate also applies a signal to the gate 401 to write a *T*
one of the bistables 325-327, sets a second bistable bit on the drum. This signal, called the MRCIP signal,

330-332. The output of the set bistables 330-332 then is fed to the gate 201.

causes a gate 333 to generate a LIST signal. This LIST The buffer track control logic appears at the lower
signal is compared with the output of each of the three left hand corner of FIO. 3. The buffer track write en-

bistables 330-332 by three comparison gates 334-336. 10 able signal appears at the output of a gate 356. Data for

The comparison gate associated with the printout the buffer track appears at the output of a gate 355. The
marker generates a signal that enables the correspond- gate 356 is controlled by a bistable 352, and the gate 355
tng input gate 321-323. The other input gates are dis- is controlled by a bistable 354. Ordinarily, both of the

abled by their respective comparison gates. Note that bistables 352 and 354 are cleared by the BFR signal, so

before a marker was encountered, all of the three com- 15 both of the gates 355 and 356 are enabled. Thus, the

parison gates generated enabling signals for their re- DATA B signal which contains the output data from
spective input gates. the bed information storage area is continuously written

The three bistables 330-332 generate respectively an and rewritten onto the buffer track. When a marker bit

NS (nursing station) signal, an ADM (admitting office) is found, the BFR signal goes positive and enables the

signal, and an REF (reference number seearch) signal. 20 two gates 351 and 353. The gate 353 allows a COO tun-

Only one of these signals is positive at any one time, the ing pulse to set the bistable 354 alter the location con-
one associated with the marker that was found. That taming the marker bit has been completely recorded on
signal, or the CIP LIST signal generated by the bistable the buffer track. This disables the gate 355, and causes a

328, enables one of the four gates 437-440 to pass an string of zeros to be written into the remainder of the

appropriate character timing signal to a gate 441. 25 buffer track. Thus, only the single marker bit is to be
The BFR signal, which had previously been holding found within the buffer storage area. This marker bit

a bistable 443 in the clear state, now enables a gate 442 can be used as a check to insure that the proper data is

so that a PHASE A timing pulse can set the bistable always read out The gate 351 allows an MS (master

443, enabling another gate 444. The character timing strobe) pulse, which occurs at the end ofa drum revolu-

pulse C47 then passes through the gate 444 and sets a 30 tion, to set the bistable 352, thus terminating the erasure

bistable 445, thus generating a TRIN (bed storage area process and allowing the data from the buffer track to

track counter advance inhibit) signal. This signal stops be read out The data from the buffer track and the A00
the bed storage area drum logic from advancing to scan timing signal are both used by the output sections of the
another track for one revolution. This signal also ena- system to produce an output signal including the

bles a gate 446 to pass a C19 character pulse and set a 35 marked information. The main drum storage area is

bistable 447. released in the meantime, and is allowed to be used in

The BFR signal is also fed to gates 448 and 449 which further searches and data storing operations. Thus, the

are associated with a 54 count counter 450. Before the core memory and the data input sections of the system
BFR signal was initiated, it passed through the gate 449 are never tied up waiting for data to be read slowly out
and cleared the counter 450. After the signal is initiated, 40 of the bed information storage area to a low speed tele-

it enables the gate 448, to pass C47 timing pulses to the printer.

counter, advancing the counter. The counter 450 counts When the information has been completely transmit-

54 C47 timing pulses, which is one complete revolution ted to the output teleprinter, a reset signal clears the

of the drum, and then enables a gate 451 to generate an bistables 325-328 and terminates the BFR signal. This
A00 signal. This A00 signal continues to be generated 45 reset signal is generated by a gate 381, the inputs to

during the time when the location on the drum track which are the BT0 signal, the BF0 signal from the bed
containing the information which is to be printed out is information printout format generator circuit, and an
being read by the drum head. The A00 signal is regener- inverted LADV signal which is generated by the clock

ated with each drum revolution, and serves as an indica- circuit. The FO signal indicates that the printout is cona-

tion of when the marked location is below the drum 50 pleted. The LADV maintains the BFR signal until the
read head. The gate 452 prevents the signal from being time and data printout circuitry is available. The BT0
generated while the 55th location in the track is signal is generated when the beginning of the first track

scanned. in the bed information storage area is first scanned.

During the next revolution of the drum, the marker Thus, the BFR signal is terminated after the printout is

bit is erased. This erasure is accomplished by a gate 453 55 complete and when the time and data printout circuitry

which generates an erase signal. This erase signal is is available.

passed through the gate 401 and becomes the MWEB After the flip-flops 325-328 are cleared, the inverted

signal. The gate 453 is enabled during the A00 period of BFR signal, the ET2 signal generated by the gate 118,

the next revolution, while the fourth bit of the location the LIST signal generated by the gate 333, and a T4
containing the marker bit is below the drum head, as 60 timing signal produce an STC1 (set time clock) pulse,

determined by the character signal gate 441. The output This pulse is fed through some gates at the bottom of
of the gate 453 also sets a bistable 454 which enables a FIO. 6 and back to the calendar circuit to initiate a

C47 timing pulse to pass through a gate 455 and reset printout of the time and the date at the end of the list

the bistable 447. The termination of the BFR signal then When the calendar circuit is done, it generates an in-

clears the bistable 454. In the case of a CIP LIST 65 verted EOS signal which passes throgh a gate 382 and
marker, it is also necessary to mark the second bit ofthe clears the bistables 330, 331, and 332. There is no time

39th character so that the logic circuitry will know that and date printout during an APC operation. During
this particular patient number has already participated APC, an inverted APC signal is passed through the gate
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382 and is used to hold the bistables 330, 331, and 332 in

the clear state, thereby disabling this part of the circuit

An APC signal is also applied to a gate 383 to lock the

bistables 325, 3% and 327 in their clear states. This
suppresses all searches other than those connected with
the all . patient charges search from occurring while the

AFC signal is present Note that printout markers can
still be applied to the bed storage area during this time.

Printout will then occur after the AFC operation is

terminated

When no list printout is in progress, a CLBFR signal

(buffer is clear) is generated by a gate 384.

To insure that the A00 signal remains exactly in sync,

and does not change its positioning, the marker bit is

read out of the buffer storage and is used to generate a

sync pulse for the counter 450. The marker bit passes

through a gate 490 and into a gate 492. The gate 492 is

enabled during the character count when the marker
should appear, and a T5 bit signal is applied to enable

the gate 492 only during the bit timing when the marker
should appear. When the marker appears, it sets a bista-

ble 493 and generates a SYNC pulse that clears the

counter 450. The bistable 493 is then reset by the C47
timing pulse. Although this sync circuit is only a safety

feature when used in conjunction with the counter 450,

a similar sync circuit is used in conjunction with the

charge information storage buffer track, and is associ-

ated with a counter that does not automatically reset

when it reaches the desired count. In that section of the

system 3700; the sync circuit is absolutely necessary to

reset the counter.

FIG. 29 shows the logic used to initiate a reference

number search. The desired reference number is set up
on a series of dials contained in a business office refer-

ence list input unit 2901, and a pushbutton on the input

unit is then depressed. The writ 2901 then gates the

reference number in BCD form from the dials to a
twenty bit buffer 2902 and generates an REF LIST
signal to initiate a reference list search of the bed infor-

mation storage area. Four signals, 10*S, 10*S, 10l
S, and 40

IqPS gate the information out of the buffer 2902,

through the output gates 2920 to 2926, and into the

assembly shift register 209. This information is then

used as explained above during the reference number
search procedure. Core data, called for by the bed 45

search logic, is also gated through the gates 2920
through 2926 by a OCP signal, which enables the gates

2910 through 2917 to pass core memory data to the

gates 2920 through 2926.
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address register to particular octal addresses as re-

quired. The gates 2804 through 2809 are enabled by a

variety of bed signals generated by the logic shown in

FIGS. 2 and 4. The BR0 bistable 2802 is reset by the

CCP signal which passes through a gate 2803. It will be
remembered that the CCP signal is generated when a

bed information search operation is completed. This
same CCP signal generates a SYNC RESET signal,

which is used to reset a flip-flop that generated the

SYNC signal. This flip-flop, and other details of the

system input circuitry, are disclosed in the concurrently
filed application.

When data is read into a bed information storage

location, it is desirable to have a record of that informa-
tion printed out A printout of this information is initi-

ated by a PO START signal generated by a gate 2701
after the information has been stored in the bed informa-
tion storage area. The gate 2701 is enabled by the CCP
signal and by a signal generated by a gate 2702 during
the time when the fifty-fourth bed storage location on a
track is being scanned. The inputs to the gate 2702 are
a UA4 timing signal, a TA5 timing signal, and an in-

verted UC (U control character) signal. The inverted
UC control signal prevents a printout of the input data
which accompanied a list request, and limits printouts to

data sets which include Q and V control characters.
The PO START signal initiates an ordinary system
printout of the type which is fully described in the con-
currently filed application. (Gate 2204, FIG. 22 in Phil-

lips, et al. U.S. Pat No. 3,597,742).

If the input data accompanying a request to store data
in the bed information storage area does not specify a
valid bed number and nursing station number, the infor-

mation will not be stored, and the CCP signal will not
arise until the time when the last (54th) location in the
last track of the bed information storage area is scanned.
In this case, a gate 2703 generates an ERROR 1 signal.

This ERROR t causes the system to reject the input

data as faulty.

A similar printout of charge information can be initi-

ated by combining the C RELEASE signal generated
by a gate 2605 (FIG. 26) with an RC (control R charac-
ter) signal in a NAND gate to form another inverted

PO START signal as is shown in Phillips, et al. patent

(Gate 2200, FIG. 22 in Phillips, et al. U.S. Pat No.
3,597,742)

CHARGE INFORMATION STORAGE LOGIC
FIGS. 25 and 26 show the logic that is used to search

The circuitry for generating the BR0 signal which 50 the charge information storage area for an available

initiates the operation of the bed information control

logic is shown at the bottom ofFIG. 28. The BR0 signal

is generated by a bistable 2802. This bistable is set up by
a gate 2801 whenever a set of input data supplied to the

location and to read charge information out of the core
memory and into the location. This process is initiated

by a CH (charge) signal generated by a bistable 2611.

Bistable 2611 is set up by a gate 2610. The input signals

core memory indicate that the bed information storage 55 to the gate 2610 axe s T3 bit timing pulse, an RC (R
circuitry is to be used in some way. The input signals to

the gate 2801 are a SYNC signal, which is generated

after a set of input data is completely stored away in the

core memory, a CCR signal, which indicates the input

data included a control R, Q, E, Ul, or U3 character, an 60

ET2 timing signal which indicates the drum is at the end

of a revolution, and a T4 bit timing pulse. The TTNH
signal from the gate 117 is also fed into the gate 2801 in

inverted form to prevent the generation of a BR0 signal

when a search of the bed information storage area is 65

already in progress. The BRO signal partially enables a

set of gates 2804 to 2809. These gates generate pulses

during the T4 timing interval to set the core memory

control character) signal, and a SYNCH signal that is

generated by the system 3700 after a set of input infor-

mation is stored in the core memory. The gate 2610 is

inhibited by a signal generated by a gate 3129 (FIG. 31)
when some other search of the charge information stor-

age area is in progress.

The CH signal is fed into a gate 2510. It enables the

gate 2510 when the CIP GATE or CXI signal gener-
ated by the counter 199 is positive, so long as TAL,
SCH4, and SCH5 signals are not present indicating

some other search is in progress. The gate 2510 is also

inhibited by the presence of an ETC1 signal. When the
CIP GATE signal is positive, the gate 2510 generates a
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signal which is passed through a gate 2513 to generate the bit timing intervals T3 through T6 by a bistable

an XI signal. This signal if fed back to the bed informa- 2523, and it is pUsled by PHASE B timing pulses. The
tion control logic and causes the T INH signal to be gate 2524 is also disabled except during the time when
generated, thus locking the counter 199 so that it contin- the first character within a storage location is being
ues to generate the CIPOATE signal and maintains the 5 scanned by a CPO0 timing signal. During bit timing
gate 2510 enabled. This T INH signal then disables the interval 71 of character timing interval CP00, a gate
gate 2801 shown in FIG. 28 and prevents the generation 2526 clears a flip-flop 2525. If any data appears at the
of a BRO signal which otherwise might initiate a search output of the gate 2522 during bit timing intervals T3
of the bed information storage area. At the beginning of through T5 of character timing interval CP00, the gate
a track* the BT (beginning oftrack) signal and the signal 10 2524 is enabled, and it toggles the flip-flop 2525 into the
from the gate 2510 enable the gate 2511 to set a bistable Q state. This disables the gate 2527 and prevents a TS
2512. The output signal from the bistable 2512 initiates tuning pulse from passing through the gate 2527 and
a search for a location within the charge information enabling a gate 2514. When a storage location is found
storage area that is empty. The output signal from the that contains no date in the first character location, the
gate 2511 is also applied to one input of a gate 2517. 13 flip-flop 2525 is not toggled, and a T5 pulse is allowed to
Normally, the flip-flop 2516 is in the 1$ state and main- pass through the gate 2527 and enable the gate 2514.
tains the gate 2517 disabled, so the signal from the gate The gate 2514 then generates a SET CUL (set core
251 1 has no effect upon the gate 2517. Ifa SCH4, SCH5, unload bistable) signal which sets a bistable 2601 shown
or a TALLY signal has recently been in existence, indi- in the upper left hand portion of FIG. 26 and cause a
eating a search 4, search 5 or tally procedure has just 20 CUL (core unload) signal to be generated. This signal
been carried out, these signals will have passed through initiates the process ofunloading data from the core and
a gate 2515 and cleared the flip-flop 2516, causing the Q placing it into the location which has just been found,
output of the flip-flop 2516 to go positive. The output The CUL signal enables a series of gates 2602
signal from the gate 2511 then passes through the gate through 2606 to generate signals which control the
2517 and becomes an inverted RESET TRACK pulse. 25 transfer of data between the core memory and the
This pulse resets the track counter so that charge infor- empty storage location. With the start of the CP00
mation scanning begins in the first track within the timing pulse, the gate 2602 generates a signal that ena-
charge information storage area. The trailing edge of bles the gate 2607 to set a bistable 2608 and cause the
the signal from the gate 2511 toggles the flip-flop 2516 generation of a CH* signal. This CH* signal is fed to a
and causes it to disable the gate 2517 once more. As 30 address register of the core memory 3720, andh causes
mentioned above, ordinarily only one track of the the address register to advance one position with each
charge information storage area is scanned at a time, character. The output signal from the gate 2602 also
and information is stored away serially within that enables the gate 2620 to set the address register 3726 to
track. After one of the three above-mentioned searches location octal 010 during a T4 timing pulse. This is the
has been performed, the charge information storage 35 location where the first character in the patient number
area may be scanning the last track within the area. It is which accompanied the input data is stored. During
therefore necessary to reset the track counter in the character counts CP01 through CP12, the patient nurn-
above manner and to begin scanning at the first track so ber is transferred out of the core memory and into the.

that it can be redetermined which track the charge empty storage location. During character count CP13,
information was previously being stored in. The gate 40 the core address register is set to the address 001, where
2517 is disabled by an APC signal during an all patient the first character in the nursing station or point of the
charge printout to prevent the RESET TRACK signal sale number is stored This number is fed into the charge
from interfering with the all patient charges search information storage area during character counts CP14
scanning ofthe charge information storage area. As will and CP15. During character count CP15, a gate 2604
be explained below, charges received during an APC 45 and a gate 2602 set the core address register to location
search are stored in an auxiliary track and do not inter- 213, which is the first digit of a two-digit department
fere with the operation of an APC search. number. During character countsCP 16 through CP33,
The bistable 2512 remains set until a storage location data is read serially from the core storage area into the

for the new set of charge information is found. Then a empty storage location. This data includes a two-digit
CTR EN signal generated by a bistable 2660 clears the 50 department number, an eight-digit item number, the
bistable 2512. If no location is found before the end of quantity, frequency, or number of items data, and a
the track currently being scanned, an ETC1 signal is six-digit price number that includes a ^^™n i point,
allowed to pass through a gate 2599 and generate an The decimal point is skipped over in a manner described
ANT signal, which advances the track counter to the elsewhere. The gates 2606 and 2603 then set the address
next track. Note that the gate 2599 can allow an ANT 55 register 3726 to location octal 601 where the credit
signal to be generated only when the bistable 2512 is set. symbol, if any, is stored. This symbol is read into the
Therefore, the track counter is advanced only when the thirty-fourth character location within the storage loca-

track currently being scanned is full of data. tion. Character count CP35 then causes the gate 2605 to
The circuitry at the top of FIG. 25 continuously generate aC RELEASE (core release) signal that resets

scans the charge information storage area looking for 60 the bistable 2611, terminates the CH signal, and that
locations containing no data in the 0th character slot initiates a printout of the transaction at the remote sta~

Depending upon whether an all patients charge search tions, as explained in the concurrently filed application,

is in progress, either data from the main charge informa- The CH signal, in turn, resets the bistable 2608 and
tion storage area in the form of a DATA C signal, or terminates the CH* signal. This completes the process
data from the auxiliary charge information storage area 65 of reading data from the core memory 3720 into a
in the form of an AUX DATA signal is passed through charge information storage location,

one of two gates 2520 or 2521, through a gate 2522, and The data from the core memory 3720 is translated
into a gate 2524. The gate 2524 is disabled except during from parallel into serial form by a gating logic disclosed



in the concurrently filed application. The data appears

in the form of an SCO (serial core data) signal that is

applied to a gate 2531. The gate 2531 normally passes

this data to a gate 2532 and on to the magnetic drum in

the form of a DWCM signal. The data flow is stopped 5

during character counting periods CP12 and CP34 by a

TMN signal that inhibits the gate 2531. This causes

blanks to be placed in the two printout marker charac-

ter slots within the storage location, so that the data is

not accidently marked for printout. The TMN signal is 10

generated by circuitry shown in the lower right hand
corner of FIG. 26.

The gate 2531 is normally enabled by the CH signal

generated by the bistable 2611, and by the CUL signals

generated by the bistable 2601. The CUL signal nor* 15

mally passes through a gate 2530, through a gate 2533,

and becomes the MWEC (memory write enable core)

signal that causes data to be written upon the drum.
DuringAPC operations, the gate 2530 is disabled by the

APC signal. The CUL signal then flows through a gate 20

2540 that is enabled by the APC signal, and enables a

gate 2541 to pass core data through a gate 2542 and on
to the auxiliary track in the forms of a DWCAX (drum
write charge auxiliary track) signal. The output signal

from the gate 2540 also enables the gate 2543 in this case 23

to generate an MWAX (memory write auxiliary) signal

which enables data to be written onto the auxiliary

track. Since data stored on the auxiliary track must
belater re-recorded onto the main track, and since one
bit of timing interval is lost in this process, it is neces- 30

sary to have the core data arrive one bit earlier at the

gate 2541 than it arrives at the gate 2531. This is done by
providing two core data output signals, an SCD signal

and an SCDE (serial core data early) signal. The SCDE
signal is also generated by circuitry disclosed in the 35

concurrently filed application. A TMX signal disables

the gate 2541 and causes blanks to be written into the

printout marker character locations.

TheTMX and theTMN signals are generated by two
flip-flops 2630 and 2631 shown in the lower right hand 40

portion of FIG. 26. The TMX signal begins and ends

exactly one bit before the TMN signal begins and ends.

A CP12 timin signal ORed together with a CP34 timing

signal is applied to the D input of the flip-flop 2630, and
is gated into the flip-flop 2630 by aT6 timing pulse. This 45

information is then gated into the flip-flop 2631 by a T7
timing pulse. In this manner, the blanking signals are

generated with a one bit difference in timing. The flip-

flops 2630 and 2631 are both cleared by the MS (master

strobe) signal at the end of each drumrotation. 50

Once charge data is stored in a charge information

storage location, it is necessary to mark the first charac-

ter slot in the location so that a second set ofcharge data

is not stored in the same location. The CUL signal gen-

erated by the bistable 2601 sets a bistable 2660 during a 55

T7 bit timing pulse and enables the gate 2650 to pass

CP35 character timing pulses to a counter 2651. The
counter was previously held in the clear state by the

bistable 2660. The counter 2651 now counts the CP35
pulses until 72 such pulses have been counted. This is 60

the total number of CP35 pulses which occur during a

drum revolution, so a 72 count output on the counter

2651 enables a gate 2651 when the drum has just com-
pleted one complete revolution and the drum bead is

ready to scan the same storage location once more. 65

Note that it takes an inverted signal at the input of the

gate 2650 to add a count to the counter 2651, so the

counter advances at the end of the CP35 timing signal,
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or at the beginning of a CP00 timing signal. During the

Tl bit timing interval of character count CP00, the gate

2652 is enabled to set a bistable 2653 and to generate a

MARK signal. This MARK signal is fed into a gate

2544 and a gate 2545, shown in the lower portion of

FIG. 25. Depending upon whether the APC signal is

present or not, the MARK signal either enables the

gates 2533 and 2532 and causes a mark to be placed in

the main charge information storage area, or it enables

the gates 2543 and 2542, and causes a mark to be placed

in the auxiliary storage area. The MARK signal then

enables the gate 2670 to reset the bistable 2660 during
the T3 timing pulse interval. The bistable 2653 is

quickly reset by a T5 timing pulse.

A gate 2501 and a flip-flop 2502 shown toward the

center of FIG. 25 are used o generate a CLO signal

whenever any one of a number of system operations

involving the charge information storage area is in

progress. This CLO signal is used to inhibit certain

sections of the system from commencing their opera-
tions and interfering with a search or a charge storage

procedure. The CLO signal is combined with a CASH
(cashier) signal by a gate 2503 to form a CLO* signal.

It was mentioned above that the XI signal generated
by a gate 2513 is used to prevent any searches from
being initiated by the bed information storage logic

during the storage of charge information in the charge
information storage area. This XI function signal is also

used for other purposes during an APC (all patient

charges) search, as will be explained below. The flip-

flops 2514 and 2515 normally are kept in the ?J state by
th absence of the APC signal, and thus keep the gate
2513 enabled.

At the beginning of the APC mode of operation, the

auxiliary track is erased by circuitry shown at the bot-

tom of FIG. 25. The APC signal and the MS (master

strobe) signal cause the gate 2550 to set a bistable 2551.

The output signal from the bistable 2551 is applied to

the gate 2543 and causes blank data to be written upon
the auxiliary track. Any convenient timing signal, in this

case a CP12 plus CP34 timing signal, is used to enable

the gate 2552 and allow the signal generated by the

bistable 2551 to set a second bistable 2553. The bistable

2553 then disables the input gate 2550 and prevents the

erasure process from continuing for more than one
revolution. The ETC2 (end of track) signal resets the

bistable 2551 at the end of the track and terminates the
erasure process. When the APC search is complete, the

APC signal resets the bistable 2553.

PRINTOUT MARKER DETECTOR AND
BUFFER TRACK CONTROL FOR THE CHARGE

INFORMATION STORAGE AREA
FIG. 7 is a logic diagram of the printout marker de-

tector circuitry and the charge buffer track, control

circuitry for the charge information storage area. This
circuitry is almost identical to the circuitry disclosed in

FIGS. 3 and 4 used to detect printout markers in the bed
information storage area, and will not be explained

again in detail. Unlike the bed information storage area

printout marker search, the search for printout markers
in the charge information storage area is carried out
only when a SCH5 signal is present. This signal enables
a gate 701 to sift through the data in the charge informa-
tion storage area and look for printed markers. The
printout markers can be in either oftwo character slots.

Printout markers in the slot corresponding to CP35
indicate an item in a business office list. Such markers
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are detected by a gate 702 which sets a bistable 703. circuit in the form of an STC signal, or to the logic

Printout markers in the slot corresponding to CF13 circuitry of FIG. 5 in the form of an EOSS signal. If an
indicate an item in a patient charge search. Such mark- APC search is in progress* the gate 601 will generate a
ers are detected by a gate 704 which sets a bistable 705. negative potential and will rotate the SSTC 2 signal out
When either of the bistables 703 and 705 is set, the gate 5 through the gate 603 as the EOSS signal. If a tally is

716 generates a CBFR (charge information buffer track) initiated during an APC_search, the TAL signal locks

signal which initiates a transfer of the contents of the the flip-flo^) 602 in the Q state and causes the SSTC
marked location from the main track onto the buffer signal to add a time and date line to the tally search
track. This transfer is accomplished in exactly the same results printout

manner as such transfers were carried out between the 10 The STC signal goes to the time and date calendar
main bed information storage area and the bed informa- circuit in the form of an STC2 signal generated by a
tion buffer track* and will not be described again at this gate 699. Other input signals to the gate 699 include a
point The counter 707. with the help of a CP00 signal TOT COMP signal which causes a time and date Kne to
and a bistable 708, generates a CA00 signal which func- be added to a printout of the day's total charges, credits,

lions in exactly the same manner as the A00 signal gen- 15 and payments on account, and a HLT1 signal which has
erated within the bed information storage area. Since been ANDed together with a T2 timing signal. This
the counter 707 does not automatically reset at the end latter signal initiates a time and date printout at the end
of 72 counts, a synchronizing circuit is included which of one part of the APC (all patient charges) printout,

is exactly analogous to the synchronizing circuit used in The bistables 703 and 705 are reset by a C RESET
the bed information printout logic. Printout markers in 20 signal generated by a gate 720. This signal is generated
the charge information storage area are erased in ex- when the BT signal indicates that the track counter is at

actly the same manner that printout markers were the beginning of the track, when the CF0 signal is post-

erased in the bed storage area. In the case of an APC tive indicating that the charge printout format counter
search, a special character is written into the printout is at CF0 count, and when the LADV signal is not
marker storage area is exactly the same manner as spe- 25 present, indicating that the time and date calendar cir-

cial characters were written into analogous printout cuit is not occupied with some other part of the system,
marker areas within the bed information storage areas The C RESET signal is passed through a gate 722
during APC searches. along with the LIST signal and becomes aCRST signal.

There are several differences between the logic die- This CRST signal can be suppressed by the 55TC2
gram ofFIG. 7 and that ofFIGS. 3 and 4. First, the two 30 signal, which toggles a flip-flop 723 and disables the
bistables 710 and 711 can be set by external signals as gate 722, but usually the CBFR signal clears the flip-

well as by the bistables 703 and 705. The inverted CIP flop 723. The CRST signal normally sets a bistable 3140
LIST signal, ANDed together with an F27 bed printout (FIG. 31). When the CRST signal stops, indicating the
format timing signal, can set the bistable 710. Similarly, printout is complete, the bistable 3140 enables a gate
an inverted PCS signal can set the bistable 711. Thus, 35 3141 to set a bistable 3142 and start a new search of the
the search circuitry of FIG. 5 can be set up prior to the charge information storage area for more printout
discovery ofa marker bit in the manner specified. When markers. The bistable 3142 sets a bistable 3144 that
a CIP LIST printout is initiated, the bistable 710 is set generates the SCH5 signal. This signal, it will be re-,

up immediately after printout of a patient number is membered, enables searches for printout markers to be
complete so that no PCS information will separate this 40 carried out in the charge information storage area,

number from the list of charge allocable to that patient. Thus, once a printout marker search is begun, the
Similarly, when a PCS (patient charge search) is initi- search continues until all markers have been found,
ated, the bistable 711 prevents the recognition of busi- When a complete search of the charge information
ness office printout markers. storage area does not locate any new printout markers.
Another difference between FIG. 7 and FIGS. 3 and 45 the CBFR signal does not clear the flip-flop 723, and the

4 is the gate 712 and th bistable 713. The gate 712 is gate 723 is never enabled to generate a CRST signal,

enabled at the end of the last track of an APC search The search for printout markers then terminates. Dur-
when a printout marker has not been encountered. It ing an APC search, the LADV signal then is generated
sets a bistable 713 and generates an RQNC signal. The to tell the APC logic that all charges marked have been
RQNC signal is sent back to the APC control logic and SO printed out.

is used to initiate a search of the bed information storage

area for a new patient number The generation and use LIST OUTPUT CONTROL
of this signal will be explained more fully below. FIGS. 5 and 6 are logic diagrams of the circuitry used
A bistable 714 generates a signal to inhibit the ad- to control the outputting of lists to the various remote

vance of the charge information storage area track 55 stations. FIG. 5 and the upper half portion of FIG. 6
counter while a printout marker is erased. This signal is both deal with the compilation, formating, and assem-
called the CIP TRIN signal. It performs exactly the bly of output data messages. The resulting output signal

same function as the analogous TRIN signal generated is the TOP DATA signal generated by a gate 643 lo-

in FIG. 4. cated in the upper right hand corner of FIG. 6. The
In place of the STC 1 signal generated in FIG. 4, the 60 central portions of FIG. 6 address the messages to the

logic in FIG. 7 generates an SSTC 2 signal. This signal remote stations and also interrogate the remote stations

is initiated by an ESA (end of the last track) signal when to find out if they are busy with other messages,
the CBFR and LIST signals have terminated. This The three primary sources of data for list printouts

signal is also generated by the APC signal even though are the buffer track of the bed information storage area,

the LIST signal is still present The signal is not fed 65 the buffer track of the charge information storage area,

directly to the time and date circuitry but is fed to the and the core memory. When information is to be read
logic circuitry at the bottom ofFIG. 6, where it is chan- off the buffer track of the bed information storage area,
neled by a switching gate 601 either to the calandar an FO signal generated by the bed information printout

i
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format generator is terminated. This signal, and a T3 second time. The output signal from the gate 606 ena-
timing signal, enable a gate 520 to set a bistable 524, bles a gate 607 to pass a C02 timing signal to the four
generating a *3 signal. The *3 signal initiates a printout gates 610 to 613, and also enables a gate 608 to pass a
of data from the bed information storage area buffer C01 timing signal to the four gates 614 to 617. The
track. When the information is to be read off the buffer 5 individual gates 610 through 617 are then enabled to TO
track of the charge information storage area a CF0 to T3 timing signals to sample the data flowing from the

signal generated by the charge information printout buffer track (DATA B signal) and presented by a gate
format generator is terminated, enabling a gate 553 to 609 during the two character timing intervals C01 and
enable a gate 521 along with a T2 timing signal. The C02. In this manner, the nursing station number is trans-

gate 521 then sets a bistable 525 and causes the bistable 10 mitted from the buffer track into an 8 bit buffer storage
to generate a *2 signal. This *2 signal initiates a printout 618. The buffer 618 comprises eight bistables having a
of information from the charge information storage area common clear line. The buffer 618 is eventually cleared

buffer track. When the days total charges, credits, and by a CLBFR (clear buffer) signal generated by the bed
payments on account are to be printed out, the APC information control logic gate 384. The output of the
signal and the output signal from a bistable 556 enable a IS buffer 618 is translated by two binary-to-decimal con-
gate 557 to generate an APC* signal. This signal, along vertors 619 and 620 into two sets of ten signals. One set

with a Tl timing pulse, enables a gate 522 to set a bista- of ten signals represents the units digit in the nursing
ble 526. The bistable 526 generates a *1 signal, which station number, and the other set of ten signals repre-

initiates a printout of the days total data which is stored sents the tens digit of the nursing station number. In
in the core memory. When this data has been com- 20 each set often, only one signal is ever energized at one
pletely printed out, a TOT COMP signal resets the time. These signals are used to selectively enable the
bistable 556, and terminates the AFC* signal. pair of gate 622 and 623, and an array of identical pairs

Ifanyofthe three bistable 524 to 526 is set, a gate 528 of gates 624. These signals, together with the signal

toggles a flip-flop 530 into the Q state. The flip-flop 530 generated by the gate 621, enable only one pah* of gates
disables the three gates 520 to 522 and prevents two or 25 within the array, and thereby determine the nursing
more list printouts from occurring simultaneously. station to which the printout is routed. The enable pair

The * signals initiate an inquiry as to the availability of gates generates an INQ (inquiry) signal which is

of the remote station to which the list is addressed, transmitted to the remote station. When the teleprinter

using circuitry shown in the upper right hand portion of at the remote station is available, an AOE signal is gen-
FIO. 6. The *3 signal, and the NS signal generated by 30 erated by the remote station and is transmitted back to

the bed information storage area printout marker detec- a gate 538 shown in the lower left hand corner of FIG.
tion circuitry, enable a gate 621 to initiate an inquiry as 5. The signal generated by the gate 538 is then timed to

to the availability of the teleprinter in a particular re- coincide with REV3 by a gate 539, and is used to toggle

mote station. The *3 signal also enables a gate 631 to a flip-flop 540 into the Q state. The flip-flop 540 then

initiate an inquiry as to the availability of the business 35 generates a signal which enables the three gates 531 to

office teleprinter when a patient charges or a reference 533 and allows the generation of the output message to

list is being processed. The CIP LIST signal and the commence. Inquiries to places such as the admitting

REF signal are combined in a gate 632 and are also fed office, the cashier's office and the business office are

into the gate 631. The *2 signal can initiate an inquiry handled in a similar manner, except addressing signals

either to the cashier's office or to the business office. 40 are not needed. These signals also result in AOE signals

The business office inquiry is made by a gate 625, while which are transmitted back to the gate 538 in the man-
the cashier's office inquiry is made by a gate at the ner described above. The inquiry circuits for admitting

bottom of the logic circuitry 624. An admissions office office and cashier's office are identical to those for the

inquiry in response to a *3 signal is also handled by a nursing stations, and are included within the block 624.

gate within the logic circuitry 624. 45 The business office inquiry circuitry is somewhat differ-

In the case of information which is to be transmitted ent, and is shown below the block 624. A gate 626,

to a nursing station from the bed information storage having three inputs, is required because the business

area, it is necessary to determine which nursing station office must be able to receive four different types of
the information is to be sent to. In every case, the infor* lists, as shown. The inquiry signal is generated by a

mation is sent to the nursing station that includes the 50 bistable 629 which partially enables a gate 630 at the

bed which the information relates to. The number of same time it generates an inquiry signal. TTY STROBE
this nursing station is stored in the first and second signals generated by the flip-flop 536 at the start of
character slots within the bed information storage loca- every third revolution of the drum attempt to reset the

tion containing the data to be printed out. The circuitry bistable 629, and can actually rest the bistable 629 if the

in the center of FIG. 6 scans the data on the buffer 55 source of the inquiry is terminated. This controls the

track, obtains this nursing station number from the data, exact time when an inquiry is terminated and maintains

and generates appropriate signals for initiating the trans- the INQB0 signal even during short discontinuances in

mission of the data to the nursing station. an INQB0* signal generated by the gate 626. The out-

The process of searching for the nursing station num- put signal generated by the bistable 629 is combined
ber is initiated by a gate 606 which is under the control 60 with the AOE 15 B0 (answer to inquiry from the busi-

of a flip-flop 605. The inquiry is initiated by the TRIN ness office) signal. When both of these signals are posi-

(track counter advance inhibit) signal, which clears the tive, a gate 630 inhibits the flow of data through a gate

flip-flop 605 and partially enables the gate 606. The NS 628 to the business office until a RDY signal is gener-

(nursing station) signal and the A00 information loca- ated by a bistable 636, when the message is ready for

tion signal complete the task of enabling the gate 606. 65 transmission.

The trailing edge of the A00 signal then toggles the Once it has been determined that the teleprinter is

flip-flop 605 into the Q state and permanently disables available at the location to which a message is ad-

the gate 606, thus preventing the gate 606 from acting a dressed, the process of transmitting information to the
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remote teleprinter can begin. The enabled gate 531. 532, The data transmission process is usually terminated
or 533 transmits a signal through the gate 534 and ena- by an EOS signal generated by the time and date calen-
bles the gate 535 to pass a TTY STROBE (teleprinter dar circuitry after the time and date have been printed
strobe) pulse to the bistable 636, causing the bistable to out at the end of each message. The EOS signal resets

generate the RDY (ready) signal. This RDY signal 5 the bistable 636 and abo the bistables 524, 525, or 526.

enables a gate 643, and thus allows data to flow to the During an all patient charges (APC) printout, the BOSS
selected remote station teleprinter. If data is to be trans- signal is used to terminate a printout, because the time
mitted to a nursing station, the INQ signal enables the and date is not printed after each entry. This signal is

output gate corresponding to the gate 623 through applied to a gate 634 and toggles a flip-flop 635. The
which the data flows on its way to the remote station. In 10 flip-flop 645 enables a gate 633 to generate an output

the case of a business office, the INQBO* signal enables P"*86 at beginning of the third drum revolution

the gate 627, and the RDY signal causes the gate 630 to (&EV 3)> ™s pube w then used to reset the bistable

enable the gate 628. In this manner, a data path is estab- Th* EOSS signal is also used directly to clear the

lished from the gate 643 to the chosen remote tele- bistable 525. In the case of a new in-patient number
printer. A gate 660 is also enabled by the RDY signal. 15 printout during APC, printout is terniinated by a gate

This gate passes a TTO timing signal. This TTO timing ^ m rcsP<>nse to the CIP LIST signal and the F0
signal is the teleprinter start signal, and is transmitted to signal. The latter signal indicates that the bed informa-

the remote teleprinter at the start of each character. tioa Patent format generator has finished formating

The data from the various sources flows into a data **** output message and is standing by for another tries-

collection gate 572, through a gate 650, and into an 20 ^ CIP LIST si«nal *b° eoabks a gate 527 so

eight-bit shift register 641. The data then flows through " aignal 0311 ^stable 524 at the end

the flip-flop 642, which is connected in shift register f*?
0
?
0/ The RFG signal is generated by the

manner to the output of the shift register 641, through **** mform
f
t,on PJ»to* fonnat generator simulta-

the gate 643, and on to the remotely located teleprinter. „ neous,y ™ ««n*l but Mof duration

Data is clocked into the 8 bit shift register 641 by
25 does not interfere with the resetting of the bistable 524

PHASE B timing pulses under the control ofa gate 574. « a »ter ume.
n _

The PHASE B timing pulses pass through a gate 640 to fh^H ,1"^ Srf^S *F^Tl^ "

the shift pulse input of the smftrTgisterM. ;Wonna- £^J^ ?^ 650^ m*^^. r^"f:
tion is shifted into the shift regiSer 641, it is also gated w I^H^^i?T^.u^^T^ f?
by the same PHASE B timing^uJses through a gat*644

30 ^T^^^J3
,^T^^^^I^^^5

to the clock tenninal of a fh>flop 646. A pulse is ap-

plied to the clock terminal ofthe flip-flop 646 for each ^^^Z Chf^
r., M j . . . . , . . . , ^ * ^ t ... ana payments on account are printed out The second"P data bit included m the oato that enters the shift data signal is theTDDATA (tmieand date daU) signal!
register 641. The ultimate state of the flip-flop «6 » 35 This s£naj is generated by the time and date calendar
therefore ?J if the parity of the information is even, and drcurt^Sdo^s^^TaIdATaS^^panty ofthe mfonnanon tt odd Thus, the flip- date)signal. This signal ^generatedb^^y search
flop 646 performs ^uton^tic panty check on the data eontrollo^ie. It the number of items foLd in a
flowing mto the shift renter 641. If the parity is even ^ ^ fonrth^^ fc^ ap^aicharac-
and proper the flip-flop <^ does not mterfere with the 40 ter data signal. This includes carriage retuiTcharacters,
flow of da* out of Ac shm register 641 through the ^ feed ch4ractcr8|^ characters and decmial pc*it
flip-flop 642 and mto the gate 643. If a parity ofAe data characteri, The last twodata signals come from the\wo
isodd and ^proper, the flip-flop 646 causes the gate buffer tracks on the magnetic drum The data (DATA
698 to disable the flip-flop 642 by locking the flip-flop BB) from the bed information storage area buffer track
642 in the Q state. The flip-flop 646 then enables a gate 45 comes through a gate 562 which is enabled during any
647 to apply a TT7 teleprinter timing pulse to the gate *3 search by the gate 531 This data flows tfirough the
643. This pulse, together with the TTO pulse passed by gates 576 and 573, and into the gate 572. ThTdata
the gate 660, causes the teleprinter code for a question (DATA CB) from the charge information buffer stor-
mark to be transmitted to the data output terminal. agc track comes through a gate 568, which is enabled
Thus, characters which do not pass a parity check are 50 during any *2 search by the gate 532. This data signal
replaced by a question mark in the printed output This flows through the gates 568, 576 and 573, and into the
gives printed indication of the parity mismatch, but gate 572.
does not interfere with the transmission of data. The The special characters are generated by the circuitry
flip-flop 646 is initially cleared by the flip-flop 645 just shown in the upper left hand corner ofFIG. 5. Any one
before information data is read into the shift register 55 ofthe five signals fed into a gate 501 will cause a car-

riage return character to be generated at the output of
Data is shifted out of the shift register 641 and the gate 517. Any one of the five signals fed into the

through the flip-flop 642 at the teleprinter timing signal gate 502 will cause a line feed character to be generated
rate of speed. This process is controlled by a bistable at the output ofthe gate 517. Any one ofthe four signals
590 which is set at the beginning ofthe first teleprinter 60 fed into the gate 503 will cause a space code character
characterTTO by a gate 599. The bistable 590 causes the to be generated at the output of the gate 517. Any one
gate 698 to release the clear terminal of the flip-flop 642, of the three signals fed into the gate 515 will cause a
and also enables the gate 591 to pass TTCLK (tele- decimal point character to be generated at the output of
printer timing clock pulses) through the gate 640 to the the gate 517. Gates 504 through 508 couple the input
shift register 641, and also through the gate 697 to the 65 gates 501 to 503 and 515 to appropriate timing gates 509
flip-flop 642. The TTCLK pulses then advance the data to 514 which pass the necessaryT timing signals to form
out of the 8-bit shift register 641, through the flip-flop the desired characters. For example, the gate 501 is

642, and through the gate 643. connected directly to the gate 509, the gate 511, and the
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gate 512. Thus, the character generated at the output of generators are fed into the gates 501, 502, 503, and 515
the gate 517 will include "1 " bits in the timing positions whenever it is desired to add a special character to those
TO, T2, and T3. This produces the teleprinter code for retrieved from the buffer track storage areas. The gate
a carriage return character at the output of the gate 517. 517 repeatedly generates the special character desired,
The output signals from the gate 517 are usually fed into s and the special character is fed into the gate 571 arbi-

the gate 572 through the gate 571 during the character trarily during character count signal CP35. The A00
count CP 35. The gate 571 is enabled whenever a spe- and the CA00 signals are still operative, and these sig-
cial character is being generated by a gate 516. The gate nals determine the exact time when a special character
516 collects signals from all the gates 501 to 503 and is loaded into the shift register 641. During the periods
815, and generates a signal whenever a special character 10 when special characters are generated, the LCL and the
is requested. The final enabling signal for the gate 571 is CLCL signals are absent, so some special means is

generated by the gate 5», as will be explained below. needed to enable the gates 561 and 567. This means is
The process of loading data into the 5-bit shift regis- provided by B gate 5*4, wbjch generates a pulse when-

ter 641 is initiated by a signal generated by a gate 569. ever a M cWner j, fed out of^ te 517^
This signal passes through the gate 583 and enables the IS through tbe^ 571. This pulse is fed through the two
gate 574 to pass PHASE B tuning pubes through the gates 360 and 566 and is used to partially enable the
gate 640and on to the clock terminal of^e shift register g.^ «,^ 567 during CP35. jusTas the LCL and
641. Thus, it is necessary for tha1 signal to be posrtv= CLCL mMea^ To^
third revolution of the^During resolutions 1 and ZlSZ^^EZ^****
2, the data is fed to tbe teleprinter. In the typical case of t^kT!JZ^^™ J»JT ZZJPaZZI? .

a printout from one oflhTbuffer tracksTone of the -J^^^J1^^^^ ^ *

drum storage areas, data is continually transmitted to V2^^ P^y extracted from the charge informa-

one or the other of the gates 562 or 568 and out through 25 ^ ^ 2

the gate 576. It is iieceSry to enable the gate 569 only ^P™**^f^J^T ***** <**c P™tout

during the brief interval when the desired signal charac-
oooie «Pnntod out m exactly

ter U being presented to the gate 562 or 568. As dis-
maim7 descnbed ^°v^ ™dcT thc oontro1 of

cussed more fully above, the time when the storage
mforma

V°
tt ^ut format generating logic,

location containing the desired data appears at the gate 30 When numerical results of a taUysearch are to be read

572 is indicated by the A00 and the CAOO signals. The out*m AEN B generated. This signal disables the

A00 signal appears when the desired storage location on gate 568 and prevents the How of data from the buffer

tbe bed information buffer track is scanned, and the track* 811(1 a*80 P888*8 through the gate 566 and enables

CAOO signal is generated when the desired storage loca- *** gate 567 to aUow the passage of data into the shift

tion on the charge information buffer track is scanned. 35 reg*8tcr 641 during the CAOO time interval The tally

These signals are used to partially enable the two gates numerical data is then repeatedly presented to the gate

561 and 567 at the proper times. The outputs of these During the time interval when the CAOO signal is

two gates, when fully enabled, cause the gate 569 to present, the tally data is read into the shift register 641.

generate a signal that loads the eight bit shift register
*

rhe 8*gn*1 « of only one character duration, and

641. 40 therefore it determines the exact time within tbe CAOO
The AOO and the CAOO signals determine which stor- time interval when the tally data is read into the shift

age location data is retrieved from, but they do not register 641.

determine which individual character within the loca- The logic circuitry which generates the time and date

tion is loaded into the shift register 641. This task is ^ the totals data signals also generate their own
carried out by format generating logic circuits which 45 enabling signals. These enabling signals are fed directly

will be described in more detail below. The bed infer- into the gate 569 to enable a passage of data into the

mation printout format generator logic generates an shift register 641. When the T*D DATA (time and date

LCL signal which passes through a flip-flop 563, a gate data) signal is presented to the gate 572, a T*D EN
560 and into the gate 561. The gate 561 is partially signal causes the gate 569 to read this data signal into

enabled by the gate 531 whenever a *3 printout is in 50 the shift register 646. When the TOT DATA (totals

progress, and is also partially enabled by the AOO signal. data) signal is presented to the gate 572, a TOTEN
The gate 561 is completely enabled only during the time signal causes the gate 569 to read this data signal into

when a particular individual character, as indicated by the shift register 641. the TOTEN signal also partially

the LCL signal, within a particular storage location, as enables the two gates 580 and 581. This is done so that

indicated by the AOO signal, is being fed into the gate 55 decimal points may be added to the totals printout.

573, and only during REV 3. The output signal from the When a decimal point is required, a DECF signal is

gate 569 thus only enables the gates 573 and 574 long generated by a counter 2850 (FIG. 28). This signal

enough to load one character into the shift register 641. enables the gate 515 and causes the code for a decimal

Tbe flow of data from the charge information storage point to be repeatedly generated at the output of the

area is controlled in an identical manner, as shown in 60 gate 517. Since the total enable TOTEN signal is not

FIO. 5, during a *2 printout The particular character is synchronized with the CP character timing signals, but

determined by the CLCL format signal, the particular is rather synchronized with the C character timing

location in the buffer track is detennincd by the CAOO signals, the gate 571 cannot be depended upon as a

signal, and the process is again allowed to occur only passageway for the decimal point to flow through,

during REV 3. 65 Therefore, the decimal point signal flows through the

Whenever a special character is to be generated, the gate 580 on its way to the gate 572. In the meantime, the

gate 516 generates a signal that enables the gate 571 to gate 581 causes the flip-flop 582 to pass a signal through
pass data from the gate 517. Signals from the format the gate 583 to enable the gate 574 and to insure that
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PHASE B timing signals will be present to read the begin. The bistable 1102 also enables a gate 1103 and

decimal point signal into the shift register 641. allows a C01 timing pulse to set the bistable 1104. The
The flip-flops 563, 582, and 565 are needed to insure bistable 1104 disables the gate 1101 and prevents any

that the signals arrive at their destinations at exactly the more C47 timing pulses from setting the bistable 1102.

right time so as not to cut off bits from other signals and 5 Nothing else happens until F STEP pulses begin to

so as not to add extraneous bits to other signals. come from the circuitry of the FIG. 5, as explained

The totals printout is a *1 printout, initiated by the above. These F STEP pulses are REV 3 timing pulses,

APC* signal. and one occurs during each third revolution of the

The gate 550 and the bistable 552 provide an alternate drum. This corresponds to the time it takes to transmit

way of initiating a *2 list printout. The gate 550 is en- 10 one complete teleprinter character to an output unit,

abled by an STC2 signal which is generated by the gate The F STEP signal causes the outputs of the counter

669 shown at the bottom of FIG. 6. The gate 550 cannot 821 to be energized sequentially — first the Fl output,

be enabled during an APC operation. When the gate then the F2 output, and so on. The F count thus ad-

550 is enabled, it sets the bistable 552. The output signal vances with each three revolutions of the drum,

from the bistable 552 passes through the gate 553 and 15 The particular printout format is determined by con-

enables the gate 521 to pass a T2 timing signal to the trol signals generated by circuitry described above. In

bistable 525 to initiate a *2 search. The bistable 551 is the case of a nursing station or admitting office printout,

then reset by an output signal generated by the gate 535 the circuitry of FIG. 3 generates an NS or an ADM
when the printout is finally commenced. This output signal which controls the output format An NS or an

signal is combined with a *2 signal in the gate 551 to 20 ADM signal passes through a gate 820 and partially

insure that the bistable 552 is not reset in response to a enables the gates 812 through 815, and also the gate 817.

3 or a *1 search. This connect the circuitry ofFIG. 8 to the LCL signal

During the outputting of the list information, REV3 generated by the gate 1021. As the F count advances,

timing signals pass through the gate 539 and through the gates 801 through 811 sequentially allow the differ-

one of the two gates 541 and 542. The gate 541 is en- 25 ent character timing signals to enter and to become a

abled whenever *2 list is being printed out, as indicated part of the LCL signal. During the first three revotu-

by the absence of a CF0 signal (the CF0 signal is gener- dons of the drum, the gate 801 is enabled by the Fl
ated by a gate 1322 shown in FIG. 13). Thus, during a signal to feed C01 timing signals into the LCL signal.

•2 search, REV3 pulses pass through the gates 539 and During the next three revolutions of the drum, the gate

541 and become the CF STEP signal. This signal is used 30 802 is enabled to feed C02 timing signals into the LCL
to advance the counter 1320 (FIG. 13). Similarly, dur- signal. These signals are used in the manner described

ing a *3 search, when the F0 signal (generated by a gate above to determine exactly which character is printed

822 shown in FIG. 8) is absent, the gate 542 is enabled, out during each set of three drum revolutions. The gates

and the REV 3 pulses become theF STEP signal which 801 to 807 cause the nursing station number and bed

is used to advance the counter 821 (FIG. 8). The func- 35 number to be printed out Then the gate 814 causes a

tions of these counters will be explained below in the space character to be formed. The gates 808 to 811 then

sections describing the circuitry of the format genera- cause the bed status information to be printed out. Fi-

tors. When a list printout is completed, a gate 554 clears natty, the gates 812 and 813 generate carriage return and

.

the flip-flop 540 and disables the gates 531 to 533 and line feed signals. The gate 815 then generates an Rl
541. The gate 554 is enabled when both the F0 and CF0 40 signal and sets the bistable 1105 in FIG. 11. The bistable

signals are present, indicating the format generators 1105 enables the gate 1106 to form an RFG pulse during

have finished their tasks, when the *1 signal is absent, the first C01 character timing signal to occur during

when the bistable 552 is cleared, and when either an REV 3 (the third drum revolution). A C47 character

ETC2 timing signal or the EOSS signal is present timing signal then resets the bistable 1105. The bistable

n ^ M.^^ t T,™,^™^ 43 1105 resets the bistable 1102, terminating the BFI signal
BED INFORMATION™™JT FORMAT ^ ^ ^ g22 to genera£ an F0 signal

GENERATOR
again. The F0 signal is used as an indication that the

FIGS. 8 through 11 show the circuitry used to gener- printout of data is finished,

ate the LCL signal, which determines the order in When a reference number search is requested, the

which characters are read out of the bed information 50 circuitry of FIG. 9 is enabled by an REF signal. This

buffer storage area. Various format signals are gener- circuitry functions in the same manner as the circuitry

ated in the various figures and are collected by a gate shown in FIG. 8. It causes the patient case number, the

1020 and fed through a gate 1021 to form the LCL reference number or date, and the doctor number to be

signal. The gate 1021 is enabled whenever a *3 (bed printed out

information printout) signal is present. 55 In the case of a CIP bed information printout, part of

FIG. 11 at the top shows the circuitry which is used the circuitry of FIG. 8 is used, and the circuitry of FIG.

to control the format generating process. The BFR 10 is also used. The particular part of the circuitry

signal, which is normally absent, normally maintains which is used at any given time is determined by the

bistables 1102 and 1104 in the clear state, and normally circuitry shown at the bottom of FIG. 11. The CIP
disables the gate 1101. The BFR signal is initiated when 60 LIST signal enables a gate 1107 and allows a REV 3

data is to be fed out of the bed information buffer stor- timing signal to be counted by a four count counter

age track. It then enables the gate 1101 and allows a C47 comprising the flip-flops 1108, 1109, and 1110. These

timing pulse to set the bistable 1102. The bistable 1102 flip-flops are enabled by the Fl signal when the counter

then generates a BFI signal which inhibits gate B22 at 821 first begins to advance. When the count reaches

the F0 signal output of a counter 821 (FIG. 8). This 65 four, the four count counter enables the gate 1111 to

terminates the F0 signal. The termination of the FO pass a C01 character timing pulse and to toggle a flip-

signal is used by other sections of the system as an indi- flop 1112. The flip-flop 1112 initially is in the clear state,

cation of when a bed information printout is ready to because its clear terminal is connected to the BFR sig-
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nal. When the flip-flop 1112 is toggled, it terminates the Four different printout formats can be generated by
generation of a CEN1 signal, and causes a CEN2 signal the circuitry of FIGS. 12 through 14. A first format is

to be generated. The output pulse from the gate 111 also used for transmitting charge information to the cashier's

passes through the gate 1115 and becomes part of the office. A second format is used during the first part of
R4 signal which clears the counter 821. 5 an APC (all patient charges) printout to send charge
This circuitry functions in the following manner. At information to the business office. A third, two section

the beginning of a CIP printout, a CEN1 signal is gener- format is used during the latter portion of an APC print-

ated. This signal passes through a gate 820 and enables out to transmit both charge information and patient

the outputting circuitry of FIG. 8. The output then numbers to the business office. A fourth format is used

proceeds in the same manner as in the case of a nursing 10 f°r the printout of tally search results,

station or admitting office printout, but only through When a printout is to be directed to the cashier's

the third count of the counter 821. This is long enough office, the printout format is generated by the gates

to print out the nursing station number and a space. At 1221 through 1233, and by the gates 1250 to 1257. The
the beginning of the fourth count, the CEN1 signal is

output signals from these gates are combined by the

terminated and the counter 821 is reset by an R4 pulse. 13 8atcs 1234 and 1258, and are then passed through the

The CEN2 signal is now generated, and this signal 1235 1220 10 output gate 1270 where they

enables the circuitry of FIO. 10. This circuitry prints
become a part of the CLCL format signal. The gates

out the bed number, the patient number, and the price of 1221
"J*

1222 e"** P°"* of sale number to be

the bed. The gates 1014 to 1017 generate special charac- P™***^ The gates 1223 and 1224 cause the depart-

ters as they are needed. The gate 1017 inserts a decimal
20 ment number to be printed out The gates 1225 through

point between the dollars and cents part of the bed ™ff * pnntOUt of
.

Item
L
number

' ^
price, for example. Finally an 3 reset pulse terminates H50 l2

?}a^T * P̂ ?£? °f thC qUHntity °f^
the printout in the manner described above. ^j?*8 ^ <

?
u
f
c

.

a
P™*

00' of CX"

tended price for all items included in the transaction.

CHARGE INFORMATION PRINTOUT FORMAT 25 The gate 1233 causes the credit symbol to be printed, if

GENERATOR any is present. The gates 1236 through 1239 are also

FIGS. 12 through 14 illustrate the logic circuitry J"*** ***** c?*c
£
s P**"* and these gates

used in the format ^erator for ^ntrolling^e printout Sf^^^
of data from the charge information storage area buffer „ SLTtC^nn^J^J^Jf1 1^ ****

tM„t, - mo»«^ir i« a. ~m.it ia
30 m enabled by the counter 1320 is identical to the man-

track of the magnetic drum, in general, the circuit is . . :« *u. i •
- .

identical in function and in mode ofoperation to the bed ?L" ^ •

thc
.^

alc>gOUS th5 P™ 1**
; , . ,

"
, . * j u * w format logic circuitry were enabled by the counter 821.

mfojmauon printout format generator described above. The ga£ 1220 and 1233 are enabled during the gen-
When ^formation for printout is stored in the charge mtion f̂ the cashier printout CLCL signal

ĈT
OD
r
bf-I^^^SL f"" 35 The gate 1220, and also the decimal point gate 1219,

t^K?
1?£2"*5 7^ ? ^ « enabled by the output signal from agate 1218. The

bistable 1404 and 1408, and also releases the clear termi- ^ U18 gencratcs ^ output signal because
nal ofa counter IS^thus allowing the counter to begm neither of its inputs is receiving a signal. The gate 1233,
to count. The CBFR signal is connected to the clear m6 also the gates 1236 through uSTare enabled by a
tcnninal of the counter 1320 by a^te 1416. The CBFR ^^ generated by a gate 1426. The gate 1426 is en-
signal also enables a gate 1402 (FIO. 14) and allows a abled because all three of its inputs receive signals. A
CP35 ^ning Pulse to set a bistable 1404. The output CASE gjgnal, which ^ generate during a cashier infor-
signal from bistable 1404 disables a gate 1322 and thus nation printout, passes through the gate 1424 to the first
terminates a CF0 signal previously generated by the mput of the gate 1426. The bistable 1430, which is left in
counter 1320. The termination of this CF0 signal is used 43 ^ statc during a cashier information printout,
by other parts of the system as an indication that infor- supplies a signal to the second input of the gate 1426.
mation from the charge information storage area buffer The bistable 1422, which is set during a cashier informa-
track is ready to be printed out The bistable 1404 ena- tion printout, supplies a signal to final input to the gate
bles a gate 1406 which then allows a CP01 timing pulse 1426. The bistable 1422 is set by a TRIN SET signal,
to set the bistable 1408. The bistable 1408 disables the 50 which passes through a gate 1420. The TRIN SET
gate 1402 and prevents any further CP33 timing pulses signal is generated shortly after the CBFR signal by the
from reaching the bistable 1404. circuitry shown at the bottom of FIG. 7. This TRIN
At the end of a printout, one of three gates 1215, SET signal either sets the bistable 1422 or the bistable

1239, or 1308 generates a reset pulse CRl, CR2, or CR3 1430, depending upon whether a signal is generated by
which sets the bistable 1410. The output of a bistable 55 a gate 1418. If all the inputs to the gate 1418 receive
1410 enables a gate 1412 to pass a CP01 timing signal to positive level signals, the output of the gate 1418 dis-

the clear terminal of the counter 1320, clearing the ables the gate 1420 and enables the gate 1428, thus al-

counter and reinstating the FO output signal. The bista- lowing the TRIN SET pulse to set the bistable 1430.
ble 1404 was previously reset when the counter 1320 During a cashier information printout, only the input to
reaches the count of CP2, so the gate 1322 is now en- 60 the gate 1418 which is receiving an inverted TALLY
abled to pass the CFO signal. This CF0 signal is used by signal is enabled, so the gate 1418 disables the gate 1428
other parts of the system as an indication that the print- and enables the gate 1420 to pass the TRIN SET pulse

out is finished. The CR2 and CR3 signals are also com- to set the bistable 1422.

bined in a gate 1313 to form a NX-ITEM signal. This A simple APC business office printout uses exactly

signal is used by the tally search control logic as an 65 the same format as a cashier information printout de-

indication of when a printout is finished. The bistable scribed above. The gate 1418 enables a TRIN SET
1410 is then reset by gate 1414 during the T6 part of the pulse to pass through the gate 1420 and to set up the

next CP03 timing pulse. bistable 1422. The inverted BO (business office) signal



passes through the gate 1424. The signal from the bista-

ble 1422 and the BO signal combine with the signal

from the bistable 1430 to enable the gate 1426. Once
again, the lack of any input signals to the gate 1218

causes this gate to enable the gate 1220 and the gate 5

1219.

During the latter portion of an APC (all patient

charge) search it is necessary to search the charge stor-

age area for patient numbers not found in the bed infor-

mation storage area. These patient numbers must be 10

printed out under the control of the charge information

printout format generator. To initiate such a printout, a

2ND LINE EN (second line printout enable) signal is

generated in another part of the system. This signal,

plus the BO signal and the inverted TALLY signal, 15

enable the gate 1418. The output signal from the gate

1418 disables the gate 1420 and enables the gate 1428.

The TRIN SET pulse then passes through the gate 1428

rather than the gate 1420, and sets the bistable 1430

instead of the bistable 1422. The bistable 1430 generates 20

a 2 LINE signal. This signal enables the gates 1213,

1214, 1215, and 1217 to print out the patient case num-
ber. The patient case number format is established by
the gates 1201 to 1212. The signals from these gates

flow through a combining gate 1216, through the en- 25

abled gate 1217, and out through the output gate 1270 to

become the CLCL signal. While this is happening, the 2

LINE signal causes the output of the gate 1218 to dis-

able the gates 1220 and 1219, thus suppressing half of

the usual business office printout. The 2 LINE signal 30

also disables the gate 1426 and suppresses the other half

of the usual business office printout.

When the patent number has been printed out, the

gate 1215 generates a CR1 reset signal which sets the

bistable 1410 in the usual manner. Printout does not stop 35

at this point, however. The output of the bistable 1410

is combined with the 2 LINE signal and with a CP02
timing signal by a gate 1422 to form an ADV (counter

advance) pulse which is fed through the gate 1417 to

advance the counter 1320 from a count of CF0 to a 40

count of GF1. This prevents the CF0 signal from being

generated, and thus prevents the usual printout termina-

tion procedure from being carried out. This same ADV
pulse also sets the bistable 1422. The output signal from
the bistable 1410 is then combined with a CP03 timing 45

signal by a gate 1434 to generate a RESET pulse. This

pulse clears the two line bistable 1430. The format gen-

erator is thus returned to its usual business office print-

out state, and a conventional business office printout

then occurs. Thus, when the 2ND LINE EN signal is 50

present, the patient case number is printed out ahead of

the usual charge information printout.

During a tally search printout, the department or

revenue number, the item number, and the credit sym-

bol are printed out The remainder of the tally informa- 55

tion is supplied by the tally search control logic cir-

cuitry, which will be described in more detail below.

During a tally search, the gate 1426 enables the gates

1235 and 1236 through 1239, to allow a printout of all

the above information, with the exception of the credit 60

symbol. The printout of the credit symbol is initiated by

a gate 1302, which is enabled directly by a TAL (tally)

signal. This same TAL signal causes the gates 1218 to

disable the gate 1220 and 1219, thus suppressing the

printout of quantity and price information. 65

The logic circuitry shown at the top of FIG. 13 is

used to control the printout of tally information sup-

plied by the tally search control logic circuitry, and will
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be described below when the tally search control logic

circuitry is described.

TALLY SEARCH CONTROL LOGIC

The tally search control logic is shown in FIGS. 15

through 18. A tally list is a complete listing of all items

relating to a particular department of the hospital that

are received or dispersed during a given day. A tally

search is initiated by setting a pair of dials to the number
of a department, and then by depressing a tally search

pushbutton. The department number is then read into a
pair of buffers 1512 and 1514 shown in FIG. 15, and a
tally search begins. The tally search logic scans the

locations within the charge information storage area

looking for the specified department number. When a
location containing the specified department number is

found, the hem number stored in the location is re-

trieved and is stored in a 64 bit shift register 1504 shown
at the top of FIG. 15. The number indicating the quan-

tity of items involved in the transaction is fed into an 8

bit shift register 1606 shown at the top ofFIG. 16. Then
the charge information storage location is marked for

printout by the circuitry shown in the lower right hand
portion of FIO. 16.

The tally search control logic then continues to scan
the information in the charge information storage area,

looking for other locations containing the same depart-

ment number and item number. When such a location is

found, the location is marked as having been printed

out, and the quantity of items involved is fed into the

shift register 1606. A serial adder circuit shown at the

top of FIG. 17 keeps a nmning total of the quantity of
hems encountered. When the entire drum has been
scanned, the tally search procedure stops temporarily,

and the results of this first tally search is printed out
The department number and item number are printed

out by the usual output fat control circuitry in the man-
ner described above. The total quantity of items en-,

countered is then fed out of the adder circuit at the top

of FIG. 17 in the form of a TAL TATA signal. This

signal is transmitted to the business office teleprinter

under the control of the charge information printout

format logic. When printout is completed, the NX
ITEM signal generated by the charge information print-

out format logic initiates a new search for another item.

This searching procedure continues until finally a
complete scan of.the charge information storage area is

made during which no further new items are found. At
this point, the logic circuitry shown at the bottom of
FIG. 18 terminates the tally search and initiates an era-

sure of printout markers from the charge information

storage area.

Credit items are detected by the circuitry shown at

the top of FIG. 18. These items are not included in the

usual tally listings. When a credit item is encountered,

this fact is remembered by a flip-flop 1752 located at the

bottom of FIG. 17. A special tally search is then initi-

ated for credit entries, and a credit printout is initiated.

Thus, tally debits and credits are summed separately.

A tally search is initiated by depression of a tally

pushbutton 1801 (FIG. 18). The signal generated by this

pushbutton is passed through a transient filter and level

converter 1803 and enables a gate 1803 to clear two
flip-flops 1804 and 1805, and also the two buffers 1512
and 1514. When the pushbutton is released, BS timing

pulses begin to toggle the flip-flops 1804 and 1805. The
flip-flops 1804 and 1805 are connected together to form
a four count binary counter initially set to zero count.
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When the counter reaches a count of I , the outputs from logic shifts into PHASE 3 and looks for other locations

the two flip-flops enable a gate 1518. The gate 1518 containing the same item number. When the charge
generates a signal and transmits it to the tens digit out- information storage area has been completely scanned,

put enable terminal of a department number manual the system shifts into PHASE 4. This phase is again a

switch input circuit 1510. The circuitry 1510 contains 3 standby phase during which the tally logic waits for

two ten position switches, and suitable logic circuitry data to be printed out When printout is completed, the

for generating two four bit binary numbers. It is similar NX ITEM signal passes through the gates 1817, 1818,

to the switch input that is located in the cashier's office and 1819 and clears the counter 1812, recommencing
and disclosed in the concurrently filed application. The PHASE 1. Alternatively, the counter 1812 can be
switches are set up to display the number of the depart- 10 cleared by a signal generated by a gate 1816. This gate

ment for which the tally search is being carried out In generates a pulse whenever both the SCH 5 signal and
response to the signal from the gate 1518, the tens digit the CBFR signal are terminated. Thus, if no item is

of the department number indicated by the switches marked for printout during a search, the mere termina-

appears at the BCD output of the unit 1510. The next tion of the search will automatically return to counter
BS pulse enables a gate 1516 and causes this number to IS 1812 to PHASE 1 and will continue the tally search,

be loaded into the tens digit buffer 1512 (the buffers This can happen when only credit items are found dur-

1512 and 1514 are sets of four bistables each equipped ing a PHASE 2 search. The system remains in PHASE
with an input gate having one terminal connected to the 2, but a CRT signal prevents a gate 1820 from terminate

load terminal). ing the tally search in the usual manner, as will be ex-

The trailing edge ofthe BS pulse toggles the flip-flops 20 plained below.

1805 and 1505, advancing the count to 2. The outputs of The end of PHASE 2 is indicated by the absence of
the flip-flops 1804 and 1805 now enable a gate 1522 and an ITEM RJ signal during any CP03 character count,

cause a units digit to be loaded into the units digit buffer The ITEM RJ signal is generated by a bistable 1644. It

1514 when the next BS pulse enables a gate 1520. The represents the cumulative results of several tests. If the
trailing edge of this BS pulse again toggles the flip-flops 25 data in a storage location item fails to pass any item
1804 and 1805, and advances the count to 3. The output reject test, an ITEM RJ signal is generated. This signal

of these two flip-flops now enables a gate 1806 and disables the gate 1814 and prevents a CP03 timing signal

causes the gate 1806 to toggle a flip-flop 1807 into theQ from advancing counter 1812 into PHASE 3. If all the

state. The flip-flop 1807 generates a LIST RQ (list re- tests are passed, the ITEM RJ signal is not generated

quired) signal. This signal is applied to one input of a 30 and the counter 1812 advances to PHASE 3. A search

gate 1808. Two other inputs ofthe gate 1808 are period- for further items having the same item and department
ically enabled by a T4 timing pulse and a phase B timing number is then commenced. PHASE 3 is automatically

signal. If the output signal from a gate 1810 is high, gate terminated when the entire charge information storage

1808 will set a bistable 1809, causing the bistable 1809 to area has been searched as indicated by an ETC 3 signal,

generate a TAL (tally) signal. This signal initiates the 35 The ETC 3 signal is applied to a gate 1815. The output
tally search. signal from the gate 1815 advances the counter 1812 to

The output of the gate 1810 is normally positive. It PHASE 4 and puts the tally logic on standby awaiting

goes negative whenever any form of CIP storage area printout

search is in progress, as indicated by a CL0* signal. This During PHASE 2, the information stored in the

signal is generated by circuitry shown in FIG. 25. When 40 charge information section of the drum is scanned, and
an APC operation has reached the point where a tally an attempt is made to find an item that has a department
search can begin, and INH CL0 signal defeats the action number which is identical to the number stored in the

of the CL0* signal and allows the gate 1810 to set the two buffers 1512 and 1514. TheDATA C signal coming
bistable 1809. from the charge area storage is fed into a comparison
The operation of the tally search logic is controlled 45 gate 1639. The other input to the comparison gate 1639

by a counter 1812. This counter generates wcqucnrial ts a signal presented by a gate 1638 and bearing the data

count signals called PHASE 1, PHASE 2, PHASE 3, from the two buffers 1512 and 1514. The timing gates

and PHASE 4. Each count applied to the counter 1812 1630 through 1637 are so arranged that the information

causes the PHASE signal currently generated to termi- from the buffers 1512 and 1514 is presented in the form
nate and causes the next sequential PHASE signal to be 50 of two four digit teleprinter signals, one occurring dur-

generated. When the counter 1812 is cleared, the ing CP16, and one occurring during CP17. For exam-
PHASE 1 signal is generated. pie, the ATI output bit from the buffer 1512 appears at

Initially, the counter 1812 is cleared, and generates a the output of the gate 1638 during the TO portion of
PHASE 1 signal. When the TAL signal arises, it is CP16, and the AT2 bit presented by the same buffer

combined with the PHASE 1 signal and the MS end of 55 appears at the output of the gate 1638 during the Tl
drum rotation timing signal by a gate 1810 to generate a portion of CP16. These two signals flow respectively

counter advance pulse. This pulse is fed to the counter through the gates 1630 and 1631. In a similar manner,
1812 through a gate 1811. This same pulse is given the the other bits from the two buffers are also presented at

name TCTR and is fed to the drum control logic, to the output of the gate 1638 just as though they were
cause the charge information scan to commence on the 60 past of an incoming teleprinter signal. Only four bits of

first track in the charge information storage area. the 8 bit teleprinter code are presented, so the compari-
The signals generated by the counter 1812 determine son of this data with the data flowing from the charge

the mode of operation of the tally search logic. PHASE information storage area must be limited to the first four

1 is merely a standby condition of the tally logic circuit bits of the teleprinter characters. Whenever the output

during which the circuit waits until the drum is at the 65 signal from the gate 1638 matches the signal presented

beginning of a new revolution. PHASE 2 is the phase of by the DATA C signal, a DIP signal generated by the

operation during which the circuit looks for a new item gate 1639 will not be present. No signal flows from the

number. When a new item number is found, the tally gate 1640, and the gate 1641 remains disabled. Any time
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the comparison fails, a DIP signal is immediately gener- count of PHASE 3. The tally logic now looks for
ated, passed through the gate 1640, and used to partially charge information storage locations containing the
enable the gate 1641. The other inputs to the gate 1641 same department number and the same item number as
prevent this gate from being enabled except during bit the location marked for printout, and adds up the quan-
counts TO through T3 of characters CP16 and CP17, 5 tity numbers retrieved from the locations found,
and only during a PHASE B tuning pulse. This limits As each area of the charge information storage see-
the comparison to a comparison of the first four bits of tion of the drum is ««nin»H during the PHASE 2 por-
the numbers stored in characters 16 and 17. This is tion of the tally operation, the item number found in
where the digits ofthe department number are stored. If each location is read into a 64 bit shift register 1504
the comparison fails, the gate 1641 is enabled and clears 10 ghown at the top of FIG. 15. Date from the output of
a^bistable 1643 terminating a DEPTEN signal which the shift register 1504 normally recirculates through the
the bistable 1643 normally generates. Two other imputs gates 1502 and 1503. During PHASE 2, the gate 1501
to the bistable 1643 allow it to be cleared by a PHASE disables the gate 1502 and enables the gate 1506. The
1 signal and by a LIST RQ signal when a tally search ^ l506 a]low8^ from^ charge information stor-
ogic is in the PHASE 1 mode of operation, or when no 15 section of the drum to flow directly through the
tally search is being^^^^^EPT EN ^ 1503 and into the shift register 1504. The data is^^f^^^tt^t^^Jt <***ed -to the shift register 1M4 by PHASE B pulsesITEM RJ (item reject) signal to be generated. As men- whkh^ ^ugh a gate 1509. The gate 1509 is con-
tioned above, this signal prevents the logic from enter- K~a \£1"K1 tm-r%Z\^^Zi . «*1 • . 7
ing PHASE 3. The b^table 1643 is thenrat by a gate 20 ^ ^SL^
1M6 during the T4 bit of the next CP05 timings^ ^ f
except when the address count for the charge bfornut ^^T^J**^^?y the

T»
tion storage area reaches a count of 72. One input to the

m^ character ocaticms is read into the shift

gate 1646 is a T4 timing signal. The other input receives
1504

'?^tm
Jf '°^°"tiUn DUm"

a CP05 signal which has been ANDED together with 25 ^ M .^onjvito the charge mformation

an inverted 72 signal. The inverted 72 signal is gener- *"» * scanned, the item number contained

ated by a gate 1605 located at the top of FIG. 16. This " f?*JB? re»8tcr 15Wandls

inverted 72 signal is also used to force the gate 1640 to
8tored ^n. PHASE 2 tenmnates, the gate 1501

generate a false DIT signal during the scanning of ad-
thc sMt regiMcr 1504 to function as a ring

dress location 72, to insure that any random data en- 30
Thus» during PHASE 3, the item number data

countered there will not initiate a PHASE 3 operation. * !f^
cu[^ and is not lost

The department number comparison test is only one During PHASE 3, we wish to find all charge infor-

of several tests which can cause the generation of an mfltion storage locations containing an item number

ITEM RJ signal during PHASE 1 The gate 1645 can identical to the one found during the PHASE 2 search

also cause the item reject This gate detects the presence 35 ^ storcd m Bhm register 1504. When the item

of a marker in the second bit of character 35. Such a number for each successive storage location is pres-

marker indicates that an item has already been included ented by the DATA C signal, it is compared to the

in part of the tally search, and therefore can now be number stored within the shift register 1504 by a corn-

overlooked. A CRJ signal can also cause the item re- P&rison gate 1505. The output of the gate 1505 remains

ject This signal is generated by a gate 1744 whenever 40
(

ow 80 *°ng 88 the comparison is successful. If any bits

the credit symbol contained within the storage area m the two signals do not match up, the output of the

indicates that this item should not be included in the 8»te 1505 nigh and partially enables a gate 1601.

tally. As explained above, debit and credit tallys for °tner inputs to the gate 1601 are the DEPT EN signal

items bearing the same item number are carried out generated by the bistable 1643, the inverted 72 signal

separately. A TSCH signal causes an item reject to 45 generated by the gate 1605, and a PHASE B and CP18
occur whenever the system is in PHASE 1 or PHASE to 26 timing signal generated by a gate 1508. These
4. This signal is actually a combined PHASE 2 and signals prevent comparison except during times when
PHASE 3 signal, generated by a gate 1813. The bistable the item number data is presented by the DATA C
1644 is reset by the same signal which resets the bistable signal, and also prevent a comparison when the depart-

1643 during every CP05 character timing pulse. SO ment number contained within the area being searched

When an item reject does not occur in PHASE 2, the does not match the department number stored in the

output of the bistable 1644 enables a gate 1648 during buffers 1512 and 1514. Again, the inverted 72 signal

T3 of CP35 and causes the gate 1651 to generate a WI prevents the comparison from occurring at an address
DATA signal, which causes a printout marker to be 72 location. This address location is not used,

written into the fourth bit of the 35th character of the S3 If the comparison is not successful, an ITEM C signal

storage location currently being scanned. This marks is generated by a gate 1601. This ITEM C signal is fed

the location for printout under the control of the charge to the bistable 1644 and causes an ITEM RJ signal to be
information printout format generator during the next generated. The bistable 1644 then disables a gate 1649,

LIST 5 search. This data is combined with the results of and the item encountered is not marked as print out. If

the tally search to produce the tally printout data. The 60 the comparison is successful, and if all other item reject

output signal from the gate 1651 also sets a bistable 1650 tests are passed, the ITEM RJ signal is not generated
and causes a W CONT signal to be generated. The W and the bistable 1644 enables the gate 1649. The gate
CONT signal causes the WI DATA signal to be written 1649 causes a mark to be placed in the second bit of the
onto the drum. 35th character, thus marking the location as having
As mentioned above, the ITEM RJ signal causes the 65 already been printed out. The ITEM RJ signal then

gate 1814 to generate a counter advance pulse during allows the quantity information stored in this location to
the character count CP03. This pulse passes through the be added to the tally count, as will be explained in detail
gate 1811 and causes the counter 1812 to advance to a below.
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Whenever information is read out of the charge infor- gate 1623 are a CP04 timing signal and a T4 tuning
mation storage section of the drum, bits I to 4 of the signal which normally passes through a gate 1624.

26th and 27th characters are continuously read from the If the various tests performed upon a given section of
DATA C signal line, through gates 1607, 1609, and the storage area do not result in an item reject, a gate

1610, and into an 8 bit shift register 1606. This is the 5 1720 at the A input to the full adder 1701 is enabled to
quantity information, or information as to how many pass data from the 8 bit shift register 1606 into the ring
items are involved in the transaction. Therefore, the counter and adder circuit by the inverted ITEM RJ
shift register 1606 always contains two 4 bit BCD num- signal. Bits of information flow into the full adder 1701
bers representing the quantity or number of units in- from the shift registers 1606 and 1707 during the next 20
volved in each transaction. At the beginning of CP26, a 10 bit counting period. The gate 1615 provides counting
gate 1611 is enabled by CP26 timing signal and by a pulses both to the gate 1616 and to the gate 1626 so that

T0-T3 timing signal generated by a bistable 1690. The both sets of data advance simultaneously into the full

output signal from the gate 1611 passes through a gate adder 1701. Initially, the output of both shift registers is

1613 and enables both the input to the shift register 1606 presented to theA and to the Cn inputs of the full adder
and also a gate 1614. The gate 1614 controls the flow of 15 1701. The foil adder 1701 calculates the binary sum of
PHASE B timing signals to the clock terminal of the these two bits and applies this sum to the input of a
shift register 1606. Simultaneously, the T0-T3 signal flip-flop 1702. A carry bit, if there is any, is applied to

enables a gate 1607, and allows the DATA C signal to the input of a flip-flop 1708. The first counting pulse
flow into the shift register 1606. The gate 1611 main- advances this data into the flip-flops 1702 and 1708, and
tains its output signal only long enough for four 20 also causes new bits to be presented at the outputs ofthe
PHASE B pulses to pass through the gates 1614 and two shift registers 1606 and 1707. These new bits are

1616, so only four bits of data are fed into the 8 bit shift now presented at the A and Cn inputs of the full adder
register 1606. This data is stored until the beginning of 1701, and the carry bit from the first suinming operation
the immediately following CP27 timing signal. This is presented to the B input by the flip-flop 1708, via gate
signal then is passed through the gate 1613 and enables 25 1712, and a second bit addition is performed In a like

the two gates 1610 and 1614 for a count of 8 PHASE B manner, the remaining bits in the first BCD characters
timing pulses. During the first four of these timing are added together and the binary sum is stored in the

pulses, four bits of data are read out of the 27th charac- flip-flops 1702 through 1705. A carry bit resulting from
ter of the charge information storage location and into the suinming of these two characters may be present in

the shift register 1606. The T0-T3 signal then termi- 30 the flip-flop 1708.

nates, disabling the gate 1607 and enabling the gate 1608 Since these numbers are in BCD form rather than in

which allows shift register data to recirculate. Four binary form, it is necessary to check the resulting sum to

more PHASE B pulses now reverse the order of the see if it exceeds 9. If it does, then it is necessary to add
two BCD numbers within the shift register 1606, so that the BCD number six (0U0) to the resulting sum so that

the units digit is closest to the shift register output 35 the sum is in BCD form, rather than in binary form. It

Tally data is summed and stored in the circuit shown is also necessary to generate a BCD carry signal if the

at the top of FIG. 17. Tins circuit comprises basically a sum is greater than 9. If the sum is greater than 9, a

ring counter circuit into which a serial adder is inserted, signal will appear at the outputs of the two gates 1712
or a ring counter and serial adder circuit The main and 1713. These two gates each receive an input from
adder logic unit is a full adder 1701 shown at the top of 40 the flip-flop 1708 when the sum is 16 or greater, and
FIG. 17. Data flows out of the 16 bit shift register 1707, they each receive an input from one of the two gates

through the adder 1701, through the four flip-flops 1702 1710 and 1711 when the sum is between 10 and 15. The
through 1705, through the BCD correction full adder gates 1710 and 1711 are partially enabled by the flip-flop

1706, and back into the 16 bit shift register 1707. The 1702 when the sum is greater than 8 but less than 16. and
total storage capacity of the ring counter is 20 bits, 45 are disabled by a gate 1709 when the sum is less than 10,

providing sufficient room to store a binary coded deci- as indicated by "0"s in both the flip-flops 1703 and 1704.

mal number as great as 9,999 while still leaving four bits The gates 1710 and 1711 perform identical functions,

of buffer track available for overflow. but the gate 1710 is disabled except during TO and T4 bit

Data is caused to recirculate by shift pulses generated timing intervals so that the nine detection logic affects

by a gate 1626. Usually these recirculation pulses are 50 the carry to the full adder 1701 only when a complete
PHASE B pulses supplied by a gate 1627. The other BCD character is contained in the flip-flops 1702 to

input signals to the gate 1626 are used only when data is 1705.

read out during printout These signals will be discussed The output of the gate 1713 is applied to the flip-flop

more fully below. 1714. This flip-flop 1714 is toggled by a special PHASE
After each area of the charge information storage 55 AB timing pulse generated by a flip-flop 1715 and al-

section of the drum is scanned for tally data, whether or lowed to pass through a gate 1716 only during the TO
not tally results were found, the data stored in the ring and T4 timing intervals. This special timing pulse tog-

counter at the top of the FIG. 17 is shifted once around gles the information presented by the gate 1713 into the

the loop. This requires 20 shift pulses. A bistable 1620 flip-flop 1714 at the leading edge ofa PHASE B timing

enables the gate 1615 just long enough to pass exactly 60 pulse. Since the trailing edge of the PHASE B timing

20 PHASE B timing pulses to the ring counter serial pulses are used to clock data through the ring counter

adder circuit to produce this circulation. The bistable and serial adder circuit, this means that the output signal

1620 is set by the leading edge of a CP02 timing signal generated by the flip-flop 1714 arises early enough to

which passes through a gate 1621. The other input to affect the next addition operation. This signal controls a

the gate 1621 serves merely to prevent circulation when 65 gate 1723 which controls the flow of an artificially

the 72nd location on a track is scanned. The bistable generated BCD number 6 (01 10) into the A input of the

1620 remains set until the second half of a CP04 timing full adder 1706. This BCD number is actually a Tl +
pulse when it is cleared by a gate 1623. The inputs to the T2 + T5 + T6 timing signal. If the binary number
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stored in the Hip-flops 1702 through 1705 is greater than the PHASE 2 signal with an ETC 3 signal that is gener-

9, the flip-flop 1714 allows this number 6 to flow into ated when the end of the last track in the charge infor-

the A input of the full adder 1706 while the BCD num- mation storage area is scanned,

ber from the flip-flops 1702 through 1705 flows into the The credit symbol check is performed by a compari-

B input. The sum generated by the full adder 1706, now 5 son gate 1831. The C DATA signal is applied to this

in the BCD form, then flows back into the shift register gate along with an output character signal generated by
1707 through a gate 1722. If there is an overflow carry a gate 1830. The input signals to the gate 1830 are

from the adder 1706, it is stored temporarily in a flip- chosen so that they generate a teleprinter code letter

flop 1717 and is added into the next serial bit through "C" at the output of the gate 1830. This "C" is continu-

the Cn full adder input 10 ously compared with data coming from the charge

This circuit continues to function in the above man- information storage area. Whenever the comparison

ner until twenty successive shift pulses from the gate fails, an output signal from the gate 1831 partially ena-

1716 have circulated the" data all the way around the bles a gate 1832. The gate 1832 is disabled by a CP34
ring counter and back into the 16 bit shift register 1707. character timing signal except during the CP34 charac-

At the termination of this period, the updated tally sum 15 ter count when the charge symbol appears. It is finally

is stored in the 16 bit shift register 1707, still in BCD enabled by a PHASE B timing signal. The output of the

form, with the least significant character adjacent the gate 1832 thus remains positive unless the comparison

output of the shift register 1707. fails. If the comparison fails, the gate 1832 clears the

The ITEM RJ signal, when present, disables the gate bistable 1833 and terminates the CR signal The CR
1720. When this happens, no data is added to the circu- 20 signal is set up by a CP33 character timing pulse, just

lating signal. The 20 counts then merely cause the 16 before the credit symbol comparison check is per-

bits of data within the shift register 1707 to flow around formed. The CR signal can also be terminated by the

the ring counter and back to the shift register. signal generated by a gate 1645 when an item found has

At the end of each PHASE 3 scan, the shift register already been marked as having been printed out
1707 contains a number equal to the quantity of a partic* 25 The CR signal is compared with the CRT signal by a

ular type of item that was sold during a given day. The comparison gate 1742. During normal tally searches the

tally logic then enters PHASE 4 and then remains on CRT signal is not present The gate 1742 then will gen-

standby until a record of this tally number can be erate an output signal whenever the CR output signal is

printed out, along with the item number. present This output signal produces a CRJ (credit re-

One of the tests performed by the item reject cir- 30 ject) signal at the output of a gate 1744 during the 35th

cuitry during PHASES 2 and 3 is a credit reject test. A character timing poise. During a tally search for credit

credit symbol comparison circuit checks each item to items, the CRT signal is present The gate 1742 then

see if the credit symbol location contains the letterC If generates a CRJ signal whenever the CR signal is ab-

it does, a bistable 1833 generates a CR signal and causes sent Thus, the comparison gate 1742 and the output

a gate 1744 to generate a CRJ or credit reject signal 35 gate 1744 separate debit and credit items, and insure that

This signal causes an item reject, and also enables a gate only debit hems are counted in the first listing and only

1604 shown at the top of FIG. 16. If the comparison of credit items are counted in the second listing,

the item number in this location to the item number During a search for credit items, the output of the.

stored in the shift register 1504 is successful, this fact is bistable 1758 enables the gate 1762 to reset the bistable

noted by a bistable 1603. The bistable 1603 is initially set 40 1752 during the PHASE 3. When the system once again

by a CP02 timing signal. The failure of the comparison enters PHASE 4, the output of the bistable 1752 is again

test causes a gate 1602 to clear the bistable 1603, and the transferred to the bistable 1758 to terminate the CRT
bistable then prevents the CR signal from passing signal. The tally search for debit items then continues as

through the gate 1604. If the item number comparison before.

test is successful, the gate 1604 will pass the CR signal 45 The ultimate end of the tally search procedure is

and generate an SCR1 signal. This signal is gated detected by a gate 1820. This gate is enabled when the

through a gate 1750 by a CP35 timing pulse, and sets a end of the last track signal ETC3 occurs during

bistable 1752, which generates a CRI signal. The CRI PHASE 2 when no CRI signal is present An output

signal immediately disables the gate 1501, thus prevent- signal from the gate 1820 indicates that a debit search

ing the loss of the item number currently stored in the 50 has gone all the way through the entire charge informa-

64 bit shift register 1504 even if PHASE 2 is still in tion storage area without finding any new tally items,

progress. Later on the function of this CRI signal is This output signal is passed through a gate 1821 and

taken over by a CRT signal generated by a bistable 1758 toggles a flip-flop 1822, causing the flip-flop 1822 to

and also applied to the gate 1501. The bistable 1752 generate an EO LIST signal. This EO LIST signal is

remembers the fact that a storage area bearing the item 55 first applied to the bistable 1644, causing the bistable to

number stored in the shift register 1504 contained a C disable the two printout control gates 1648 and 1649.

credit symbol and causes the tally control logic to initi- The EO LIST signal is also applied to a gate 1647,

ate a second tally search for credit symbols based on enabling that gate to generate aW CONT signal during

this same item number. Tl of every CQ35 character count This W CONT
During PHASE 4, the PHASE 4 signal toggles the 60 signal, in the absence ofa WI DATA signal, erases all of

bistable 1758 into the same state as the bistable 1752, and the markers in the T2 locations of the various 35th

initiates the CRT signal. As mentioned above, this sig- character slots throughout the charge information stor-

nal preserves the present item number within the shift age area during the next complete scan of the storage

register 1504 and causes the tally control logic to run a area. The next ETC3 signal, which occurs after all

credit search for items of this type. If credit items are 65 printout markers have been erased, is combined with

present but no debit items are present, it is necessary to the EO LIST signal by a gate 1823 to generate an EOL
set up the bistable 1758 without the use of a PHASE 4 signal. The EOL signal clears the flip-flop 1807, thus

signal. This is done by the gate 1754, which combines terminating the LIST RQ signal, and also passes
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through the gate 1921 and toggles the flip-flop 1822 As mentioned above, the department number and the

back into the clear state. As an added precaution, the item number are read out during CF counts 3 through

LIST RQ signal is passed through a gate 1824 during a 14. A credit symbol, if any, is printed out during CP20
T4 timing pulse interval to the clear terminal of the by a gate 1302 in the usual manner. During the CF
flip-flop 1822 to insure that the flip-flop 1822 is cleared. 5 timing intervals 16 though 19, the two gates 1305 and

During PHASE 1, the contents ofthe circulating ring 1312 generate the signals which control the flow of data

counter and serial adder circuit are erased by the out of the tally search control logic and into the data

PHASE 1 signal. This signal disables the input gate collection gate 57Z In order to understand how this

1722 to the shift register 1707, and also locks the flip- outputting of data works, it will be necessary to de-

flop 1702 in the clear state. This erases and completely 10 scribe these two signals in detail,

cleans out the shift register 1707 and the flip-flops 1702 The gate 1312 generates a CRSPS signal. This gate is

through 1705. During both PHASE 1 and PHASE 4 the partially enabled during CF timing intervals 15 through

TSCH signal prevents any action within the shift regis- W by the bistable 1311, but is disabled during CF15 by

ter and serial adder by locking the flip-flop 1708 and 811 inverted CF15 signal. The gate 1312 is also partially

1714 in the clear state, by disabling the gate 1721 and by 13 «"Med by a REV2 signal, which is generated during

locking the ITEM RJ signal in such a state that it dis-
thc ****** portion of the time when a character is trans-

ables the gate 1720. Thus, during PHASE 4, the 16 bit """^ tom o^P* teleprinter. (It will be remembered

shift register 1707 is effectively connected in a loop d»t it fa during the REV3 revolution of the drum that

with the four flip-flops 1702 to 1705 to form a conven- _ t^^^Ji^^^ *
tional 20 bit ring counter circuit, and the arithmetic

20 641) Thus, the CRSPS signal is present only during the

sections are totally disabled.
rcvolutK)n Preceding the time when a character is

The printout of tally data is accomplished during J™!
fo' A ^ to

J?
***

PHASE 4. As was noted above, one location is always 'l"^™^* "f^
Thisagnal occurs 72 times

marked for a business office printout The list output „
whllc ^ ?"EL" TT&a ****

I^
control circuitry, described above, automatically initi-

25^^^n
\
of^^te

.

U" d^|p̂
R
^
V2

ates a printout^ information from this location. The ^J^!!^^^L^ot ftS^L
printout is controlled by the charge prin^ J^gl^^H^mtoM£
out format generator^shown in FIOS.12 to M. TT£data ^ durin CP35 character tuning inter-

f
W^^ 6"^ 1^""°llf m

30 valTAgain. this signal occurs once for every location in
to the busmm office teleprinter. In djsctimon to ^ h^^c^^Morm&tkm storage area, so that 72
follow it will teiucessv^^ these figure*

OQtput come from the gate 1305 during REV3.
as well as to FIGS. 16 and 17 which show tally search Each of these output pulses is exactly 8 bits long,
control logic.

n At the termination of the tally search procedure, the
Referring first to the FIOS. 12, 13 and 14, the tally 33 ^^ mu[t h ma |6 bit shift register 1707,

printout is initiated m the usual maimer by the CBFR ^^ ]ea8t significant dig* first m line to be red out
signal enabling the gate 1402. When the business office of^^ regfeter. ft ^ necessary to shift this data so
teleprinter is available, CF STEP pulses begin to ad- that the most significant digit is first in line, since the
vance the 27 count counter 1320 in the usual maimer. significant digit must be printed out first This task
The TAL signal generated by the tally search control 40 a carried out by the CRSPS signal. During REV2, the
bistable 1809 enables the gate 1302 and 1303 in FIG. 13. CRSPS signal transmits 72 pulses to the gate 1626, and
This same signal also causes the gate 1218 in FIG. 12 to causes the ring counter circuit to advance 72 positions
inhibit any printout from being initiated by a major forward. This circulates the data three times around the
portion of the gates included in FIG. 12. The only FIG. loop p}m \2 bit positions, and leaves the most significant
12 gates which are allowed to act during a tally printout 45 digit of the information first in line for printout at the
are the gates 1223 through 1232 in the lower portion of output of the shift register 1707 when the REV2 signal
FIG. 12. These gates initiate a printout ofa department ends and the REV3 signal commences,
number, a space, an item number, and a second space. During the first CP02 and CP03 timing intervals
This printout occurs during the time interval spanned following the commencement of REV3, the gate 1615
by the timing signals CF3 to CF14. Nothing happens 50 will generate 20 pulses as usual, causing the data to
during the time intervals spanned by CF1, CF2, and circulate once around the loop. The most significant

CF1S, because the gate 1310 (FIG. 13) causes the gate digit will again end up at the output of the shift register

1309 to generate an AEN signal, which cancels any 1707, first in line for printout During the next CP35
buffer track printout during those periods. character counting timing interval, the R DIGIT signal

The AEN signal is fed back to FIG. 5. This signal 5s will enable a gate 1607 to pass four shift pulses to the
prevents any data from flowing to an output from the ring counter. This special signal comprises a T0-T3 bit

buffer charge information storage area through the gate timing signal generated by the bistable 1690 ANDed
568, and simultaneously enables a gate 566 during aD together with PHASE B timing pulses. The resulting

CP35 timing intervals, thus enabling data reaching the four pulses will cause one four bit BCD number to be
gate 572 via the TAL DATA signal to be loaded into 60 read out of the shift register 1707, through the full adder
the shift register 641 during the CA00 address location 1701 and into a gate 1730. During the same 4 bit inter-

timing interval. val, the gate 1730 is enabled by the T0-T3 timing signal.

The CF15 timing signal sets a bistable 1311 which The R DIGIT signal enables an output gate 1734.

enables the gate 1309, so the AEN signal is continuously Hence, the BCD number flows through the gates 1730,

generated during all REV3 CP35 timing intervals 65 1732, and 1734 and becomes a part of the TAL DATA
which occur during the intervals defined by CF15 to signal. Inverted T4 and T5 timing signals fed to the gate

CF19. The CF20 timing signal then resets the bistable 1732 add "l"s to bit positions 5 and 6 of the resulting

1311 and terminates the AEN signal. output character, and the absence of a T6 timing input
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to the gate 1732 causes a
440" to appear in the 7th bit ated. Any time the TSCH signal is discontinued, the

position of the output character. A flip-flop 1736, which SEARCH signal causes the gate 3146 to begin a search
is toggled by the same timing pulse signal that was for printout markers in the charge information storage
applied to the gate 1627, counts the " l"s which occur at area. The TSCH signal is terminated whenever the tally

the output of the full adder 1701, and generates a parity 5 search control logic is either in PHASE 1 or PHASE 4,

bit which passes through a gate 1739 and into the gate and therefore, a search of the charge information stor-

1732 during bit timing interval T7. In this manner, the age area for tally printout markers is automatically
first four bits of data within the shift register 1707 are started when the PHASE 4 mode is entered,

converted into a complete 8 bit teleprinter character PAT1PNTrHAlinp cpA*rw mKrrvni f rvr<~
which appears at the TAL DATA output of the gate 10

PATIENT CHARGE SEARCH CONTROL LOGIC
1734. This character is repeatedly generated during this FIG. 27, at the top, shows the logic circuitry which
and all subsequent REV3 CP35 timing intervals. controls patient charge search procedure. A PCS sig-

When the R DIGIT signal terminates, it toggles a nal, generated by a bistable 3015 (FIG. 30), and a
flip-flop 1625 (located in the middle and towards the left PHASE III* signal, generated by a PHASE III* flip-

hand edge of FIG. 16), and causes this flip-flop to gen- 15 flop when the patient charge search request has been
erate a signal which passes through a gate 1624 and completely stored into the core memory, enable the
permanently enables a gate 1623 to pass the full CP04 gate 2750 during the T4 part of a CP00 timing interval

timing signal, rather than just the last half of this signal. to generate a 010 signal and to set a bistable 27511. The
This shortens the length of time during which the bista- 010 signal sets the core address register to octal location
ble 1620 is allowed to remain in a set position by the 20 010. The output signal from the bistable 2754 enables
time which it takes to generate four PHASE B timing the gate 2755 to generate a PHASE III* RESET signal
pulses and therefore reduces the number of pulses gen- which clears the PHASE in* flip-flop. This PHASE
erated by the gate 1615 from 20 down to 16. Therefore, III* flip-flop is not disclosed in the present application,
during the next CP02 and CF03 character timing inter- but is shown in the Phillips, et al. patent (Phillips, et al.

val only 16 counts appear at the output ofthe gate 1615. 25 U.S. Pat No. 3,597,742, flip-flop 2116 in FIG. 21).

This is just enough counts to advance the data to the When the PHASE III* flip-flop is cleared, the inverted
position where the most significant number is first in PHASE III* signal is combined with the output signal
line at the output of the shift register 1707, ready to be from the bistable 2754by a gate 2756 to produce a signal
shifted out again during the next CP35 timing interval. that enables a flip-flop 2758. The flip-flop 2758 is then
In this manner, a teleprinter character carrying the most 30 toggled into the Q state by the next T6 timing pulse,
significant (thousands) digit is generated 72 rimes during The output signal from the flip-flop 2758 is called the
each REV3 CP35 timing interval, once for each storage TCCLKJN signal. This signal causes the patient num-
location in the charge information buffer storage track. ber stored in the core storage area to be transferred into
During one of these 72 times, the CA00 signal goes the shift register 3118 (FIG. 31). The TCCLKJN signal

positive, and together with the AEN signal enables one 35 passes through the gate 3408 (FIG. 34) and causes
of these 72 teleprinter characters to be loaded into the TCCLK signal to be generated. This signal enables the
assembly shift register 641. During REVs 1 and 2 this core address register to advance one location during
teleprinter character is transmitted to the business office each character tuning interval, and also causes the con-
teleprinter, tents of these locations in the core memory to be read
The last time a teleprinter character containing the 40 out during each timing interval. The TCCLKIN signal

most significant digit information is generated, the flip- generated by the flip-flop 2758 enables the gate 2760 to
flop 1625 is cleared by the termination of the REV3 pass the SCD (serial core data) signal into a TCDA-
signal before another 16 counts can be applied to the TAIN signal. This signal passes through a gate 3407
ring counter circuit to restore the data to its original (FIG. 34) and becomes the TCDATA signal. The
position. Thus, the loop circuit is now left with the most 45 TCDATA signal flows through a gate 3117 (FIG. 31)
significant digit stored in the four flip-flops 1702 and into a 96 bit shift register 3118. Simultaneously, the
through 1705. The next most significant digit or hun- TCCLK signal generated by the gate 3408 (FIG. 34)
dreds digit, which is to be printed out next, is adjacent passes through a gate 3112 (FIG. 31) and enables
to the input end ofthe shift register 1707. During REV2 PHASE B pulses to be applied to the shift register 3118
the CRSPS signal once again applies 72 pulses to the 50 as shift pulses. In this manner, the patient number and
gate 1626 and clocks the data around the ring counter data is read out of the core memory and into the shift

circuit three times plus 12 bit positions. This is just register 3118. When the patient number has been corn-
enough to advance the hundreds digit to the output of pletely read out of core, the core address register gener-
the shift register 1707, first in line for printout. The ates signals AR22 and AR24

, indicating it is at an octal
printout procedure then proceeds exactly as described 55 address 022. These signals cause a gate 2766 to reset the
above. bistable 2754 during a T5 time interval, thus terminating
The same procedure is then followed to print out the the transfer ofdata into the shift register 3118. When the

10's digit and the units digit during CF18 and 19. Thus, output signal from the flip-flop 2758 terminates, it tog-
all four digits are printed out respectively during CF16, gles a flip-flop 2764 and enables a T2 timing signal to

17, 18, and 19. As mentioned above, the credit symbol, 60 pass through a gate 2762 and generate an STSCH (start

if any is present, is retrieved from the charge informa- search) signal. The flip-flop 2764 is then cleared by a T4
don buffer storage area in the conventional way during timing pulse.

CF20. A CR3 signal generated by a gate 1308 then The patient charge search procedure is initiated by
terminates the printout during CF23. the STSCH signal This signal passes through a gate
During the tally search procedure, the SCH 5 (search 65 3416 (FIG. 34) and causes an STSER signal to be gener-

for printout markers) procedure is initiated by the ated. The STSER signal sets a bistable 3105 (FIG. 31)
TSCH signal. This signal passes through a gate 3129 and initiates a search through the charge information
(FIG. 31) and causes the SEARCH signal to be gener- storage area for all charge items containing the patient



number stored in the shift register 3118. The details of

the search procedure will be described below in the

section dealing with the all patient charges search.

Whenever a location is found containing the specified

patient number, a bistable 3122 generates a signal that 5

partially enables the two printout marking gates 3125

and 3126. The gate 3125 is disabled by the absence ofan
APC signal, but the gate 3126 is enabled by the flip-flop

3127. This flip-flop is set by a CTR1 pulse which is

generated at the start ofthe all patient charges search by 10

a gate 3106. Flip-flop 3127 is enabled by the PCS signal

generated by the bistable 3015. The gate 3126 causes a

marker to be placed in the 4th bit position of the 13th

character slot of each location within the charge infor-

mation storage area containing the specified patient IS

number. Locations so marked are routed to the cashier's

office teleprinter and are printed out in a list

The CWE signal generated by the gate 3126 is fed to

a gate 3312 which causes a printout marker to be placed

in a manner which will be explained in more detail 20

below.
The PCS signal is generated by a bistable 3015,

shown in FIO. 30. The bistable 3015 is set up by a gate

3016, when that gate is enabled by the presence of a

U2C (U2 control patient charge search request) signal, 25

an inverted CL0* signal which indicates that no other

search of the charge information storage area is in

progress, and a signal generated by a gate 3013 when
the input data which included the U2 control informa-

tion has been stored in the core memory. If some other 30

search of the charge information storage area is in

progress, the CL0* signal is present and inhibits the gate

3016 from causing the bistable 3015 to initiate a patient

charge search. In this case, a gate 3012 generates a

BYP2 signal. This signal sets a bistable 3025, generating 35

a BYPS1 signal. This signal is fed back to the data col-

lection part of the system and instructs the system to

leave this search request stored in the input buffer delay

line until a later time when the charge information stor-

age area is no longer occupied with another search. 40

Two other conditions will cause the BYPS1 signal to

be generated. If a Ul nursing station work list search

request is received while another Ul search is in

progress, a BYP1 signal is generated by a gate 3011 and
fed to the bistable 3025. If a charge or inventory infor- 45

mation message including an R control character is

received at a time when the charge information storage

area is completely full, a BYP3 signal is generated by a

gate 3024.

When a Ul control nursing station work list request is 50

received by the system, a *B signal is generated by the

circuitry or FIO. 1. This signal toggles a flip-flop 3010

and partially enables a gate 3011. If another request for

a nursing station work list including a Ul control char-

acter is then received* the gate 3011 is enabled by the 55

U1C signal and also by the signal generated by the gate

3013, and causes the second list request to be bypassed

temporarily. The flip-flop 3010 remains set until a gate

3014 allows a PHASE A timing pulse to clear the flip-

flop 3010. This usually happens at the end of a search 60

when the EOS signal is generated by the time and date

calendar circuit The EOS signal passes through a gate

3005 and enables a PHASE B timing signal to pass

through a gate 3006 and clear a flip-flop 3007. The
flip-flop 3007 and the signal generated by the gate 3005 65

then enable the gate 3014 to pass a PHASE A timing

pulse which clears the flip-flop 3010. In a case where no
beds are found during a nursing station work list search,

241
60

the termination of the B* signal toggles a flip-flop 3002,

partially enabling a gate 3004. A flip-flop 3003 will have
been previously set by the *B signal, the U1C signal,

and a BT0 beginning of first track timing signal, which
all enable a gate 3001. These two flip-flops allow a Tl
timing pulse to pass through a gate 3004 to the gate 3005
and initiate a clearing of the flip-flop 3010 unless the

flip-flop 3003 is cleared by the DOR signal generated
when a location is marked for printout The gate 3009
allows the flip-flop 3007 to be set by an NS signal when
a printout marker is encountered, thus allowing the

EOS signal to act immediately upon the gate 3014.

Usually, the EOS signal will pass through the gates

3008 and 3009 and immediately toggle the flip-flop 3007
as soon as it is received.

The BYP3 signal is generated by the gate 3024 when-
ever an R control character accompanies a set of input

data at a time when a bistable 3023 is set The bistable

3023 is set by a gate 3022 whenever an LLA (end of last

charge information storage area track) timing signal

comes before a CUL (load charge data onto drum)
signal, indicating that the charge information storage

area is full. Thus, the BYP3 signal causes charge input

data to be bypassed when the charge information stor-

age area is filled to capacity. The bistable 3023 is reset

by the APC signal when the day's charges are read out
and the auxiliary storage track is made available to

incoming charge data.

ALL PATIENT CHARGES SEARCH CONTROL
LOGIC

An important feature of the present system is the

ability to sort out the day's charges by patient and to

produce a complete listing of all the charges allocable to

each patient at the end of the day. The logic which
controls this operation is primarily disclosed in FIGS.
31 to 35, although various small sections of this logic

appear in many other figures.

The all patient charges search procedure is initiated

by depressing a pushbutton 3201. This sets a bistable

3202 and generates an APCE (APC enable) signal). The
APCE signal partially enables a gate 3204. The gate

3204 then sets a bistable 3203 during the first T2 bit

timing period when the CL0* signal is not present It

will be remembered that the CLO* signal indicates

when some other charge information storage area

search in in progress. The CLO* signal is generated in

FIG. 25 by the gate 2503.

The bistable 3203 generates an APC (all patient

charges) signal. This signal initiates the all patient

charges search procedure.

The first step in the all patient charges search proce-
dure is the printout out of the days' totals. The APC
signal is fed to FIG. 5, and it causes the gate 557 to

generate an APC* signal. This APC* signal sends an
inquiry to the business office teleprinter, and initiates a
*1 search procedure in the manner described above.
This *1 search signal, the output of the flip-flop 540, and
the APC* signal are then combined by a gate 541 to

form an INH-APC (inhibit APC) signal. This signal is

fed to the arithmetic unit, FIG. 22, where it causes the
AP signal to be generated and causes the arithmetic unit

to perform the necessary calculations to the totals data
for printout, as explained data. When the arithmetic unit

has finished this task, the 2ND 1/2 signal and the AP
signal enable the gate 2820 shown in FIG. 28 to pass a
C34 timing pulse to set a bistable 2822 and initiate the

printout of the totals data. The output signal from the
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bistable 2822 enables the gate 2824 to set a bistable 2830 information storage area. The gate 2848 adds an extra

during each REV 3, while the 1 1th storage location in address counter advance pulse just at the right time to

a track of the charge information storage area is being cause the decimal character to be skipped,

scanned (as determined by the signals TA1 and UAl), at The TOT COM signal generated by the gate 2852 is

the start of the 35th character. The bistable 2830 is then 5 sent back to FIG. 32 and sets a halt bistable 3207. The
reset by a C36 timing signal. Thus, the bistable 2830 is TOTCOM signal also initiates a time and date printout,

open for exactly 1 character timing interval during When the time and date printout is complete, the calen-

REV 3. In generates an RA 3 signal which causes a dar circuit generates an EOS signal which sets a bistable

work of data to be read out of the core memory. The 3205 and causes the generation of a Z signal. The Z
core memory was previously set to the octal address 10 signal generated by the bistable 3205, and the signal

110 by the gates 2825, 2826, and 2827 which were en- generated by the halt bistable 3207, are combined by a
abled during T4 and T6 timing intervals by the gate gate 3219 and used to produce an enabling signal for a

2820. The gate 2825 and 2826 set the core address regis- gate 3220. The output signal from a gate 3219 is also

ter to location 000, and the gate 2827 advanced the core used to illuminate a halt signal light, indicating to a
address register to location 110. This two step proce- 15 supervisory employee that the system has stopped and
dure is resorted to as a way of simplifying the core will not restart until commanded to do so. The APC
addressing procedure. The output signal from the bista- procedure then stops, giving the supervisory employee
ble 2830 enables the gate 2832 to set a bistable 2834 a chance to study the totals data and to prepare for the
during the last bit of a C35 timing interval. The bistable next part of the AFC procedure.

2834 remains set for exactly one character count, and is 20 When the supervisory employee is ready to resume
reset by a gate 2836. During this period, the bistable the APC printout, he depresses a resume pushbutton
2834 generates a TOTEN signal which enables the 3223. This button, together with the signals from the
circuitry of FIG. 5 to read one character out of the core bistable 3205 and 3207 enable a gate 3213 to generate a
memory and into the shift register 641 (FIG. 6). This signal which passes through the gates 3214, 3215, and
bistable also generates a signal that is passed through a 25 3217, and toggles a flip-flop 3218. The flip-flop 3218
gate 2840 and enables the gate 2842 to channel the SCD generates an enabling signal which is fed to four differ-

(serial core data) signal into the TOTDATA (totals ent gates in FIG. 33. This signal passes through the gate

data) signal. This signal is fed through the list output 3301 because this gate is enabled by the APC signal and
circuitry of FIG. 5 and into the shift register 641 (FIG. by the absence of an IPC signal. The gate 3301 then

6). 30 generates a RSU1 signal. This signal initiates a search
As mentioned above, the totals data, and also the for all charges relating to hospital in patients as indi-

various other characters which are printed out when cated by the information stored in the bed information

the totals data is printed out, are stored in adjacent storage area. This signal sets the bistable 3302 and
locations in core. Thus, the circuitry of FIG. 28 contin- causes the generation of a NEXT CH signal. It also

ues to read out one word of core information which 35 passes through a gate 3206 and clears the halt bistable

each three revolutions of the drum as indicated by the 3207. The flip-flop 3218 is toggled back into its normal
REV 3 signal. When the core address counter reaches state by a T2 timing signal which passes through the

the octal address 200 as indicated by an AR 27 signal, a gates 3216 and 3217. The Q signal from the flip-flop,

gate 2852 generates a TOTCOM (totals printout com- 3218 then clears the Z bistable 3205.

plete) signal which reset the bistable 2822 and also 40 The RSU1 signal also causes the totals figures to be
passes through the gate 699 and initiates a time and data erased from the core memory. The RSU1 signal toggles
printout a flip-flop 2710 (FIG. 27) which in turn toggles a flip-

Since the totals data as stored in core does not include flop 2712. The flip-flop 2712 initiates the erasure of the
decimal points, it is necessary to provide a way of in- previous day's totals. The flip-flop 2710 remains set for

serting decimal points into the printout This task is 45 the rest of the APC procedure so that the new totals

performed by a counter 2850. The counter starts at a data for the next day cannot be accidentally erased. At
count of 0 when the first character in the total data the end of the APC procedure, a SCH4 signal clears the

printout is printed. It advances one count each time is flip-flop 2710. The details of this erasure procedure are

receives a pulse from the gate 2836, and thus counts the described elsewhere in this specification,

characters as printed out After the 10th character is 50 The NEXT CH (next charge) signal is fed back to the

printed out the counter 2850 generates a DECF signal, bed information search logic, and initiates a search

which disables the gate 2840 and prevents serial core through the bed information storage area for a patient

data from being transferred to the output logic shown in number, as described above. Bach time a new patient

FIG. 5. In its place, the DECF signal causes the output number is encountered, the bed information search

logic circuitry of FIG. 5 to generate a teleprinter char- 55 logic circuitry of FIG. 1 generates a UCPN (update
acter representing a decimal point, as was explained patient charge number) signal which passes through a
above. The counter 2850 repeats this operation after gate 3114 at the start of a C21 character timing signal

each 14 characters. The totals data is arranged in core and sets the bistable 3113. The bistable 3113 remains set

storage so that a decimal point is required every 14 until it is cleared by a C33 character timing signal. The
characters. 60 bistable 3113 causes a gate 3115 to pass data from the

The core address register is advanced by an IPI signal bed information storage area through a gate 3117 and
generated by a gate 2844 and passed through a gate 2846 into a patient number shift register 3118. Simulta-

during the T6 timing interval while data is being trans- neously, the bistable 3113 sends a signal through the

ferred to the list output circuitry of FIG. 5. The DECF gate 3112 that enables the gate 3119 to pass PHASE D
signal suppresses the IPI signal whenever it occurs. A 65 timing pulses to the shift register 3118. These pulses

gate 2848, which also can generate an IPI signal, b used cause data to be read into the shift register. If the patient

to keep the decimal point which accompanies monetary number is one for whom charges have not been printed

data into the system from being stored in the charge out before, the logic of FIG. 1 generates an NOCP
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signal which clears the bistable 3302, thus terminating 3109. The flip-flop 3109 is cleared by a CP01 timing
the NEXT CH signal. The NC signal is also terminated, pulse which passes through a gate 3110 whenever the
thus disabling a gate 3303. If the charges for this patient SCH 1 signal is present It is set by a PHASE B timing
have already been printed out, the NOCP signal is not pulse after being enabled by the T7 part of a CPU
generated. In this case, the next patient number is read 5 tuning signal which comes through a gate 3108. When
into the shift register 3118, and the search continues the flip-flop 3109 is cleared, it enables the gate 3121 to
until a patient number is found for whom the charges pass the results ofthe comparison test to a bistable 3122,
have not bee printed out. enables the recirculation gate 3116 and allows data to
When a new patient number has been found, the recirculate through the shift register 3110, and also

location where it was found in the bed information 10 passes through the gate 3112 and enables the gate 3119
storage area is marked for printout, as explained above. to pass PHASE B shift pulses to the shift register 3118.
The printout includes the patient number, the bed num- If the comparison fails, bistable 3122 is clared and dis-

ber, and the cost of the bed for the day. When the print- ables a gate 3125 thus preventing a printout marker
out is initiated, the logic circuitry FIG. 3 generates a from being placed in the charge information storage
CIP LIST signal. This signal, plus an F27 signal gener- 15 area. The bistable 3122 is normally placed in the clear

ated by the bed information format generator after the state by a gate 3123, but it is set up during the T7 part
above information has been completely printed out, of a CP00 timing signal by a gate 3124 whenever the
enable a gate 3111 to set a bistable 3105. At the end of SCH1 signal is present. The gate 3125 then generates a
the current drum revolution, as indicated by an MS CWE3 signal which passes through gates 3422 and 3312
signal, the output signal from the bistable 3105 is passed 20 and causes the generation of a WEM (write enable
through a gate 3106 and sets the bistable 3107, generat- main) signal. This WEM signal is passed through the
ing an SCH 1 signal. This signal initiates the search of gate 2533 (FIG. 25) and causes the generation of the
the charge information storage area for charges relating MWEC signal which writes data into the charge infor-

to the patient specified by the number in the shift regis- mation storage area. The CWE3' signal generated by
ter3118. 25 the gate 3422 also passes through a gate 3306 and causes
The SCH 1 signal is fed into a gate 3129 and causes a bit of data to appear in the DATA EN signal. This is

the generation of a SEARCH signal. This signal cuases the signal that is actually written into the charge infor-
the counter which controls the scanning of the charge mation storage area when the drum logic is enabled to
information storage area to advance one track at the end write by the MWE signal. The DWCM signal gener-
of each revolution of the magnetic drum. The 30 ated by the gate 2532 in FIG. 25 also passes through this

SEARCH signal also sets a bistable 3145 which par- gate 3306.

dally enables a gate 3146. When the SEARCH signal is The searching procedure continues till the entire

tenninated, the gate 3146 sets a bistable 3142 which charge information storage area has been searched. At
enables a bistable 3144 to be set at the end of the next the end ofthe search, an ETC 3 (end of last track) signal

revolution of the drum. The bistable 3144 then gener- 35 passes through a gate 3131 and generates an RSI signal

atea the SCH5 signal which initiates a search of the which clears the bistable 3107 thus terminating the
charge information storage area for printout markers. search procedure. This signal also terminates the SCH 1

Thus, when the SEARCH signal terminates after the signal, which in turn causes the gate 3129 to terminate
charge information storage area has been searched, a the SEARCH signal. As noted above, this automati-
SCH5 printout of data from the charge information 40 cally causes the bistable 3144 to generate an SCH5
storage locations that were marked during the search is signal winch initiates a printout of the data which has
automatically initiated. been found and marked.

Prior to the initiation of the SEARCH signal the The data found is printed out next The bistable 710
charge information track counter is reset to the first (FIG. 7), which generates the BO (business office

track by a TR RESET (track reset) signal. Tins signal is 45 charge list) signal has already been set up at this point
generated by passing a CTR1 signal from the gate 3106 by the CIP LIST signal ANDed together with the F27
through a gate 3315. The TR RESET signal sets the signal generated at the end of the patient number print-

bistable 3316 and causes the generation ofan SCHR out The BO signal causes the LIST signal to be gener-
(search reset) signal which actually resets the track ated by the logic shown in FIG. 7. This LIST signal

counter. The SCHR signal is tenninated by a CP10 50 partially enables the gate 712. The gate 712 is used to
timing signal. The TR RESET signal is also used to set tell when a complete printout marker search of the
a bistable 3523, which enables the gate 3524 to pass an charge information charge storage area has been made
ETC 3 signal when that signal is generated as the search without any new printout markers having been found,
procedure reaches the end of the last track in the charge The gate 712 is also partially enabled at the end of each
information storage area. The gate 3524 then generates 55 search by the ESA signal generated by the gate 3524. If

an ESA signal and sets a bistable 3525 so that a much a printout marker has been encountered during a search,
shorter duration ESB signal can be generated by the the gate 712 is disabled by the CBFR signal generated
gate 3526 during the PHASE B part of a T7 bit timing by the gate 716, and is also disabled during the printout

interval. These two signals indicate when a search has oftime and data information by an LADV signal gener-
come to the end of the last track. The bistable 3523 is 60 ated by the time and date calendar circuitry. When a
reset by the ESB signal, and the bistable 3525 is reset by search Anally reaches the end of the charge information
a TO bit timing pulse. storage area without encountering a printout marker,
The searching procedure comprises feeding all pa- the gate 712 sets a bistable 713 and causes the generation

tient number data from the charge information storage of an RONC (request next charge) signal. This signal

area into a comparison gate 3120 and comparing it with 65 passes through a gate 3212, which is enabled by the halt

the patient number stored in the shift register 3118. If bistable 3207, and then passes through the gates 3214,
the numbers agree, the location is marked for printout 3215, and 3217 to toggle the flip-flop 3218. The flip-flop

The comparison operation is controlled by a flip-flop 3218 then enables the gate 3301 once again and causes
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another RSV1 signal to be generated. This initiates number is a false nursing station number which is as-

another search of the bed information storage area for signed to all out patients for example, the number 89,

the next in patient charge number. which is 1000, 1001 in BCD form. This number is per-

During the SCH5 search for printout markers, the manently set when the system is installed, and is not

track counter is reset by a CTR 6 signal generated by 5 usually changed thereafter.

the gate 3143 at the start of the SCH5 procedure. This The SCH 2 signal passes through a gate 3102 and

signal is fed through the gate 3315 and causes the bista- partially enables the gate 3101. The remaining inputs to

ble 3316 to generate the SCHR (search reset) signal, the gate 3101 are an output signal from a comparator

which resets the track counter. 3501, and aCP 18 timing signal. As the charge informa-

The above search process is repeated until a search 10 tion storage area is scanned, the charge information

for charges have been made for all in patients listed in flows through a gate 3520 and into an 8-bit buffer 3502.

the bed information storage area. When a search of the Gates 3511 through 3518 cause the contents of the first

bed information charge storage area finally does not four bits in the fourteenth and fifteenth character slots

come up with a new patient number, the NOCP signal of each charge information storage location to be
is not generated to reset the bistable 3302, and the NC 15 loaded into the buffer 3502. These character slots con-

signal remains present at the end of the search. These tain the nursing station number data, so the two digits of

two signals enable a gate 3303 to pass an ET1 signal at the nursing station number are loaded into the buffer

the end of the track and generate an HLT1 (halt) signal. 3502. When a nursing station number presented by the

This HLT1 signal passes through gates 3208 and 3209, buffer 3502 matches the number presented by the tie

and sets the halt bistable 3207. The output pulse from 20 points 3503 and 3504, a comparator 3501 enables the

the gate 3209, called a HLTT pulse, is counted in a gate 3101 to pass a CP18 tuning pulse which sets up a

counter comprising two flip-flops 3241 and 3247, whose bistable 3103. The bistable 3103 then enables a gate 3104
function will be described below. A flip-flop 3211 then to generate a CWE2 (charge write enable) signal which
disables the gate 3209 and prevents the generation of sets the bistable 3413 shown in FIG. 34, and enables the

any further HLTT pulses while the halt bistable 3207 25 gate 3415 to generate a signal which passes through a
remains set The HLT1 pulse also sets a bistable 3304 gate 3416 and becomes the ST SER (start search 1)

which generates an IPC (in patient search complete) signal. This signal sets the bistable 3105 and initiates a
signal. This signal is used to disable the gate 3301, pre- SCH1 search for all items containing this same patient

venting a further search for in patient charges, and to number. The bistable 3413 is reset however before the

enable the gates 3305 and 3307. The next time the flip- 30 gate 3415 can generate an STSER signal, by a gate 3414
flop 3218 generates a pulse, it passes through the gate if a printout marker is found in the second bit position of
3307, rather than the gate 3301, and initiates a search for the 35th character of this location, indicating that this

out patient charges. The gate 3305 allows an ET2 pulse out patient number has already been included in an
to reset the bistable 3302. APC printout The bistable 3413 is normally reset by a

HLT1 signal generated by the gate 3303 is also fed 35 CP01 timing pulse,

through logic shown at the bottom ofFIG. 6 to the time While the out patient nursing station number search

and date calendar circuit and initiates a time and data was being carried out during the SCH2 procedure,

printout When the time and date calendar circuit has patient numbers from the charge information storage,

finished printing out the time and date, it returns the area were continually read into the shift register 3118.

EOS signal which sets the bistable 3205. The Z signal 40 Data from the charge information storge area flowed
from the bistable 3205 and the signal from the halt bista- through the gates 3406 and 3407, generating a
ble 3207 once again enable the gate 3219 to illuminate TCDATA signal. This signal was fed through the gate

the halt signal and stop the APC procedure. 3117 and into the patient number shift register 3118.

The next section of the APC procedure is initiated Simultaneously, a TCCLK signal was generated by a
when a supervisory employee again presses the resume 45 bistable 3405 and was passed through a gate 3408 and a
button 3223. This again causes the flip-flop 3218 to gate 3112 to enable PHASE B shift pulses to pass

generate a signal. This time that signal, plus the IPC through the gate 3119 and load the shift register 3118.

signal generated by the bistable 3304, combine and en- The bistable 3405, which generated the TCCLK signal

able the gate 3307 to generate an RSU2 signal. This and which also enabled the charge information data to

signal is fed back through the gate 3206 and clears the 50 flow through the gate 3406, was set during a CP01
halt bistable 3207. The bistable 3205 is then again timing interval by the SCH 2 signal which passed

cleared by the flip-flop 3218. The RSU2 signal then through gates 3403 and 3404. The bistable 3405 is reset

initiates a search for out patient numbers and for by every CP13 timing pulse, so only the patient charge
charges allocable to out patients. number data is read into the shift register 3118.

The RSU2 signal sets a bistable 3308 and enables a 55 When the ST SER signal is generated by the gates

gate 3309 to allow a MS (master strobe) timing pulse to 3415 and 3416, simultaneously, the output from the gate

generate a CTR2 signal and set a bistable 3310. The 3415 flows through a gate 3420 and becomes an RSR
bistable 3310 generates an SCH 2 signal which initiates signal. This signal clears the bistable 3310, thus termi-

a search of the charge information storage area for out nating the SCH2 signal while the SCH1 search is car-

patient members. The CTR2 signal is also sent to the 60 ried out. When the SCH1 search is completed, a search

gate 3315 and is used to reset the track counter and to 5 marker search and printout is automatically initiated

set up the ESA signal. The SCH2 signal causes the gate in the manner described above. The SCH 2 signal, how-
3129 to generate the SEARCH signal which allows the ever, passed through a gate 3403 and set a bistable 3402
track counter to advance after each track is scanned, which generates a 2ND LINE ENABLE (two line

and to prime the SCH5 bistable 3145 in the manner 65 printout enable) signal. This signal causes the patient

described above. The SCH 2 signal enables the two tie number included in the first item marked for printout to

points 3503 and 3504 to feed a BCD (binary coded be printed out along with the usual charge data, under
decimal) number into a comparator 3501. This BCD the control of the charge information printout format



generator. The bistable 3402 is reset after this first data

item has been printed out by the RESET signal gener-

ated by the gate 1434 (FIG. 14) at the end of the first

line ofprintout. Thus, each listing of out patient charges

is preceeded by the out patient's patient number. 5

After the search 5 printout is completed, the RQNC
signal is again generated by the bistable 713 (FIG. 7).

This signal, as before, passes through the gates 3212,

3214, 3215, and 3217 and sets the flip-flop 3218. The
flip-flop 3218 generates a signal that passes through the 10

gate 3307 (the bistable 3304 still generates the IPC sig-

nal which enables the gate 3307) and initiates another

SCH2 search for another out patient patient number.

When all outpatient charges have been found and

printed out, a final SCH2 search is made of the charge IS

information storage area during which the bistable 3413

is never set. The gate 3415 never causes the gate 3420 to

generate an RSR signal, and the bistable 3310 remains

set at the end of the search. At the end of the search, the

ESB signal generated by the gate 3526 sets a bistable 20

3418 and enables the ESA signal, generated by the gate

3524, to pass through a gate 3412 and produce an ESA*
signal. This ESA* signal, along with the output signal

from the bistable 3310, causes a gate 3313 to generate an

HLT2 signal and to set a bistable 3314. The HLT2 25

signal passes through the gate 3208 and sets the HALT
bistable 3207. Meanwhile, the SCH2 signal, which is

still being generated by the bistable 3310, passes

through a gate 3403, and partially enables a gate 3409.

Another input of the gate 3409 is enabled by the bistable 30

3418, that was set up by the ESB signal. The final input

to the gate 3409 is enabled by an ETC3 pulse which
occurs at the end of the last track ofthe charge informa-

tion storage area. The gate 3409 then sets the bistable

3410 and causes the bistable 3410 to allow a T2 pulse to 35

pass through a gate 3411 and become an STC3 signal.

This STC3 signal is fed back through the logic shown at

the bottom of FIG. 6 to the time and date calendar

circuitry, and initiates a printout of the time and date.

The STC3 pulse also passes through the gate 3420 and 40

becomes an RSR signal, which clears the bistable 3310

and terminates the SCH2 signal. When the printout of

the time and date is completed, the EOS signal gener-

ated by the time and date calender circuitry sets the

bistable 3205 and causes the Z signal to be generated 45

once again. This signal, and the output signal from the

halt bistable 3207, cause the gate 3219 to illuminate the

halt signal. The system once again stops the APC
search, and remains on standby until the resume button

3223 is again depressed by a supervisory employee. 50

When the resume button is depressed, a search almost

identical to the last search is initiated for all charges

relating to out house patients. The only difference be-

tween this search procedure and the last search proce-

dure is that this time a search Is made for items contain- 55

ing a different nursing station number, for example 88

(1000,1000 in BCD form) from the one used to desig-

nate outpatients. The gates 3317, 3319, and 3322 per-

form the same task carried out by the gates 3307, 3309,

and 3313. Similarly, the bistables 3318, 3320 and 3323 60

perform the same tasks carried out by the bistables 3308,

3310, and 3314. At the end of this search, a halt again is

initiated, and the bistable 3323 will be set The search

for a new out house patient number is called the SCH3
search, and is controlled by an SCH3 signal. 65

A final search is then made for all the charges which

were not printed out in one of the previous searches,

and is called the miscellaneous charge search. This
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search is initiated when the resume button 3223 is de-

pressed. An RSU4 signal generated by a gate 3324
clears the halt bistable 3207, and sets the bistable 3325.

The bistable 3325 enables the gate 3326 to allow the

next MS pulse to pass through a gate 3326 and become
an CTR5 pulse which sets a bistable 3327. The CTR5
signal performs the same task performed by the CTR2
signal discussed above. The bistable 3227 generates a
GATE 3 signal which initiates the final search. This last

printout includes all items that have not been previously

marked as printed out by a marker bit placed in the

second bit location within the 35th character slot, and
which contain any "1" in the 12th character slot This
tatter test prevents a printout from being made of totally

blank charge data. A flip-flop 3341 checks the 12th

character slot of each charge storage location for the

presence ofany "1** bits. Data from the charge informa-

tion storage area is fed through a gate 3248 during the

CP12 timing interval. The gate 3248 is periodically

enabled by PHASE B timing pulses. If any bits are

encountered, the flip-flop 3341 is cleared by the output
signal of the gate 3248. The flip-flop 3341 is initially set

by a CP35 timing pulse. The output signal from the

flip-flop 3341 enables a gate 3329 to generate an output
signal during the T2 part of character timing interval

CP35, thus partially enabling a gate 3330 at this time.

Data from the charge information storage area is passed
through a gate 3328 and into the remaining input of the
gate 3330. The gate 3328 is enabled by the GATE 3
signal generated by the bistable 3327, and also by
PHASE B timing pulses. Note that the CDATA
(charge data) signal fed into the gate 3328 is inverted, so
this gate is enabled by the absence of a "1" bit, rather

than by the presence of such a bit When such a bit is

found to be absent, the gate 3330 is enabled to set a
bistable 3331. This bistable enables a gate 3332 to gener-

ate a CWE1 signal The CWE1 signal sets the bistable

3413. If the storage location does not contain a marker
in the second bit position within the 35th character slot,

the bistable 3413 initiates a SCH1 procedure and causes

a list to be formed including charge information frontall

locations having the same patient number as the loca-

tion just found. If the location does contain a marker in

the second bit position within the 35th character slot,

the bistable 3413 is cleared by the gate 3414, and the

GATE 3 search procedure continues. After each print-

out of a group ofcharges, the GATE 3 search is recom-
menced in the same manner that the SCH2 and SCH3
searches are recommenced. The GATE 3 search is

ultimately tenninated in the same way that the SCH2
and SCH3 searches are terminated

The SCH4 signal generated by a bistable 3339 also

clears the three bistables 3207, 3202 and 3203 and termi-

nates the APC operation. These bistables are cleared by
an SCH4 ST signal which for the purposes of this appli-

cation can be considered identical to the SCH4 signal

generated by the bistable 3339. The bistable 3203 does
not clear directly by the SCH4 ST signal, but is cleared

indirectly by the bistable 3202. The SCH4 signal also

disables the flip-flop 3218 thus disabling the halt push
button 3210 and the resume push button 3223. The bista-

ble 3205 which generated the Z signal is cleared by the

bistable 3202.

The SCH4 and the SCH4 ST signal also initiate an
erasure of printout markers from the bed information

storage area. The SCH4 ST signal sets the bistable 3226
which enables the gate 3227 to allow the next BTO
timing signal to set a bistable 3228. It will be remem-
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bered that the BTO timing signal occurs when the be- flops, in turn, depends on exactly what phase of the all

ginning of the first track in the bed information storage patient charges search is in progress,

area is being scanned. The bistable 3228 then enables the If the RESTART push button 3224 is depressed after

gate 3229 to generate the WEBIP pulses during the TI the totals data has been printed out, it will allow a sec-

part ofeach C39 timing interval. This signal is fed to the 5 ond printout of the totals data. The flip-flop 3241 and

logic circuitry of FIG. 4 where it causes the markers 3247 are cleared before the start of the all patient

located in these areas to be erased. A gate 3225 is en* charges procedure by the APC signal generated by the

abled by the bistable 3228 to allow an ET1 timing pulse bistable 3203. After the totals data printout, these flip-

to clear the bistable 3226. An ET2 timing pulse, which flops will still be cleared and will generate inverted RA
is generated as the end of the last track in the bed infor- 10 and RB signals.

mation storage area that is scanned, clears the bistable The inverted RA and RB signals cause the gate 3250

3228 and terminates this erasure process. to 1*" *** RST signal and generate an RESTART
Elements 3230 to 3232 allow departmental tally which sets the bistable 3523. This initiates the

searches to be performed after the APC searches are generation of the ESA and the ESB signal, and also the

finished and before the charge information storage area 15 ESA* M«nals mentioned above, which reset various

is erased. The SCH4 signal generated by the bistable
sections of the system. Simultaneously, these same stg-

3335 enables a flip-flop 3230 to be toggled by the Z ***** enab^ *"* 32M to generate an RA1 signal,

signal generated by the bistable 3205 when the time and ™ 10 **? 3202 and
f**!^

date circuitry returns an EOS pulse to the system. The 3202, thus completely terminating the APC
flip-flop 3230 sets a bistable 3231, and is then cleared by 20 ***** P^ure. To reinitiate a m^tout of the totals

an MS pulse. The output signals from the flip-flop 3230, ^^^^^^ pr^edu^ * *"*

^l^^m 1^^^Sb
CI^s^aT ^T^7 Pf^utton 3224 pressed after

This signal fefed back to *e tally search control^ „
m^Jmdd}c Mf^S?

where ^enables tallies to be carried out in the nJmer 25 ^?Pf^^^l^5^^^— .h*»,« Tk- ;„ ju.ki^ri a„^~ *u. pulse m tne same manner as described above. This time,

by the bistable 3231 which is cleared by^ SCH4 ST ^ STL 2E£J!&
signal TTie gate 3232 can also be mfchted by the b*ta- „ m^ ^fl^jaSSaW
ble 3233 in case a repeat search of Oe charge mforma-

ge ^ ra rignal and an invertedRB signal. These sig-
uon storage area from the miscellaneous charges is ^^ cnabk^^^^ generated r*^
performed. The RA2 pulse sets bistables 3226 and 3233, and initiates
At any tune, a search may be halted by depreasmg a complete erasure of all printout markers both in the

halt push button 3210. Thesu^ generated by this push
35 ^ $Umglt^^ m the charge iirfonna-

button sets the ^bistaWe 3207, and also phases ^ stanĝ ^^ restanc buttOB 3223 is then de-
through the gate 3208 and 3209 and causes an HLTT pressed to resume the search. The bistable 3521 which is

signal to be generated. The flip-flop 3211 is set by this
»ct by the RSU1 signal generated by the gate 3301 when

.

procedure, and prevents the halt signal from being gen- the in patient search is commenced generates an extraA
crated the second time, if the halt button 3210 is de- 40 jjgnal which is combined with the RA output signal
pressed the second time. This HLTT signal toggles the fmm thc flip-flop 3241 by a gate 3522 and supplied to
flip-flop 3241 into the Q state. The system continues the ^0 gates 3251 and 3252 to insure that the APC
printout the current list of charges which is has found. procedure is not restarted ab initio even when the
When the RONC signal comes back into the gate 3212 HLTT signal has not toggled the flip-flop 3241.
to request a search for the next set of charges, the signal 45 If the RESTART push button 3224 is depressed dur-
is prevented from passing into the gate 3212 by the ing the halt after the in patient charges data has been
signal from the halt bistable 3207. The system then completely printed out, the same exact procedure is

comes to a complete stop. The system can be restarted initiated. The flip-flop 3241 is in the Q state generating
at the same place by pressing the RESUME push button theA signal, because the HLT1 signal generated by the
3223. This generates a substitute RQNC signal, which 50 gate 3303 to hah the operation caused an HLTT signal
begins the search at the same place where it left off. to be generated. Once again, all printout markers are
During any halt, whether in the middle of or at the erased. The system is then restarted by again depressing

end of a search, that search can be restarted by depress- the resume push button 3223.
ing a RESTART push button 2234. The signal from this Each time there is a halt in the procedure, an HLTT
push button passes through a gate 3220 and sets the 55 pulse is applied to the flip-flop 3241 and 3247. The gates
bistable 3221 and also toggles the flip-flop 322Z The 3244, 3245 and 3246 interconnect these two flip-flops so
bistable 3221 merely prevents a second pulse from the that they function as an up-down counter. The direction

switch 3224 from toggling the flip-flop 3222 before the in which the flip-flops count is determined by the set-

system resumes. The gate 3220 prevents a signal from ting of the flip-flop 3240. Usually, the flip-flop 3240 is

the push button 3224 from setting the bistable 3221 60 set, and it causes the flip-flop 3241 and 3247 to function

when the system is not halted. The flip-flop 3222 clears as an up counter. Thus, the second HLTT pulse re-

the flip-flop 3240 and causes the flip-flop 3240 to enable ceived either when the HLT button is depressed during
the gate 3249 to pass an MS pulse. This MS pulse be- the out patient searching interval or else when the

comes an RST signal which clears the flip-flop 3222, HLT2 signal is generated at the end of the out patient

sets the bistable 3237, and partially enables a whole 65 charge search interval, the flip-flop 3241 will generate

series ofgates 3250, 3252-3255, and 3243. The particular an inverted RA signal, and the flip-flop 3247 will gener-

gate which is totally enabled depends upon the state of ate a RB signal. If the restart push button 3224 is de-

two flip-flops 3241, and 3247. The state of these flip- pressed, these signals will cause the gate 3254 to gener-
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ate an RA3 signal. Simultaneously, the RSI signal gen- markers. These markers are erased right after the search

erated by the gate 3249 will pass back through the gate is completed so that the charge information storage area

3243 and add a count to the flip-flop 3241 and 3247. At is ready for tally searches which may be performed

this moment, however, the flip-flop 3240 is clear and next The SCH4' signal generated at the end of the last

thus the two flip-flops 3241 and 3247 are functioning as 5 search by the bistable 3335 enables the flip-flop 3230 to

a down counter. Thus, the one count that was added to be toggled by the Z signal generated by the bistable

these flip-flops by the HLTT signal is subtracted from 3205 at the completion of the sign-off time and date

their count, putting them back in the status which they printout The output signal from the flip-flop 3230 sets a

occupied before the HLTT signal was generated. The bistable 3233 and initiates a complete erasure of all

RA3 signal clears the bistable 3314, which may or may 10 printout markers from the charge information storage

not have been set up by the HLT2 signal depending area. The flip-flop 3230 is then reset by an MS pulse,

upon whether the out patient charge search was al- When this erasure process is completed, the bistable

lowed to come to its natural end, or was terminated 3233 is cleared by an ETC3 signal. The output signal

early by the HLTT push button 3210. This prevents the from the bistable 3233, from the flip-flop 3230 and from

system from advancing and performing the out patient 13 the flip-flop 3231 are then combined to enable the gate

charge search. 3232 and generate an INHCLO signal which is fed back

It is also necessary to erase all printout markers to the tally search control logic to allow tally searches

which have been applied to in patients so that this to be once again initiated. This is the only time during

search can be reinitiated from the start The RA3 signal the AFC search procedure when a tally search can be

sets the bistable 3418. This bistable enables the gate 3417 20 run. The INHCLO signal is terminated during the time

to generate a CWEX signal. The CWE2* signal causes a when the charge information storage area is erased by
printout marker to be erased by passing through the the bistable 3231 which is set by the SCH4 ST signal

gate 3312 and causing the WEM signal to be generated. discussed above.

It will be remembered that the CWE2 signal is gener- The bistables 3304, 3314, 3323, 3335 are intercon-

ated whenever a location within the charge information 25 nected in such a manner that when one is cleared, it

storage area is encountered and contains an out patient, clears all the others located below it In this manner,

or a out house patient nursing station number, which- when an earlier search is initiated, it terminates all later

ever number is being used in the current search. In this searches.

manner, each time a location containing an out patient It was mentioned above that an RSR signal is used to

number is found, a WEM signal causes the printout 30 terminate the SCH2 signal and SCH3 signal when an

marker contained in that location to be erased. Thus, SCH1 signal is generated. An RSI signal generated by a

the search for out patients can be resumed ab initio gate 3131 at the end of the last track of the charge infor-

when the resume push button 3201 is depressed. mation storage area is also used to reset the bistables.

The restart procedure during the out house patient These signals are combined to form an RSI or RSR
charges search is initiated almost exactly in the manner 35 signal which is fed to bistables 3310 and 3320 and to

described above. The flip-flops 3241 and 3247 will gen- terminate the SCH2 and the SCH3 signals, respectively,

erate RA and RB signals at this time, because they will This same signal is also fed to the bistable 3327 and is

have stored a total ofthreeHLTT pulses. Thus, an RA4 used to terminate the GATE 3 signal,

signal is generated rather than the RA3 signal This After the miscellaneous charge search is completed,

signal passes through a gate 3230 and causes an RA41 40 the bistable 3335 causes a CLEAR READY light 3343

signal to be generated. The RA41 signal is used to reset to be illuminated. This light tells the supervisory em-

the bistable 3323, and also to set the bistable 3418 to ployee that the printout of the charges is completed,

erase the out house patient printout markers. and that the charge information storage area of the

The present embodiment does not include a restart magnetic drum may now be cleared of data,

procedure for reinitiating the final miscellaneous 43 When the supervisory employee is ready to erase all

charges search. Such a procedure would be very difft- the charge data from the charge information storage

cult, because there is no simple way that the printout area, he closes a clear switch 3342 by inserting a special

markers could be erased without erasing all printout key into the system panel and turning the key. This key

markers from the entire storage area. The GATE 3 prevents the charge information from being erased by

signal, generated during this final search, sets the btsta- 90 anyone except the person authorized to do so. The
ble 3401 which generates an INHRES (inhibit restart) output signal generated by closing the switch 3342, the

signal. This signal inhibits the flip-flop 3222 from being output signal from the bistable 3335, and the Z signal

toggled in response to depression of RESTART push from the bistable 3205 enables the gate 3336 to set a

button. At the end of this last search, a final HLTT bistable 3337. The bistable 3337 enables the gate 3338 to

pulse advances the count in the flip-flop 3241 and 3247 S3 pass the next MS pulse to a bistable 3339, causing the

back to 0, and these flip-flops once again generate in- bistable 3339 to generate a SCH4 signal. This SCH4
verted RA and inverted RB signals. The HLT4 signal, signal is fed through the gate 3312 to initiate the WEM
generated by the gate 3334 at the end of this last search, signal, which turns on the write amplifier in the charge

sets a bistable 3239 which prevents the RST pulses from information storage area. The output signal from the

passing through the gate 3245 and advancing the count 60 gate 3338 which is called the CTR4 signal, also causes

within the flip-flop 3241 and 3247 after the procedure is the gate 3315 to reset the track counter to the first track,

completed. If the RESTART push button 2234 is de- This same signal sets the bistable 3390 which enables the

pressed at this time, it will once again cause the gates gate 3391 to pass a DATAAUX signal, carrying the

3250 and 3252 to be enabled, and will cause the entire data from the auxiliary storage track of the charge

APC search procedure to be started once again from 65 information storage area through the gate 3306 and onto

the beginning. the first track in the main charge information storage

At the end of the final APC search, the charge infor- area in the form of a CWE5 signal. The bistable 3390 is

mation storage area will be entirely filled with printout cleared by the ETC2 signal which comes at the end of
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the first track, so this data is only wirtten onto the first ter timing intervals, the gate 2723 is inhibited from gen-
track of the charge information storage area. The SCH4 erating the SCW3 signal which causes data to be writ-
signal is terminated when the bistable 3339 is cleared by ten into the core, and the gate 2723 is allowed to pass six

an ETC3 signal. This signal is generated when the re- PHASE B timing pulses into the ADV 1+2 signal thus
cording head is over the last section of the last track of 5 advancing the core address counter past the location
the charge information storage area. Thus, the SCH4 which is not to be erased. Eight PHASE B riming pulses
signal erases the entire drum, and leaves the auxilliary are applied to the gate 2723, but the gate is disabled
charge date in the first track of the main drum. during the TO and T6 timing intervals by a gate 2725.

While the all patient charge search procedure is car- During all other character counts between C01 and
ried out, incoming charges are stored in the auxiliary 10 C35, a 0 is loaded into core during the TO bit timing
track in the manner described above It is necessary to interval by the gate 2722, and the core address register
prevent the SCH4 signal from occurring at the time b advanced during the T6 timing interval by the gate
when charge data is being read into tfus auxiliary track. 2721. The gate 2720 is finally enabled during the T5 part
TTus isdown by an XI signjU which disable gate of the^ mtcrvaJ^ to generate^ EAPC signal^™C **?gnal » g5

ncra*d by5ftc

^i
3
^
own 15 which clears the flip-flop 2712 and terminates the tra-

in FIG. 25. When no information is being read into the 8urc procedure,
auxilliary track, the gate 2510 disables the gate 2513 and
causes the two flip-flops 2514 and 2515 to toggle into ARITHMETIC UNIT

output signal from the gSTlSlO enables The gate 2513 ^J^^^^0^ £ mthmtU
?

to generaVthc XI signal The XI signal is only main- ^Sn^l^ <=^«ory. It

tamed for two drum revolutions, however, because the
m mU<* ^ T"" "

flip-flops2514and2515arethentoggledmtotheQstate Tl of a conventional general piirpose computer al-

by ETC1 pulses. It never takes more than two revolu- 25
*OU& 9PccuU fcatures wmch wdI * dc"

tiona to store data into the auxilliary track, so this is „™r ™°™'
.

.

sufficient time to allow the charge storing process to ,
Basically, anthmetic umt comprises an accumula-

come to completion. During this period, the gate 3338 is
**

.

wmch <x*"P™ the lower half of FIG. 20; an mput

disabled by the XI signal.
register, which occupies the upper portion of FIG. 20;

After the printout of the total figures of the day, it 30
a mu?tiplier rc*istcr'

sbown m ™G core address

was noted above that the gate 3301 generated an RSU1 circuitry, shown m the right hand portion of FIG. 21;

signal. This signal toggles a flip-flop 2710 shown in
GOTt mput 8**°* circuitry, shown at the right hand

FIG. 27 and causes it to toggle the flip-flop 2712. The portion of FIG. 23; and control logic, shown mainly in

flip-flop 2712 then initiates the process of erasing the FIGS. 19 and 22. Data from the core can be gated into

totals data for the previous day. The output signal from 33 00111 mPut agister and the multiplier register, and

the flip-flop 2712 first enables the gate 2828 to generate also into the accumulator. When data is gated into the

a signal which passes through a gate 2826 and sets the mPnt agister, it may be inverted (placed in Ts comple-

core address register to location octal 000. Shortly ment form) for subtraction. Data can be gated back into

thereafter the output signal from the flip-flop 2712 ena- COTt hom other the accumulator or the multiplier regis-

bles the gate 2714 to generate a signal which sets the 40 tcr Arithmetic is carried out by placing one number in

bistable 2716 and which sets the core address register to tnc accumulator, and the other number in the input

octal location 114. This happens during the C01 timing register, and then carrying out the arithmetic operation,

interval. The output signal from the bistable 2716 par- leaving the result in the accumulator. Multiplication is

tially enables the four gates 2720-2723. These gates carried out by placing one number in the input register

control the totals erasure process so that only the total 45 and the other number in the multiplier register. Multi-

data is erased and so that the symbols and teleprinter plication by successive addition is then carried out, and
control characters stored adjacent the totals data are the result remains in the accumulator,

not erased. The gates 2721 and 2723 generate and ADV The arithmetic unit is used basically for two purposes

1+2 signal which advances the core address register. m the present system. First of all, it is used to maintain

The gate 2722 generates an SCW3 signal that causes 50 a running total within the core memory of the total

data to be read into the core memory from the core charges, total credits, and total payments on account
input data assembly register. The output signal from the handled by the system each day. Secondly, it is used to

bistable 2716 is called the RSTDRG signal, and is used multiply the price accompanying a charge or credit

to clear the core data input register so that the tele- item by the number of items which were included in the

printer character O can be loaded into all of the loca- 55 order.

tions which are erased. This signal is fed to the gates in Whenever a set of system input data includes an RC
FIG. 23 which generate the RDREG (reset data regis- control character, the arithmetic unit is called into play
ter) signal and the SD5 + SD6 signal which places "l"s right after the information is stored in the core memory,
in bit locations 5 and 6 so that the data is recognized by Various input signals, including an RC signal, enable a
the teleprinter as a number. 60 gate 2222 (shown in FIG. 22) to set a bistable 2223. The
The data which is to be erased comprises four 8 char- bistable 2223 partially enables a gate 2224. The remain-

acter numbers stored in the core locations starting at ing inputs to the gate 2224 are timing signals to insure
octal addresses 114, 132, 150 and 166. Each of these that the gate 2224 is enabled at the start of a COO bed
locations is eight addresses in length, and there are six information storage area character timing signal. When
addresses between each of these locations which are not 65 the next COO signal arises, the gate 2224 sets the bistable

to be erased. The time when the erasure takes place 2201 and causes the generation of a PHASE II signal,

determined by a gate 2724 which is enabled by timing This PHASE II signal is the master control signal for
signals C09, C18, and C27. During each of these cbarac- the arithmetic unit.
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Before any arithmetic operations are carried out, the are enabled, so that data in the input register can recir-

accumulator and the input register must be cleared. The culate. Two more shift pulses are supplied to the input

accumulator is entirely cleared by a gate 2060, shown at shift registers during character timing intervals C06 and
the bottom of FIG. 20, which disables the four input CO? by the B and F sections of the gate 1908. During
gates 2054 through 2057 to four 8 bit accumulator shift 5 character timing intervals G06 and C07, the YL signal

registers 2004 through 2007. Simultaneously, the four from the gate 15*06 is maintained by C06 and C07 char-

shift registers are supplied with 8 shift pulses. The eight acter timing signals so that the gate 2211 will read the

shift pulses are generated by a gate 1955. TheC input to multiplier out of the core memory. The YL signal also

the gate 1955 allows eight PHASE B timing pulses to allows two more shift pulses to reach the shift registers

pass to the output of the gate 1955 during the character 10 2000 to 2003, thus bringing the total number of pulses to

timing pulse C02. These PHASE B timing pulses pass eight, and thus shifting the least significant digit in the

through a gate 1950, which is enabled by the PHASE II cost figure to the output of the shift registers 2000 to

signal. The input register is cleared in a similar manner 2003.

by circuitry shown at the top of FIGS. 19 and 20. The If an FC control character accompanies the input

gate 1907 disables the input gates 2050 through 2053 to 15 data, this indicates a quantity order in which the unit

four 8 bit input shift registers 2000 through 2003. Six price must be multiplied by a quantity number which is

shift pulses are supplied to these registers by a gate also part of the input data. This quantity number is

1906. The same PHASE B pulses from the gate 1950 are stored in a special section of the core memory, and must
applied to one input of the A section of the gate 1908, be retrieved and used to multiply the price which is

and the output signal from the gate 1907 is applied to 20 now stored in the input register. A gate 2184 is enabled
the other input The gate 1907 is disabled during the T6 by a G06 character pulse to advance the core memory
and T7 parts of the O02 character signal, so that data address counter to location 402, where the least aignifi-

may be read into the shift registers 2000 through 2003 cant bit of this multiplier is stored. The multiplier is then

during the latter portions of the character timing signal gated into the multiplier register shown in FIG. 24 by
C02. Two bits of stray data remain in each shift register 25 the gates 2401 and 2403. Gate 2401 generates a clear

2000-2003 but these bits are lost when the input data is pulse during a Tl bit timing interval to clear the eight

shifted in. flip-flops 2412 through 2419, and the two bistables 2422
After the input register and the accumulator have and 2423. The gate 2402 then loads the core memory

been cleared, multiplication is performed. First, the per data (multiplier units digit) into the four flip-flops 2412
unit price accompanying the input data is loaded into 30 through 2415 during the T6 portion of character count
the input register. A gate 1901 sets a bistable 1903 at the C06. Next the gate 2403 loads the core memory data

beginning of the C02 character timing signal The bista- (multiplier tens digit) into the four flip-flops 2416
ble 1903 generates an LDY (load Y) signal which passes through 2419 during the T6 portion of the character

through a gate 1906 and enables the D section of the count C07. Simultaneously, the gates 2402 and 2403
gate 1908, allowing T6 bit timing signals to be applied to 35 gate the parity bits which accompany this data through
the input register as shift pulses. The T6 pulses pass the two gates 2420 and 2421 and into the two bistables

through a gate 1951, which is enabled by the PHASE II 2422 and 2423. In this manner, the multiplier is loaded

signal. The LDY signal disables four gates 2030 through into the multiplier register. This number is in Ts com-
2033 so that data cannot recirculate from the output of plements form within the flip-flops 2412 through 2419
the shift registers 2000 through 2003 to the inputs of the 40 and therefore appears at the Q outputs of these flip-

shift registers. Data is clocked out of the core memory flops, rather than at the Q outputs,

by T2 bit timing signals which pass through a gate 2207 The input charge information is transferred into the

(shown at the bottom right hand corner of FIG. 22) to core memory on a separate input card from the quantity

form an SR Rl (read and restore) signal. The gate 2207 number. In order to prepare the data within the core
is enabled by the LDY signal generated by the bistable 45 memory for transmittal to the charge information stor-

1903. This signal passes through a gate 1906 and enables age area of the magnetic drum, it is necessary to place

a gate 2210, which in turn generates a signal that passes this quantity within the center of the location where the

through a gate 2211 and enables the gate 2207. Thus, other charge information is stored. This is done by
during each T2 bit timing period, the core memory gating the two numbers appearing at the Q outputs of
reads out an eight bit character and transmits the first 50 the two groups of flip-flops 2412 through 2415 and 2416
four bits to the shift registers 2000 to 2003 in the form of through 2419 back into the proper place within the core
signals CMD1 through CMD4. The gate 1908 generates memory. This is done by the circuitry shown in the

a shift register pulse and gates these four bits into the right-hand portion of FIG. 23. A C10 character pulse

first locations within the shift registers 2000 to 2003. and the FC (multiplier) signal first enable the gate 2339

The core memory output signal flows through the A 55 which gates the output signals from the flip-flops 2412

sections of three gates 2020 to 2023, through the gates through 2415 out through the gates 2351 through 2355
2040 to 2043, through the shift register input gates 2050 and the gates 2331 through 2335, and into the data input

to 2053, and into the four shift registers. The A sections register of the core memory in the form of the signals

of the gates 2020 to 2023 are enabled by the LDY signal SD1 through SD8. Simultaneously, the gates 2335 and
generated by the bistable 1903. The bistable 1903 con- 60 2355 gate the parity bit out of the bistable 2423 and
tinues to generate the LDY signal until it is reset by a causes it to become the ST8 signal.

M
l"s are added to a

C06 timing signal. Thus, the LDY signal is allowed to fifth and sixth bit locations in the core memory input

exist for the duration of four character counts, long register by a gate 2385. The gates 2385 and 2339 are

enough for four BCD numbers to be transferred out of enabled by an ST STR signal generated by a gate 2205,

core and into the shift registers 2000 through 2003. The 65 located at the right-hand edge of FIG. 22. The gate

LDY signal is terminated at the end of the character 2205 is enabled during the Tl bit timing intervals by a

count C05, and the A sections of the gates 2020 to 2023 STZ signal which comes from a bistable 2203 through a

arc disabled at this same time, The gates 2030 to 2033 gate 2204. The bistable 2203 is set by a gate 2202 during
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the COS timing interval. The gate 2202 is disabled by a signal, the PHASE II signal and an inverted MULT
WCL signal during the input of data from the cashier's COMP (multiplication complete) signal. This latter

terminal, since no multiplication is ever carried out signal is formed by combining the 10° COMPLETE
upon such data. signal with the 101 COMPLETE signal in a gate 2430,

In a similar manner, the number stored in the flip- 5 and indicates that all of the flip-flops 2412 through 2419
flops 2416 through 2419 and the parity bit in the bistable have "Ps appearing at their Q outputs. Generally, as-

2422 are also gated back into the core memory through Burning that a number has been gated into the flip-flops

the gates 2341 through 2345, by a gate 2338 that is en- 2412 through 2419, this win not be the case initially,

abled during the Cll timing interval. Once data is Thus, the MULT signal is usually generated at the start

placed in the core memory data register, it is gated into 10 ofa C12 timing signal This signal enables the E section
storage by an SC Wl (core memory clear and write) of the input registers shift pulse gate 1908, and also the
signal generated by a gate 2206 during the T2 timing A section of the accumulator shift pulse gate 1955.
interval. The gate 2206 is enabled by the STZ signal ^ m^ connected to the PHASE B
generated by the bfctable 2203 The core

:
input data m̂iDg signals generated by the gate 1950, and

register is periodically cleared by an RDREO signal 15 PHASE B pulses to shift data out of the shift
generated by a gate 2306 during a portion of the Tl registers 2000 through 2007. So long as the MULT
timing interval. TT^ particular portion of the tuning ^ ^ continuously flows out of
interval dunng which signal ^generated * deter- ^ fouf^ 2000 to 2003 and out of the four

fll^°P wmch 8Pcclal ^ shift registers**! to 2007. The data flowing out of the

« o *?iu . * u ^ 20
shift registers 2000 to 2003 recirculates through the

then^^ i^E^^^X^Z
is read from core into the multiplier register in this case, ^ZTZ^-1?^^^°"
because the three gates 2401 througb2403 are disabled f^^? fl0WS mt° *1™^J*!£"?

2010

by the absence of an FC sigJiT-r quantity number is 25 S^S* J?« ""^^J* *
placed in the quantity slotTthe data which is to be fed ™£^^iT^^^J^^JT.S^
to the charge ^formation storage area by the gate 2340.

at ^output offuUaddm 2010 and 2101 to2103. This

This is done automatically during the C10 interval
sum signal is fed back through the gates 2034 t° 2037

whenever the FC signal is absent except during the
mto a^ Â^Jc*?cr8 3004

processing of data from the cashier, as indicated by a 30
Each time PHASE B pulses are generated by the

control W character and a WCL signal The gate 2340 «ates 1908 1955
» contained withm the input

is disabled whenever a WCL signal is present The register is added to the data contained within the accu-

quantity multiplier number is used during tally searches mulator, of this addition is stored in the

as an indication of how many items were involved in •ocwnttotor.

each transaction. No items are ever involved in transac- 35 numocr °* additions which occur is determined

tions carried out at the cashier's office, so a multiplier by multiphcation logic circuitry shown in FIO. 24.

number is not needed. MULT enables a gate 2426 to pass T4 tuning

During the period when the multiplier register is "P"2* to the two flip-flop counters 2412-2415 and

loaded with data, it is necessary to maintain the signal at
2416-2419. The flip-flop 2416 is mitially disabled by a

the output of the gate 1906 so that the SR Rl signal 40 siSnal generated by a gate 2429 in response to the ab-

generated by the gate 2207 to read data out of the core 8eoce of loP COMP signal being generated by the

memory is maintained. This is done by the C06 and C07 8*** The input to the flip-flop 2412 is enabled by

timing pulses mentioned above. the absence of this same signal Thus mitially the T4
The four flip-flops 2412 through 2415 and the four counting pulses generated by the gate 2426 are applied

flip-flops 2416 through 2419 are interconnected among 45 only to the input ofthe flip-flop counter 2412-2415. The
themselves to form two counter circuits. It was noted counter 2412-2415 advances one count for each eight

above that the BCD numbers stored within these two PHASE B pulses applied to the input register and accu-

sets of flip-flops are in complement form. In accordance mulator, or once for each time the number in the input

with the theory of binary arithmetic, the number of register is added into the accumulator. In this manner,

counts which it will take to advance each of these sets 50 the number stored in the input register is added into the

of flip-flops until *T*s appear at all the flip-flop Q out- accumulator a number of times equal to the units multi-

put terminals is equal to the numbers stored within each plier digit When this process is completed, Ts appear

set of flip-flops. This, if the number 2 is stored in the set at the Q outputs of all the flip-flops 2412 through 2415,

of flip-flops 2412 through 2415, it will take exactly two and the 10°COMPLETE signal is generated by the gate

counts applied at the input ofa flip-flop 2412 to produce 55 2427. This signal disables the flip-flop 2412, thereby

all " l"s at the Q outputs. In the discussion to follow, the terminating the unit's digit counting procedure, and

two sets of flip-flops will frequently be referred to as enables a gate 2429 so that the flip-flop counter circuit

flip-flop counters. 2416-2419 can count This signal also toggles a flip-flop

When *T's are present at the Q outputs of the four 2431 into the Q state, enabling a gate 2433 to pass a T7
flip-flops 2412 through 2415, a gate 2427 generates a 60 timing pulse and thus generate a SHIFT LEFT pulse.

10° COMP (units digit multiplication complete) signal. This SHIFT LEFT pulse is applied to the E input of

Similarly, when T's appear at theQ outputs of the four gate 1908, disabling the E input for the duration of one
flip-flops 2416 through 2419, a gate 2428 generates a PHASE B counting pulse. Only seven shift pulses are

10' COMPLETE (tens digit multiplication complete) applied to the four shift registers 2000 through 2003,

signal. 65 and the data within the accumulator is effectively multi-

Multiplication is initiated by a MULT signal gener- plied by ten (this amounts to inserting a zero at the

ated by a bistable 2425. The bistable 2425 is set up by output end of the shift registers 2000 through 2003, in

gate 2424 in response to the FC signal, the C12 timing front of the price number). In this manner, the arithme-
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tic unit is prepared for the 10s digit part of the multipli-

cation procedure.

The number in the input register, multiplied by 10 in

the above manner, is now added to the number in the

accumulator a number of times equal to the 10s digit of 5

the multiplier. This process is carried out in exactly the

manner described above, with the T4 pulse advancing
the flip-flop counter 2416-3419 each time the number in

the input register is added to the contents of the accu-

mulator. When the process is complete, "l"s appear at 10

the Q outputs of the four flip-flops 2416 through 2419

and cause the gate 2428 to generate a 101 COMPLETE
signal. This signal, and the 10° COMPLETE signal,

enable the gate 2430 to generate the MULT. COMP
(multiplication complete) signal. This signal enables the 15

gate 2433 to clear the bistable 2425 at the start of the TO
bit during the next character count, thus terminating the

MULT signal. The MULT signal then no longer ena-

bles the gates 1908 and 1955, and the multiplication

procedure stops. The resultant product is stored in the 20

accumulator, in the shift registers 2004 through 2007.

Ifthe unit's digit in the multiplication was 0, the usual

SHIFT LEFT signal is not generated. It is necessary,

therefore, to generate a substitute for the SHIFT LEFT
pulse before multiplication is attempted. This is done by 25

inhibiting the F section of the gate 1908 during the

character count timing interval C07 so that the date in

the input shift register is left one bit position away from

the register output. If the unit's digit of the multiplier is

zero, a 10* COMP signal is present during COT The 10* 30

COMP signal is therefore used to inhibit the F section

of the gate 1908.

At most, the multiplication process takes no more
than twenty character counts. By the time of the C30
character timing interval the multiplication process is 35

completed. If a multiplication was performed, the result

of that multiplication is stored within the accumulator.

If not, the accumulator is empty. In this latter case it is

now necessary to once again retrieve the price data

from core, this time storing it in the accumulator. This 40

is done by a bistable 1954 during the character counts

C30 through C37. A gate 1952 causes the bistable 1954

to generate an LDX signal during the C30 character

timing interval whenever an FC (multiply) signal is not

present. It will be remembered that the FC signal is only 45

present when multiplication is to be performed. This

LDX signal loads the accumulator with data in much
the same manner as the LDY signal generated by the

bistable 1903 loaded the input register with data. Data
flows from the core memory, through the gates 2024 to 50

2027, 2044 to 2047, and 2054 to 2057 and into the four

shift registers 2004 to 2007. The gates 2024 to 2027 are

partially enabled by the LDX signal generated by the

bistable 1954, and are partially enabled by a signal gen-

erated by a gate 2071. Timing signals C36 and C37 are 55

combined by a gate 2070 and cause the gate 2071 to

disable the gates 2024 through 2027 during time inter-

vals C36 and C37, so that only six characters are actu-

ally read out of the core and into the shift registers 2004

through 2007. Shift pulses are still supplied to the four 60

shift registers, however, so the data which does reach

the shift registers is shifted to the output end of the shift

registers in proper position for further manipulation.

When data from the cashier's input is being processed, a

WCL signal prevents this erasure of the last two pieces 65

of information, so that eight digits of price data may be

read in from the cashier. Similarly, when the days totals

are calculated in a manner to be described below, an AP

signal disables the gate 2071 and allows eight digits of

data to flow into the shift registers 2004 through 2007.

The LDX signal enables the D section of the gate 1955

and allows eight T6 timing pulses to clock the data into

the accumulator.

As noted above, it is not necessary to load the accu-

mulator during the character counts C30 through C37
after a multiplication has been carried out. However,
the results of the multiplication must be transferred

back into the core memory in the location where the per

unit was originally stored, so that the extended price

can accompany the input data into the charge informa-

tion storage area. This readout ofdata from the accumu-
lator is initiated by an STXl (store X) signal generated

by a bistable 2219 located just below the center of FIG.
22. An input gate 2218 sets the bistable 2219 at the be-

ginning of the C30 character timing interval. The FC
(multiplication control character) signal must be pres-

ent, or the gate 2218 remains disabled and the bistable

2219 is not set up. The gate 2218 is also disabled by a
SUB EN (subtraction enable) signal generated by a

bistable 2213 when subtraction is to be performed rather

than addition. The STXl signal passes through a gate

2220 and becomes the STX signal. The STX signal

enables a gate 2337 which in turn enables gates 2361 to

2365 and allows them to transfer data from the accumu-
lator into the core memory input data register. This data

is gated into the core input data register by the ST STR
pulse signal generated by the gate 2205. The gate 2205
is enabled by the STXl signal, which normally passes

through a gate 2221 and gates 2204 to the gate 2205.

The information is then transferred into core by an
SCW1 pulse generated by the gate 2206. This gate is

also enabled by the STXl signal. At the start of the next

Tl timing interval, the core input data register is cleared

by an RD REG signal generated by the gate 2304 and
passed through the gate 2306.

Six characters are read into the core memory, includ-

ing a two character cents number and a four character

dollars number. The gate 2221 is then disabled by C36
and C37 timing signal to prevent seventh and eighth bits

of data from being placed into the storage area and
erasing the multiplier number. The STXl signal is main-
tained during the C36 and C37 time intervals so that the

accumulator data is shifted back to its original position.

During the STXl data readout, data is gated through
the accumulator by T6 timing pulses which pass

through the B section of the gate 1955. This B section is

enabled by the STXl signal. In the timing interval C30
to C38, eight T6 pulses pass from the gate 1955 and
route the data out of the shift registers 2004 through

2007, through the arithmetic logic, and back into the

shift registers 2004 through 2007. No addition is per-

formed during this operation, because an ADDEN
(addition enable) signal is not present, and therfore the

input gates 2080 through 2083 to the full adders 2010

through 2013 are disabled and prevent the data in the

input register from being presented to the full adders.

This ADD EN signal is generated by a gate 2499 lo-

cated in the lower left hand portion of FIG. 24. The
gate 2499 receives as input signals a multiplier signal

generated by the bistable 2425, and a C46 character

timing pulse. Thus, the input gates to the adder are only
enabled during the multiplication process, and during
timing interval C46 when addition and subtraction are

performed.

The arithmetic unit now withdraws the current total

day's charges number from the core memory, updates
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this number by adding into it the extended price located During most data readouts, the core address register is

in the accumulator, and returns the charge number to then advanced by a DPI signal generated by a gate 2208
core. The charge number is read out of the core storage during PHASE B of the timing interval T7. This gate,

during character counts C38 through C45. Character and the other four adjacent gates 2205 through 2207, are

count C38 enables the gate 1902 to set a bistable 1903 5 enabled by a DCREN (decrement enable) signal which
and once again causes a generation of the LDY (load will be explained below. The DPI signal is not gener-
input register) signal. This signal causes the first four ated during the eighth character count of the STX2
bits in the eight characters which comprise the charge procedure. It is suppressed by a gate 2209 which re-

number to be read out of the core memory and into the ceives a 2ND 1/2 input signal and a COO timing signal,

input register. This process is carried out in a manner 10 thus leaving the address register set to the location of
identical to the manner in which the input register was the most significant character of the data just stored

loaded during the timing interval C02 to COS. when the arithmetic process is completed.
The addition of the two numbers is carried out during A typical section of the address setting register com-

the character timing interval CM. The C46 timing sig- prises the three gates 2150, 2151 and 2152. These three
nal enables the C section of the gate 1908 and the E 15 gates cause the core address register to be set to the
section of the gate 1955 to pass eight PHASE a shift location of the least significant bit in the days credit

pulses to both the input register and the accumulator. total, which is stored in octal location 141 within the
The input gates to the full adder circuits 2010 to 2013 core memory. The output signal is generated during the
are enabled during this timing interval by theADD EN character count C38 whenever a T control character
signal generated by the gate 2499. Thus, during this 20 indicates a credit item. The TC (T control) signal and a
character timing interval, the characters within the C38 timing signal enable the gate 2150. The output
register and the accumulator are clocked out one at a signal from this gate flows through the gate 2151 and
time, added together, and the sum is stored in the accu- enables the gate 2152. The gate 2153 then generates a
mutator. TO PHASE B timing pulse which passes through the
The charge number is fed back into the core memory 25 gate 2152 and becomes the 141 pulse. In this manner, the

during the C01 through C08 timing intervals which next core address register is set to octal location 141 at the
occur. A gate 2214 sets the bistable 2215 and causes the very start of the 38th character count, just before core
generation of a 2ND 1/2 signal during C47. This signal data is read into the input register in the manner de-
enables the gate 2216 to allow a C01 time signal to set a scribed above. The DPI signal generated by the gate
bistable 2217 at the beginning of the next C01 timing 30 2208 then advances the core address register by one
signal. The bistable 2217 generates a STX2 (store data count after each data item is read into the input data
X) signal which initiates a storage of accumulator data register. The signal generated by the gates 2152 and by
in the core memory. The 2ND 1/2 signal also enables the gate 2208 thus cause the core address register to
the gate 2298 to allow a CQ2 timing pulse to reset the always be set at the proper location at the proper time,
bistable 2201 at the beginning oftheT2 character count, 35 The other gating circuits shown in FIG. 21 perform
thus terminating the PHASE II signal at the start of the similar tasks at other times and in response to other
second character count and preventing more data from control signals. For example, when the TC signal is not
being fed into the arithmetic unit present, indicating that there is no T control character
The STX2 signal causes accumulator data to be in the input data, the gate 2160 generates a signal during

shifted into core in the same manner that the STX1 40 the 38tb character count This signal passes through the
signal caused accumulator data to be shifted into core. gate 2161 and enables the gate 2162 to generate an octal
The STX2 signal is supplied directly to the gate 2204, 123 core address location signal. This signal sets the
and does not pass through a gate analagous to the gate core address counter to the octal location 123, where
2221, so all eight characters in the accumulator are the least significant digit in the charge total number is

stored during this procedure. A C09 character timing 45 stored. Thus, the charge number is read into the input
signal resets the bistable 2217. The 2ND 1/2 signal is register during character counts C38 through C45,
terminated at the beginning of the 38th character count rather than the credit total number, when the T control
by a C38 character timing signal. character is not present.

The above description was concerned with the way When data is transferred between the core memory
the arithmetic unit handles a typical charge data set 50 and the arithmetic unit, it is always transmitted in in-

accompanied by an R (charge) control character, and verse order. The least significant digit is transmitted
possible accompanied by an F (multiply) control char- first, then the next more significant digit and then the
acter. If the input data set was accompanied by a T next more significant, and so on. Ordinarily, data is

(credit) control character, the procedure is exactly the transmitted to and from the core in the opposite order
same except that instead of the extended price being 55 from this. It is therefore necessary to reverse the direc-
added to the total of the days charges, the extended tion in which the core location counter counts when-
price is added to the total of the days credits. A T con- ever arithmetic data is being transferred between the
trol character indicates a credit item, rather than a debit core and the arithmetic unit This is done by a bistable

time. The only difference in the way the system handles 2303 which generates a DCREN signal. The bistable

an item including aT control character is in the address 60 2303 is enabled by a gate 2301 in response to any one of
to which the core address register is set before data is the address register setting signals 123, 141, . . . , and 235
read into or out of the core memory. being present Each time the address register is set to an
Address register setting circuitry is shown at the address by the address setting circuitry in FIG. 21, the

right hand portion of FIG. 21. This circuitry comprises DCREN signal is generated. In addition to causing the
a simple array of gates which generate address register 65 core address counter to count backwards, the DCREN
signals 123, 141, ... , and 402 at appropriate times, so signal also enables the gates 2205 through 2208 and
that the address in the core address register is set to the allows these control signals to flow to the core memory,
location of the first item which is to be printed out. This signal also enables the gate 2304 to generate the
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pulses which reset the core input data register at the generated by the tally search control logic. The IT3 (bit
very beginning of each Tl bit timing interval The 3 delay line input timing) signal is generally not used in
DCREN signal is terminated at the start of character the parts of the system disclosed in this application, and
counts C12 and character count C46, and also at the is explained in more detail in the concurrently filed
start ofcharacter count C09 when the 2ND 1/2 signal 5 application.
is present This latter termination is initiated by a gate When the bistable 2252 is set, it generates a SET APC
2307. The DCREN signal is only present when data is CYCLE signal winch sets a bistable 2253 and causes an
being transferred between the arithmetic unit and the AP signal to be generated. The SET APC CYCLE
core memory. signal also sets the bistable 2223, and initiates the gener-
Data received from the cashier's input terminal is 10^ of Ae PHASE II signal in the maimer described

handled somewhat differently than the usual charge above. The bistable 2213 is also set, generating a
data items. Such data is accompanied by a W control SUBEN (subtraction enable) signal which adapu the
character, and sometimes by an X control character. arithmetic unit to perform suZction in the mannerThe W control character m&cates payment on account described above. arithmetic unit then performs
data from the cashier-, office. The X control character IS 8ubtractkm mtbtuaual maaaa under^ MntrTofto
incbcates a correct™, or credit, to payments on ac- AP signal. This signal causes the charge total mraber tocount These two control characters cause the system to ^ & accumula^ Tur^ cha^tLSgenerate an XCL and a WCL signal, as explained in the «„i0^ r**n »i „u r-w " * ^

uming

^currently filed application. Ifno XCL signal is ores- ^^^T^' ""^^ ^^
ent, the input data U handled in much the sa^TniaWr 20 ?™^rin^^ * P

\

Cg^
as charge information. No multiplication is carried out *1 ^ through C45.

and theWCL signal disables the gate 2202 and prevents
Subtraction is then performed, and the result of the

the generation of an STZ signal, so the multiplier is not
*°tortt* »* «»

stored. The WCL signal causes the core address loca-
that ^L^f8

.

dunn8 character

tion circuitry shown in the right hand portion of FIG. 25 °" through C08 The AP signal is applied to

21 to load the payment on account totals number into
*** COre !^88

%
scttm8 k>»c 8hown * the right hand

the accumulator during character counts C31 through
portion ofFIG. 21 to cause the above data to be manio-

cs, and to load the amount supplied by the cashier into
m the maimer specified. When this task is fin-

the input register during character count C38 through
Ished» thc address register is left containing the address

C45. Addition is then performed in the usual manner, 30
of thc most «8<uficant digit in the net total number,

and the updated payment on account totals number is
The input data, as received from the input units and as

transferred back into core during character counts C01 stored in core, includes a decimal point which separates

through COP. The WCL signal disables the gate 2071, the dollar portions of the price from the cents portion,

and allows the last two bits of the payment totals num- 11 is necessary to prevent this decimal point from being

her to enter the accumulator. 35 rea
t̂

mto the arithmetic unit, so that the decimal point is

If the input data included the XCL control character, not
,

interpreted as a number and added to the other data,

the operation proceeds in almost the same manner, ex- ™* * done by a £*te 2154 shown in the lower right

cept that a subtraction is carried out rather than an portion of FIG. 21 which generates a DP2 signal,

addition. Thus, the amount fed in by the cashier is sub- Th* Dp2 signal causes the core addresses register to

tracted from the day's total payments received on ac- 40 advance an extra count whenever it is necessary to skip

count The XCL signal enables the gate 2212 to pass a * location containing a decimal point Gates 2155

C01 tuning pulse which sets a bistable 2213 and gener- through 2157 combine timing signals and control signals

ates a SUBEN (subtraction enable) signal. This signal is that determine exactly when a decimal point will ap-

applied to a gate 2130 located in the tower left hand The resulting composite signal produced by the

portion of FIG. 21, to alter the arithmetic logic, and is 45 gate 2155 is used to enable the gate 2154 at the appropri-

ate applied to the gates 1902 and 1904. The signal *te times.

disables the gate 1902 and enables the gate 1904, thus Addition and subtraction are performed by the four

causing the bistable 1905 to be set up by the 38th char- fuU adders 2010 through 2013. These adders receive as

acter timing pulse rather than the bistable 1903. The input data the four bit BCD number presented at the

bistable 1905 causes inverted core memory data to be 50 output tenninals of the shift registers 2000 through
read into the input register through the B input of the 2003, and the four bits BCD number presented at the

gates 2020 to 2023, thus setting up the register for the output tenninals of the shift registers 2004 through
performance of "l"s complement subtraction. In all 2007. The resulting sum signal which appears at the
other respects, the bistable 1905 functions in exactly the outputs of the full adders 2010 through 2013 is the bi-

same manner as the bistable 1903. The WCX control 55 nary sum of the two BCD numbers. Whenever the sum
character thus allows corrections to be made in the is greater than nine, it is necessary to translate this sum
payments on account total number. into BCD form by adding the binary number six (0110)
The arithmetic unit performs one other function to the sum. The presence of a sum greater than nine is

within the system. It was noted above that at the begin- detected by a gate 2108, which applies the 1 portions of
ning of an APC (all patient's charges) printout, the total 60 the number 0110 to the inputs of two full adders 2101
charges, credits, and the toal payments on accounts are and 2102. The three most significant bits of the output
printed out In addition, a net figure is printed out This sum presented by the adders 2010 through 2013 are then
is the difference between the total day's charges and the passed through the adders 2101 through 2103 so that the
total day's credits. This figure is computed by the arith- result is added to 0110. The sum in BCD form thus
metk unit An INH APC (inhibit APC) signal toggles 65 appears at the output ofthe adders 2010, 2101, 2102, and
thc flip-flop 2250 and allows a gate 2251 to set a bistable 2103. This sum is fed back through the gates 2034
2252 during delay line bit timing interval IT3 when a through 2037 and is fed into the four 8 bit shift registers
PHASE 1 signal is not present. The PHASE 1 signal is 2004 through 2007.



Three gates 2105 through 2107 determine whether

the binary number displayed by the full adders 2010

through 2013 is greater than nine. The gate 2107 is

enabled by the overflow carry output from the input

adder 2013 whenever the stun is greater than sixteen. S

The gate 2106 is enabled by the outputs of the adders

2013 and 2011 whenever the sum is 10 or 1 1, and the

gate 2105 is enabled by the output of the adders 2012

and 2013 whenever the sum is 12 or 13. A sum of 14 or

15 will enable both of the gates 2105 and 2106. The 10

signals generated by the three gates 2105 to 2107 are

combined by a gate 2108 to form the signal which adds

a binary number six to the sum. This same signal also

serves as an overflow carry signal. It is passed through

a gate 2109 and is stored in a flip-flop 2104. The over* 15

flow bit is fed back into the full adder 2010 when the

next two characters are summed. The flip-flop 2104 is

initially cleared by a gate 2135 in response to a signal

formed by ANDing together a TO timing pulse with a

PHASE AB pulse generated by the flip-flop 2305. 20

When subtraction is to be performed, the "l"s com-
plement of the number to be subtracted is stored in the

input data register. A SUBEN signal enables the gate

2130 and causes it to disable the three addition logic

gates 2105 through 2107, and the carry bit flip-flop 25

setting gate 2135, and to enable the two gates 2131 and
2133. These latter two gates are used in Che subtraction

process. In accordance with the theory with the ones

complement arithmetic, the difference between two
numbers is formed by adding the first number and to the 30

ones complement of the second number, and perform-

ing an end around carry with the carry bit This task is

done by the full adders 2010 through 2013. A carry

input is initially applied to the full adder 2010 by the

flip-flop 2104 to serve as the end around carry. The 35

flip-flop 2104 is mitally placed in the "1" state by a gate

2134 that is enabled during character count C45 by an

LDY COMP signal generated by the bistable 1905. The
difference between the two numbers then appears in

binary form at the outputs of the four adders 2010 40

through 2013. If this difference is less than zero with no
overflow carry, it is necessary to correct the difference

to place it in BCD form by adding ten (1010) to the

difference, and it is also necessary to suppress the carry

by preventing the flip-flop 2104 from adding a 1 to the 45

next character sum. The addition of 1010 is initiated by

the gate 2131, which feeds the
* (
l**s portion of the bi-

nary number ten into the two adders 2101 and 2103

whenever there is no overflow carry from the full adder

2013. The addition of ten to the full adders 2101 to 2103 50

causes an overflow carry to occur in the adder 2103.

This overflow carry is passed through the gates 2133

and 2109 to the flip-flop 2104. Such a carry toggles the

flip-flop into the "0" state and does not supply a carry

for the next summing operation. The gate 2132 disables 55

the gate 2131 when the full adders 2010 through 2013

contains the number zero, and thereby prevents the

addition of ten to the number zero.

The flip-flop 2104 is toggled by the XSP shift register

pulses generated by the gate 1955 along with the accu- 60

mulator shift registers.

We claim;

1. An automated inventory control and accounting

system for processing a plurality of data messages con-

taining charge data and inventory data and for automat- 65

ically compiling charge records organized by a plurality

of charge codes from said charge data in the form of

monetary charges for items or services to be charged to

various ones of said plurality of charge codes and for

automatically compiling inventory records organized

by a plurality of item codes from said inventory data

reflecting the inventory of said items comprising

means for receiving said data messages, said data

messages receiving means comprising a plurality of

remote stations, each ofat least some ofsaid remote
stations including means for manually entering said

data messages into said remote stations, said manu-
ally entering means including means for entering a

specific charge code of said plurality of charge
codes into said remote station, means for entering a

specific Hern code of said plurality of item codes
corresponding to one of said items or one of said

services into said remote station and means for

entering a multiplier corresponding to the quantity

of said one Hern or service into said remote station,

each of at least some of said data messages includ-

ing said specific charge code, said specific item

code and said multiplier,

a first information storage location,

means for transmitting said data messages from said

remote stations to said first information storage

location for storage therein,

a second information storage location,

means for monitoring said data messages stored in

said first information storage location and for auto-

matically extracting said charge codes, item codes
and multipliers from said data messages and for

transmitting said charge codes, item codes and
multipliers to said second information storage loca-

tion for storage therein,

means for retrieving item codes and multipliers asso-

ciated with a predetermined charge code of said

plurality of charge codes from said second infor-

mation storage location and for automatically com-
piling and outputting a charge record correspond-

ing to said predetermined charge code and
means for retrieving item codes and multipliers asso-

ciated with a predetermined hern code of said plu-

rality of item codes from said second information

storage location and for automatically compiling
and outputting an inventory record corresponding
to said predetermined item code.

2. An automated inventory control and accounting

system as defined in claim 1 wherein said charge code
entering means, said item code entering means and said

multiplier entering means of said manually entering

means includes a plurality of prepared machine-read-

able records at said some of said remote stations.

3. An automated inventory control and accounting
system as defined in claim 1 wherein said charge code
entering means is a first plurality of prepared machine-
readable records and said item code entering means and
said multiplier entering means are a second plurality of
prepared machine-readable records.

4. A machine implemented data handling system for

processing a plurality of data messages containing in-

ventory data and for automatically compiling inventory
records organized by a plurality of item codes from said

inventory data reflecting the inventory of inventory
items comprising.

means for receiving said data messages, said data
messages receiving means comprising a plurality of
remote stations, each ofat least some ofsaid remote
stations including means for manually entering said

data messages into said remote stations, said manu-
ally entering means including a plurality of ma-



chine-readable records at said some of said remote

stations, each machine-readable record of said plu-

rality of machine-readable records including an

item code in machine-readable form corresponding

to a specific inventory item and means for entering 5

a multiplier corresponding to the quantity of said

inventory item into said remote station; each of at

least some of said data messages including said item

code and said multiplier,

a first information storage location, 10

means for transmitting said data messages from said

remote stations to said first information storage

location for storage therein,

a second information storage location,

means for extracting said item codes and said multi- "
pliers from the data messages stored in said first

information storage location and for transmitting

the extracted item codes and multipliers to said

second information storage location for storage

therein and
20

means for retrieving item codes and multipliers asso-

ciated with a predetermined item code of said plu-

rality of item codes from said second information

storage location and for automatically compiling

and outputting an inventory record corresponding

to said predetermined item code.

5. A machine implemented data handling system for

processing a plurality of data messages containing

charge data and inventory data and for automatically ^
compiling charge records organized by a plurality of

charge codes from said charge data in the form of mon-
etary charges for charge items to be charged to various

ones of said plurality of charge codes and for automati-

cally compiling inventory records organized by a plu- 35
rality of item codes from said inventory data reflecting

the inventory of said charge items comprising

means for receiving said data messages, said data

messages receiving means comprising a plurality of
remote stations, each of at least some of said remote 40
stations including means for manually entering said

data messages into said remote stations, said manu-
ally entering means including means for entering a

specific charge code of said plurality of charge

codes into said remote station, means for entering a 45
specific item code of a plurality of item codes cor-

responding to a specific charge item of said charge

items into said remote station and means for enter-

ing a multiplier corresponding to the quantity of

said specific charge item into said remote station, 50

each of at least some of said data messages includ-

ing said specific charge code, said specific item

code and said multiplier,

a first information storage location,

means for transmitting said data messages from said 55

remote stations to said first information storage

location for storage therein,

a second information storage means,

means for extracting said charge codes, said item

codes and said multipliers from said data messages 60

stored in said first information storage location and

for transmitting the extracted charge codes, item

codes and mulipliers to said second information

storage means for storage therein

means for retrieving said item codes and multipliers 65

associated with a predetermined charge code of

said plurality of charge codes from said second

information storage means and for automatically

241
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compiling and outputting a charge record corre-

sponding to said predetermined charge code and
means for retrieving said items codes and multipliers

associated with a predetermined item code of said

plurality of item codes from said second informa-

tion storage means and for automatically compiling

and outputting an inventory record corresponding

to said predetermined item code.

6. A machine implemented data handling system as

defined in claim 5 wherein

said data messages contain institutional bed data in

the form of status information of the institutional

beds organized by a plurality of bed designation

codes,

said machine implemented data handling system auto-

matically maintains a record of the institutional bed
allocation,

said manual entering means further comprises means
for entering a specific bed designation code of said

plurality of bed designation codes into said remote
station and means for entering a specific status code
of a plurality of status codes corresponding to the

specific status of one of said beds into said remote
station, each of at least some of said data messages
including said specific bed designation code and
said specific status code, and

said second information storage means further com-
prises a plurality of bed information storage loca-

tions, each of said plurality of bed information

storage locations being associated with a specific

one of said plurality of bed designation codes,

said machine implemented data handling system fur-

ther comprising

means for extracting said bed designation codes and
said status codes from said data messages stored in

said first information storage location and for trans-

mitting the specific status codes corresponding to

specific bed designation codes to the respective bed
information storage locations of said plurality of
bed information storage locations associated with
said specific bed designation codes and

means for retrieving and for automatically outputting

a record of all of said bed designation codes corre-

sponding to a specific status code of said plurality

of status codes to thereby provide a record of the

status of said institutional beds.

7. A machine implemented data handling system as

defined in claim 5 wherein
said data messages contain institutional bed data orga-

nized by a plurality of bed designation codes for

the institutional beds and by a plurality of status

codes corresponding to the identity of the occu-
pants of said institutional beds,

said machine implemented data handling system auto-

matically maintains a record of the institutional bed
occupancy status,

said manual entering means further comprises means
for entering a specific bed designation code of said

plurality of bed designation codes into said remote
station and means for entering a specific status code
of said plurality of status codes into said station,

each of at least some of said data messages includ-

ing said specific bed designation code and said

specific status code, and
said second information storage means further com-

prising a plurality of bed information storage loca-

tions,
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said machine implemented data handling system fur-

ther comprising

means for assigning a specific bed designation code to

each of said plurality of bed information storage

locations,

means for extracting said bed designation codes and

said status codes from said data messages stored in

said first information storage means and for trans-

mitting the extracted status codes corresponding to

specific extracted bed designation codes to the

specific ones of said plurality of bed information

storage locations respectively assigned to said spe-

cific extracted bed designation codes for storage

therein and

means for automatically retrieving and for automati-

cally outputting specific bed designation codes

associated with a specific status code to thereby

enable the rapid identification and location of a

particular occupant of an institutional bed by
knowledge of the identity of said particular occu-

pant
& A machine implemented data handling system as

defined in claim 5 wherein

said data messages contain institutional bed identifica-

tion data in the form of a plurality of bed designa-

tion codes institutional bed occupant status data in

the form of a plurality of occupant codes and insti-

tutional bed status data in the form of a plurality of

status codes,

said machine implemented data handling system auto- 30

mattcally maintains a record of institutional bed
allocation* occupancy and status,

said manual entering means further comprises means

for entering a specific bed designation code of said

plurality ofbed designation codes into said remote

station, means for entering a specific occupant code
ofsaid plurality ofoccupant codes into said remote

station and means for entering a specific status code

of said plurality of status codes into said remote

stations each of at least some of said data messages 40

including at least one of said specific bed designa-

tion code and said specific occupant code and said

specific status code, and
said second information storage means further com-

prises a plurality of bed information storage Ioca- 45

tions,

said machine implemented data handling system fur-

ther comprising,

means for assigning a specific one of said plurality of

bed designation codes to each one of said plurality

of bed information storage locations,

means for extracting said bed designation codes, said

occupant codes and said status codes from said data

messages stored in said first information storage

location and for transmitting said bed designation

codes, said occupant codes and said status codes to

said plurality of bed information storage locations,

each of said plurality of bed information storage

locations receiving specific occupant and status

codes corresponding to its assigned bed designa-

tion code and

means for automatically retrieving from said plurality

of bed information storage locations and for auto-

matically outputting a report of the bed designation

codes associated with a particular status code and 65

associated with a particular occupant code.

9. A machine implemented data handling system as

defined in claim 8 further comprising

35

50

55

60

means for segregating said plurality of bed informa-

tion storage locations into a plurality of categories

and for assigning a category code to each of said

plurality of categories and
means for conditioning said retrieving and outputting

means to retrieve said bed designation codes associ-

ated with said particular status code and associated

with said particular occupant code only from the

portion of said plurality of bed information storage

locations associated with a specific one of said

category codes to thereby limit said report of said

bed designation codes to those associated with said

portion of said plurality of bed information storage

locations associated with said specific one of said

category codes.

10. A machine implemented data handling system as

defined in claim 5 wherein

said data messages contain institutional bed allocation

data in the form of a plurality of bed designation

codes institutional bed occupant identification data
in the form of a plurality of occupant codes and
institutional bed status data in the form of a plural-

ity of status codes,

said machine implemented data handling system auto-

matically maintains a record of institutional bed
allocation, occupancy and status,

each of said remote stations has a specific remote
station address code

said manual entering means further comprises means
for entering a specific remote station address code
corresponding to one of said remote stations into

said remote station means for entering a specific

bed designation code of said plurality of bed desig-

nation codes into said remote station, means for

entering a specific occupant code of said plurality

of occupant codes into said remote station and
means for entering a specific status code of said

plurality of status codes into said remote station,

.

each of at least some of said data messages includ-

ing at least one of said specific remote station ad-

dress code, said specific designation code and said

specific occupant code and said specific status

code, and
said second information storage means further com-

prises a plurality of bed information storage loca-

tions,

said machine implemented data handling system fur-

ther comprising

means for extracting from said first information stor-

age location said data messages stored therein and
for transmitting said extracted data messages to

said remote stations in accordance with the remote
station address codes in said data messages,

means for assigning a specific one of said plurality of
bed designation codes to each one of said plurality

of bed information storage locations,

means for extracting said bed designation codes, said

occupant codes and said status codes from said data
messages stored in said first information storage
location and for transmitting said bed designation

codes, said occupant codes and said status codes to

said plurality of bed information storage locations,

each of said plurality of bed information storage
locations receiving specific occupant and status

codes corresponding to its assigned bed designa-
tion code and

means for automatically retrieving from said plurality

of bed information storage locations and for auto-
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maticaUy outputting a report of the bed designation

>•* codes associated with a particular status code and
associated with a particular occupant code.

11. A machine implemented data handling system for

processing a plurality of data messages containing

charge data and inventory data and for automatically

compiling charge records organized by a plurality of

charge codes from said charge data in the form ofmon-
etary charges for charge items to be charged to various

ones of said plurality of charge codes and for automati-

cally compiling inventory records organized by a plu-

rality of item codes from said inventory data reflecting

the inventory of said charge items and for periodically

compiling a complete record of all of said charge re-

cords for all of said charge codes and of all of said

inventory records for all of said item codes comprising

means for receiving said data messages; said data

messages receiving means comprising a plurality of

remote stations, each ofat least some ofsaid remote
stations including means for manually entering said

data messages into said remote stations, said manu-
ally entering means including means for entering a

specific charge code of said plurality of charge

codes into said remote station, means for entering a
specific item code of a plurality of item codes cor-

responding to a specific charge item of said charge

items into said remote station and means for enter-

ing a multiplier corresponding to the quantity of

said specific charge item into said remote station; ^
each of at least some of said data messages includ-

ing said specific charge code, said specific item

code and said multiplier,

a first information storage location,

means for transmitting said data messages from said

remote stations to said first information storage

location for storage therein,

a second information storage location,

means for extracting said charge codes, said item

codes and said multipliers from said data messages 40
stored in said first information storage location and

for transmitting the extracted charge codes, item

codes and multipliers to said second information

storage location for storage therein and
means for retrieving all of said item codes and multi-

pliers associated with each and every charge code
of said plurality of said charge codes from said

second information storage location and for auto-

matically compiling and outputting sequentially by

10

15

20

25

35

45

means for receiving said data messages; said data

messages receiving means comprising a plurality of

remote stations, each ofat least some of said remote
stations including means for manually entering said

data messages into said remote stations, said manu-
ally entering means including means for entering a

specific charge code of said first plurality of charge
codes or of said second plurality of charge codes
into said remote station, means for entering a cate-

gory indication corresponding to at least said first

charge category into said remote station to distin-

guish the charge codes associated with said first

charge category from the charge codes associated

with said second charge category, means for enter-

ing a specific item code of a plurality of item codes
corresponding to a specific charge item of said

charge Hems into said remote station and means for

entering a multiplier corresponding to the quantity

ofsaid specific charge item into said remote station,

each of at least some of said data messages includ-

ing said specific charge code, said category indica-

tion, if present, said specific item code and said

multiplier,

a first information storage location,

means for transmitting said data messages from said

remote stations to said first information storage

location for storage therein,

a second information storage location,

means for extracting said charge codes, said category
indications, said item codes and said multipliers

from said data messages stored In said first informa-
tion storage location and for transmitting the ex-

tracted charge codes, category indications, item
codes and multipliers to said second information

storage location for storage therein and
means for retrieving all of said item codes and said

multipliers associated with each and every one of
said charge codes from said second information
storage location and for automatically compiling
and outputting sequentially by charge category and
sequentially within said charge category by charge
code all of the charge data corresponding to each
and every charge code to thereby compile a com-
plete record of all the charge data associated with
all the charge codes in said first charge category

and a complete record of all of the charge data
associated with all of the charge codes within said

second charge category.

13. A machine implemented data handling system for
charge code a complete record of all of the charge 50 processing a plurality of data messages containing
j j. *-

—J L J - charge data and inventory data and for automatically

compiling charge records organized by a plurality of
charge codes from said charge data in the form of mon-
etary charges for items or services to be charged to

55 various ones of said plurality of charge codes and for

automatically compiling inventory records organized
by a plurality of item codes from said inventory data
reflecting the inventory of said items and for automati-
cally compiling and outputting upon demand a mone-

data corresponding to each and every charge code

and
means for retrieving all of said item codes and multi-

pliers associated with each and every item code of

said plurality of item codes from said second infor-

mation storage location and for automatically com-
piling and outputting sequentially by item code a

complete record of all of the inventory data corre-

sponding to each and every item code.

12. A machine implemented data handling system for 60 tary charge summary in the form of a total sum of all of
the monetary charges for said items and services

charged to all of said charge codes comprising
means for receiving said data messages; said data
messages receiving means comprising a plurality of
remote stations, each of at least some of said remote
stations including means for manually entering said

data messages into said remote stations, said manu-
ally entering means including means for entering a

processing a plurality of data messages containing

charge data in the form ofmonetary charges organized

by a first and a second plurality of charge codes for

charge items to be charged to various ones of said first

plurality of charge codes and corresponding to a first 65

charge category and to be charged to various ones of

said second plurality of charge codes and correspond-

ing to a second charge category comprising



specific charge code of said plurality of charge
codes into said remote station, means for entering a
specific item code of said plurality of item codes
corresponding to one of said items or one of said

services into said remote station and means for 5

entering a multiplier corresponding to the quantity

of said one item or service into said remote station,

each of at least some of said data messages includ-

ing said specific charge code, said specific item

code and said multiplier, 10

a first information storage location,

means for transmitting said data messages from said

remote stations to said first information storage

location for storage therein,

a second information storage location, 15

means for monitoring said data messages stored in

said first information storage location, for automat-

ically extracting the stored charge codes, item

codes and multipliers from said data messages and
for transmitting said charge codes, item codes and 20
multipliers to said second information storage loca-

tion for storage therein,

means for retrieving item codes and multipliers asso-

ciated with a predetermined charge code of said

plurality of charge codes from said second tnfor- 25

mation storage location and for automatically com*
piling and outputting a charge record correspond-

ing to said predetermined charge code,

means for retrieving item codes and multipliers asso-

ciated with a predetermined item code of said plu- 30

rality of item codes from said second information

storage location and for automatically compiling

and outputting an inventory record corresponding

to said predetermined item code and
means for automatically compiling a monetary 35

charge summary in the form ofa total sum of all of
the monetary charges for all of the Hems and ser-

vices corresponding to all of the hem codes and
multipliers extracted from said data messages
stored in said first information storage location by 40

said data messages monitoring means and for main-
taining said monetary charge summary current by
incrementing said total sum by the monetary
charge for additional items and services corre-

sponding to additional item codes and multipliers 45

as said additional item codes and multipliers are

extracted by said data messages monitoring means
from said data messages stored in said first informa-

tion storage location,

means for storing said monetary charge summary and 50

means for outputting said monetary charge summary
upon the receipt of an output demand signal.

14. A multistation machine implemented data han-

dling system for processing a plurality of data messages

containing charge data, inventory data and station ad- 33

dress data and for automatically compiling charge re-

cords organized by a plurality of charge codes from said

charge data in the form of monetary charges for items

or services to be charged to various ones of said plural-

ity of charge codes and for automatically compiling 60

inventory records organized by a plurality of item

codes from said inventory data reflecting the inventory

of said items comprising

means for receiving said data messages, said data

messages receiving means comprising a plurality of 63

remote stations, each of at least some ofsaid remote
stations having a unique remote station address

code* each of at least some of said remote stations
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including means for manually entering said data

messages into said remote stations, said manually
entering means including means for entering a spe-

cific remote station address code corresponding to

one of said remote stations, means for entering a
specific charge code of said plurality of charge
codes into said remote station, and means for enter-

ing a specific item code of said plurality of item
codes corresponding to one of said items or one of
said services into said remote station, each of at

least some of said data messages including said

specific remote station address code, said specific

charge code, and said specific item code,
a first information storage location,

means for transmitting said data messages from said

remote stations to said first information storage
location for at least temproary storage therein,

means for extracting from said first information stor-

age location said data messages stored therein and
for transmitting said extracted data messages to
said remote stations in accordance with the remote
station address codes in said data messages,

a second information storage information,

means for monitoring said data messages stored in

said first information storage location, for automat-
ically extracting said charge codes and item codes
from said data messages and for transmitting said

charge codes, and item codes to said second Infor-

mation storage location for storage therein,

means for retrieving item codes associated with a
riredetennined charge code of said plurality of
charge codes from said second information storage
location and for automatically compiling and out-
putting a charge record corresponding to said pre-

determined charge code and
means for retrieving hern codes associated with a

predetermined Hem code of said plurality of Hem
codes from said second information storage Iocs-

.

tkm and for automatically compiling and output-
ting an inventory record corresponding to said

predetermined item code.

15. A multistation machine implemented data han-
dling system for processing a plurality of data messages
containing charge data, inventory dam, institutional bed
allocation data, institutional bed occupancy data and
institutional bed status data flowing between a central
processing unit and at least one of a plurality of remote
stations and for automatically compiling charge records
organized by a plurality of charge codes from said

charge data in the form of monetary charges for items
or services to be charged to various ones of said plural-

ity of charge codes and for automatically compiling
inventory records organized by a plurality of item
codes from said inventory data reflecting the inventory
of said items and for automatically compiling institu-

tional bed allocation data in the form ofoccupancy and
status information of institutional beds organized by a
plurality of bed designation codes and by a plurality of
occupant codes corresponding to said occupancy infor-

mation and by a plurality of status codes corresponding
to said status information comprising
means for receiving said data messages; said data

messages receiving means comprising a plurality of
remote stations, each ofat least some ofsaid remote
stations having a specific one of a plurality of re-

mote station address codes, each of at least some of
said remote stations including means for manually
entering said data messages into said remote sta-



dons, said manually entering means including

means for entering a specific remote station address

code of said plurality of remote station address

codes corresponding to one of said remote stations

into said remote station, means for entering a spe- 5

cific charge code of said plurality of charge codes
into said remote station, means for entering a spe-

cific item code ofsaid plurality ofitem codes corre-
sponding to one of said items or one ofsaid services

into said remote station, means for entering a muJti- 10

plier corresponding to the quantity of said one item

or service into said remote station, means for enter-

ing a specific bed designation code of said plurality

of bed designation codes into said remote station,

means for entering a specific occupant code of said 15

plurality ofoccupant codes into said remote station

and means for entering a specific status code ofsaid
plurality of status codes into said remote station,

each of at least some of said data messages includ-

ing at least one of said specific remote station ad- 20

dress code, said specific charge code, said specific

item code, said multiplier, said bed designation

code, said occupant code and said status code,

a first information storage means within said central

processing unit, 25

means for transmitting said data messages from said

remote stations to said first information storage

means for at least temporary storage therein,

means for extracting from said first information stor-

age means said data messages stored therein and for 30

transmitting said extracted data messages to said

remote stations in accordance with the remote

station address codes in said data messages,

a second information storage means within said cen-

tral processing unit, 35

means for monitoring said data messages stored in

said first information storage means, for automati-

cally extracting said charge codes, said item codes
and said multipliers from said data messages and for

transmitting said charge codes, said item codes and 40

said multipliers to said second information storage

means for storage therein,

a third information storage means, said third informa-

tion storage means comprising a plurality of bed
information storage locations within said central 45

processing unit,

means for associating a specific bed designation code

with each one of said plurality of bed information

storage locations,

means for monitoring said data messages stored in SO

said first information storage means, for automati-
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cally extracting said bed designation codes, said

occupant codes and said status codes from said data

messages and for transmitting specific occupant

and status codes corresponding to a specific bed
designation code to the specific one of said plural-

ity of bed information storage locations associated

with said specific bed designation code for storage

therein,

means for retrieving from said plurality of bed infor-

mation storage locations and for automatically

outputting a report ofbed designation codes corre-

sponding to a specific occupant code or a specific

status code,

means for retrieving item codes and multipliers asso-

ciated with a predetermined charge code of said

plurality of charge codes from said second infor-

mation storage means and for automatically com-
piling and outputting a charge record correspond-

ing to said predetermined charge code and
means for retrieving item codes and multipliers asso-

ciated with a predetermined item code of said plu-

rality of item codes from said second information

storage means and for automatically compiling and
outputting an inventory record corresponding to

said predetermined item code.

16. A multistation machine implemented data han-
dling system as defined in claim 15 further comprising
means for associating each one of said plurality of

said occupant codes with a specific one of said

plurality of charge codes,

means for retrieving all of said occupant codes from
said plurality of bed information storage locations

and

means for retrieving from said second information

storage means all of the item codes and multipliers

associated with a predetermined charge code of
said plurality of charge codes having an associated

occupant code and for automatically compiling
and outputting a charge record corresonding to

said predetermined charge code having said associ-

ated occupant code.

17. A multistation machine implemented data han-

dling system as defined in claim 16 further comprising

means for retrieving all of the hern codes and multipli-

ers associated with all ofthe charge codes ofsaid plural-

ity of charge codes that lack associated occupant codes
and for automatically compiling and outputting a
charge record for each and every one of said plurality

of charge codes that lacks an associated occupant code.
« • • • *
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A method for permitting multiple calls in a toll telecommu-

nications network from a pay telephone comprising the steps

of 1) receiving a first call in said toll telecommunications

network from said pay telephone, 2) determining, the iden-

tity of a single carrier of said telecommunications network

associated with the first toll-free call, 3) completing the first

call to a called party, 4) during processing of the first call and

prior to a caller actuating the switchhook of the pay

telephone, providing dial tone for a second call by the single

carrier associated with the first call, 5) receiving a second

telephone number in said telecommunications network from

said caller at said pay telephone, 6) determining the identity

of the single carrier associated with the second call, and 7)

responsive to the identity of the single carrier being the same
single loll carrier for the first and second calls, completing

the second call without additional fee to a called party of the

second call by the single carrier. Associated network appa-

ratus for performing this method comprises an application

server and a database, the server most conveniently incor-

porating either speech recognition or tone signal receivers

and a voice querying or response system.
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1

PAY PHONE CALL COMPLETION METHOD
AND APPARATUS

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Technical Field

This invention relates to the field of pay telephone call

completion and, in particular, to a pay telephone call

completion method and apparatus permitting a user to make
multiple toll-free calls from a pay telephone through a long

distance telephone network associated with the loll-free calls

for no extra fee due to the owner of the pay telephone from

the caller, the called party or long distance service provider.

2. Description of the Relevant Art

The party associated with a toll-free number, just as every

long distance telephone customer in the United States, must

select a single preferred carrier to carry the traffic, typically,

a long distance toll service provider. For example, a hotel

chain owner that wishes to provide loll-free services to its

potential guests must select a single preferred long distance

carrier that is associated with the toll-free telephone number
in memory of a database. Referring to FIG. 1A, a typical

toll-free telephone number may be 800-55H-OTEL that is

associated with HOTEL and their single selected carrier, for

example, XYZ long distance carrier, in memory database 25

of a local telephone service provider (which may also

provide toll services) not selected by HOTEL. According to

the prior art, a potential hotel guest may go to a payphone

30, for example, in an airline terminal and make a toll-free

call to 1-800-55H-OTEL. A local switch LS 20-1, for

example, a No. 5 ESS system available from Lucent

Technologies, Inc., among other suitable local switching

systems, receives the dialed number of the called party

(1-800-55H-OTEL) and refers to carrier database 25 to

determine the identity of the long distance network 10 of the

single selected long distance telephone service provider

associated with the dialed toll-free telephone number. The
local telephone service provider, typically, a regional tele-

phone company, then refers the call for processing to the

associated long distance service provider.

The associated toll carrier and owner of network 10
receives the toll-free telephone number at a toll switch point

of ingress to network 10 at ingress switch (IS) 15-1, trans-

lates the dialed number to a routing number and determines

egress switch (ES) 15-2 from the area code and telephone

number of the called party. A tandem switch 15-3 may be

required to permit a linking connection for the duration of a

call from office 15-1 to office 15-2. The network 10 termi-

nates the call from egress switch 15-2 via the same or

another local telephone company service provider and their

local switch LS 20-2 to the called party terminal 40.

The owner of the pay telephone 30 from which the call

was placed may be any of the local telephone company, a

long distance service provider, the airport or yet other

entities. The payphone owner is entitled to receive a fee, for

example, less than one US dollar, (typically, thirty cents) for

the use of the pay telephone 30, even though the caller pays

nothing for the call. Some carriers pass the cost to the called

party. Thus, the called party, in this example, the hotel

operator HOTEL, may be held responsible for at least a

portion of the fee that is due and owing to the payphone

owner 30 by the associated long distance carrier and owner
of network 10.

When the caller has completed their call to a first called

hotel operator, for example, to try to obtain a hotel room
reservation and wants to make another call because the first

hotel operator has no rooms available, the caller typically

59,088 Bl
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hangs up, obtains renewed dial tone from the local telephone

company service provider for payphone 30 and places a

second call. The above process of looking up the associated

carrier and charging that carrier a fee for the use of the pay

5 phone is repeated. Consequently, the associated long dis-

tance carrier, be it the same carrier or a different carrier, will

be responsible for a second fee, the same less than one dollar

fee, that would eventually be chargeable at least in part to the

second hotel operator.

30 Thus, with present methods and procedures, whenever

multiple calls must be placed via the same associated long

distance network, the caller is inconvenienced by the present

pay phone call completion process because the caller must

hang up, obtain renewed dial tone from the local service
15 provider and make a new call each time the caller wants to

dial a new hotel chain operator. The local telephone com-
pany service provider is inconvenienced because they have

to provide renewed dial lone and perform repeated look-ups

in database 25 for long distance carriers associated with each
20 number dialed and repeatedly refer new calls for handling to

an associated long distance carrier. And the long distance

service provider for the first call via network 10 is incon-

venienced because they must repeatedly respond to the local

telephone company requests for service and be responsible
25 for multiples of the fee owed to the owner of the pay

telephone 30 used to make the first, second and further calls,

so long as they are the associated long distance telephone

carrier.

Thus, there exists an opportunity in the art for an
30

improved pay phone call completion method and apparatus

that eliminates the inconveniences inherent in making many
toll-free telephone calls from a pay telephone.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
35

According to the principles of the present invention, a

caller may enter a list of toll-free telephone numbers in a

caller preferred sequence: for example, hotel operator A,
hotel operator B and hotel operator C. The network operator

40 associated with the call to hotel operator A provides an

application server 50 with a database 55, the server being

programmed according to the present invention. Once the

first call to hotel operator A is referred to network 10, the

network 10 can route all the calls from the same pay phone

45 30 in the preferred sequence so long as network 10 is the

single, selected long distance service provider. Thus, at the

conclusion of a first call to hotel operatorA which may result

in not obtaining a room reservation, the network 10 may be

signaled, for example, by a special dialed command or voice

50 command indicating the completion of the first call without

the caller's having to hang up and to dial the next telephone

number and so on until a room reservation is successfully

made.

A toll communications network, according to the present

55 invention, may refer to a local telephone company network,

a long distance/toll network 10 or a different long distance/

toll network 11. Consequently, a method for permitting

multiple toll-free calls in a toll telecommunications network

from a pay telephone comprises the steps of: 1) receiving a

60 first toll-free call in the toll telecommunications network

from the pay telephone, 2) determining the identity of a

single carrier of the toll telecommunications network asso-

ciated with the first toll-free call, 3) completing the first

toll-free call to a called party, 4) during processing of the

65 first toll-free call and prior to receiving a signal indicating

the termination of a network connection to the pay
telephone, for example, the caller actuating the switchhook
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of the pay telephone, receiving a second toll-free call by the pay telephone according to prior art call completion pro-

single selected carrier associated with the first toll-free call cesses. The fees owing and payable to a pay telephone owner
from the pay telephone, 5) determining the identity of the may be avoided according to the present invention by the

single carrier associated with the second toll-free call, and 6) inclusion of an application server 50 which may be a shared

responsive to the identity of the single carrier being the same 5 network resource within or outside the network or a dedi-

single carrier, completing the second toll-free call without cated resource programmed to perform a pay phone call

additional fee by the single carrier. completion method according to the present invention. The

The caller may signal their desire to have the second call server 50 has an associated database 55 for number sorting

routed by using a prearranged dialed tone sequence—such and checking on carriers in a similar manner to the database

as *N (for next call). Alternatively, the caller may speak a ™ 25 used by a local operating telephone company to check for

command that is interpreted by a speech recognition urit. lne identity of the carrier associated with a locally dialed

The caller may signal the new call by signaling termination number. The server 50 will be further described in connec-

of the first, receiving dial lone from the network 10 and lion with a discussion of FIG. 3.

dialing the next toll-free telephone number without alerting FIG. 1A shows a calling pay telephone 30 which a user

local switch 20-1. Similarly, in this embodiment, the caller 15 may use to place a tollfree call via a toll/long distance

may speak commands that may begin the next call. network. Pay phone 30, for example, located in an airline

If the next call in sequence is associated with another long terminal, is linked to local switch LS 20-1 by wired or

distance service provider, the network 10 may suggest the wireless connection. Local switch 20-1, for example, may be

caller permit the network to place the next call to a number a No - 5 electronic switching system or equivalent system

associated with a customer of the network 10 instead. The 20 lnat k associated with a carrier database 25. The local switch

process may continue until all the telephone numbers of the 20-1 is adapted to be connected to one of a plurality of

dialed sequence of telephone numbers associated with the toll/long distance networks 10, 11 and so on.

same long distance service provider has been completed, The invention will be discussed in the context of a long

and then the caller may be routed to the next long distance distance toll-free call but may be applied to a local telephone

telephone service subscriber associated with the next tele-
25

carrier as well. When a caller places a toll-free call, accord-

phone number in sequence that is not associated with the ing to the present invention, a toll carrier such as toll carrier

first telephone number dialed. Typically, this can only be 10 (or a local telephone carrier) has an application server 50

performed with the agreement of the second carrier. If the and associated number sort and carrier check database 55 for

caller wants to proceed anyway with the call, the call may providing the caller with the convenience of placing a

be routed (with the agreement of the other long distance
30 number of toll-free calls to called parties so long as the

service provider) directly to that service provider. At any called parties have selected network 10 and not another

time, the caller may disconnect but typically after the caller network 11 as their long distance carrier,

has placed as many toll-free calls associated with the same Referring to FIG. 2A, after a caller places a first toll-free

carrier as they want. call at step 200, for example, a 1-800 call, the local tele-

Alternative embodiments and features of the present phone carrier refers the call for processing to the toll-long

invention in addition to those briefly described above will distance carrier 10 after consulting its database 25 if the

become clarified from a reading of the detailed specification called party has selected it as the single long distance carrier

in view of the accompanying drawings and the claims which or refers the call directly to their own application server 50.

follow. Network 10 then refers the call to the platform (application
40

server) 50 at step 210.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS Application server 50 is shown in greater detail in FIG. 3

FIG. 1A is a functional system block diagram showing an
and m^ «™pri« * ™mber <* factional block items that

overview of the network 10 in which an application server
are conventional in the art: voice query system 360, dual

50 and database 55 providing the pay phone call completion 45
tone multi-frequency receiver 320, speech recognition sys-

method according to the present invention may be operated.
tem 340

'
™ice resPonse svstem 350

>
memorv 310 and

™ „ „ . , processor 300 as a re well known in the art for performing the
FIG. IB provides an alternative or enhanced embodiment _ • p. , . , ->* tt, i- .• ,A
, K fPTr 1A ...

f .
steps m the flowchart of FIG. 2A. The application server 50

to the overview of FIG. lAprovidmg for call completion via lf . , „ . . . r . „ f
. ,

r & v announces itself and asks the caller to input further toll-free
an Internet service provider. ..i««u^ ~ u r i j • tLv

50
telephone numbers in preferred sequence and receives the

FIG. 2A provides a call processing flowchart of one toll-free telephone number input by the caller at step 220.
embodiment for programming the application server 50 and ^ lication seiver 50 men ies its
network 10 of FIG 1 to perform the pay phone call daUbase 55 at ^ for ^ idenlities of the {oim
completion method of the present invention.

distaQCC by ^ caUed pafties

FIG. 2B provides an enhancement to the flowchart of FIG.
55 automatic number identification data forwarded via the SS7

2A providing for Internet call completion in addition to signaling protocol or as received directly from the payphone
circuit switched connection. 30 (in the case of the local telephone company).

FIG. 3 is a functional block diagram of an application At step 240, platform/server 50 associated with the long
server showing various functional characteristics or building distance carrier 10 or the local service provider assembles
blocks such as tone recognition, speech recognition, called 60 the list and sequence, for example, in the order of its

party supervision for hang-up, voice response unit and other customers first and then asks the calling party if it wants to

alternative means for conducting a dialog with a caller. proceed. The platform/server 50, via the query system 360,

may offer to do so before or after connecting the caller to the

first called party in the sequence in alternative embodiments.

A loop then begins at steps 250-280 involving processor
FIG. 1A has already been described above in connection 300. Referring to its associated database 55, the processor

with the placement of a succession of toll-free calls from a 300, typically within the platform 50, determines at step 250

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS
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whether the called telephone number belongs to the appro- forwarded at step 265 from the local switch or the long

priate carrier, i.e., the single carrier selected by the customer distance network to the ISP 70. At step 268, the IP voice

holding the loll-free number. If yes, then, call processing telephony connection is established via ISP 70 bypassing the

continues. The call is processed locally or via ingress and long distance network which is not a selected carrier. Steps

egress switches 15-1 and 15-2 and, if necessary, via tandem 5 270 and 280 are the same steps as is FIG. 2A.

switch TS 15-3 toward called party 40 via local switch 20-2. The calls can be sequenced and resequenced depending

Step 270 represents termination of a call to the first called on the caller or user's wishes (not shown) to place internet

party. Termination may be detected by any of a number of calls first or last or in the middle in relation to calls via the

means. One is by detecting hang-up supervisory signals or selected switched circuit carrier and a different carrier. The
other indication of the termination of a network connection 10 flowchart of FIG. 2B assumes that calls are placed in the

to payphone 30 from the called party. Another is by detect- order of selected carrier 10, ISP 70 and alternate switched

ing a ring no answer condition or, after a time-out, or other circuit carrier 11.

similar detection thereby continuing the process to next call Following the typical airport scenario, a caller at pay-
step 280. Another is receiving a signal from the calling party

ph0ne 30 may be asked by voice query system 360, if they
that they have given up on the call, preferably a fixed « t0 enter a lisl of t0H-free telephone numbers in pre-
sequence of dial pad signals, for example, *N, for next call ferred sequence. Processor 300, after receiving the list and
or other unique sequence. Other means for the caller or the especially if it is a long list, may resequence the list in
network 10 terminating the first call may come to mind and preference to customers associated with the network it

should be encompassed within the scope of the present belongs to with priority over to those called parties associ-
invention. 20

ated with it. The caller can accept or reject the resequenced

At step 280, the next call may be announced via voice list or can terminate the call at any time. The caller may
query system 360 and call processing initiated. If the called choose to enter just two telephone numbers and then be

party is associated with the same network 10, then call prompted "Do you wish to make another toll-free call" after

processing reverts to step 250. If not, the call may be completing the short lisl of two telephone numbers before

referred to another carrier such as carrier 11 by pre-
25

the caller disconnects.

arrangement with that carrier for a fee, or another call also The present system may be offered in addition to a
in the list associated with the same selected network 10 may number of other possible services offered by the same
be processed with the permission of the calling party. In the application server 50. For example, the same server may
simplest embodiment of the present invention, after the 0ger known toll-free directory assistance services by
caller places the last call in the list, the caller may be responding to voiced or keyed inputs by calling party 30. Of
prompted one last time if they wish to make another toll-free course, the next call command, for example, *N and other
call and, if not, the caller may terminate the call at discon- commands associated with the same application server 50
nect step 290 by hanging up. for directory services must be uniquely selected and coor-

As an enhancement to the system described via FIGS. 1A
35

dinated. Moreover, announcement of time of day at called

and 2A, a call may be completed via an Internet service location, announcement of carrier and other known services

provider (ISP) 70 as per FIGS. IB and 2B. FIG. IB shows can perform without any additional apparatus or program-
an ISP 70 coupled between either LS 20-1 or long distance ming by network 10 or the local carrier,

network 10 which comprise a portion of or a circuit switched Thus, there has been described a method and apparatus for
network, respectively. FIG. 2B shows additions to the flow- ^ processing multiple loll-free calls by the carrier associated
chart of FIG. 2A, both FIGS. 1 and 2 with the same reference wilh the caUed toll-free numbers without the calling party's
numbers referring to the same elements. In this other having to hang up and redial. The method and apparatus may
embodiment, if the next call in the calling party's list is be further modified or adapted and extended to other third
associated with another carrier, for example, carrier 11, at parly or collect calls in alternative embodiments and the
step 250, and the network 10 or LS 20-1 is associated with

45 ciaims shouid nol be deemed to be limited in scope to
an internet service provider or ISP 70, the call may be exclude such modifications and obvious alternative applica-
completed via an internet telephony connection to the called lions,

party via that ISP 70, the internet connection replacing a what we claim is:

standard telecommunications link. j A method for permitting multiple calls in a toll tele-

Referring to FIG. 2B, an additional step 245 may be added 50 communications network from a pay telephone comprising
between steps 240 and 250 to ask the user of the present the steps of:

service if they want to use an Internet service provider to receiving a first toll-free caU in said loll telecommunica-
complete a connection. Presently, Internet service may not

tjons netW0rk from said pay telephone;
have the same quality of service in providing a voice

determining lhe identil of a si Ie carrier of said (ele .

te ephony call as a switched circuit connection but may offer 55 communications nelwork asso4ted with the first toll-
a less expensive connection. Consequently, the flowchart of ^ jj.

FIG. 2B anticipates this decision at step 245. On the other .

'

hand, as quality of voice telephony services over the Internet
completing the first toll-free call to a called party;

improve, such a question may not be appropriate—the during processing of the first toll-free call and prior to

answer could be assumed to be yes, that is, the caller or user 6o
receiving an indication of a desired termination of a

would like to use an ISP 70. network connection to the pay telephone, providing

Besides the loop at step 250 for a switched circuit
d

j

al tone for a *cond cal1 b* lhe 5inS*c carrier ass°-

connection, there is shown in FIG. 2B a loop including steps
cialed^ lne firsl call i

255, 265, 268, 270 and 280 for an Internet protocol con- receiving a second telephone number in said telecommu-

nection. Step 255 is a decision box directed to whether or not 65 nications network from a caller at said pay telephone;

the desired telephone number of the called party is acces- determining the identity of a single carrier associated with

sible via the ISP 70. If yes, then, the address data is the second call;
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responsive to the identity of the single carrier being the

same single carrier for the first and second calls,

completing the second call by the single carrier.

2. A method as recited in claim 1 further comprising the

steps of:

responsive to the identity of the single carrier for the

second call being a different single carrier from the

single toll carrier for the first call, completing the call

via the different single carrier.

3. A method as recited in claim 1 further comprising the

steps of:

responsive to the identity of the single carrier for the

second call being different from said single loll carrier

for the first call, converting the call to an internet

protocol telephony call and completing the call via the

internet.

4. A method as recited in claim 3 wherein said internet

protocol telephony call is sequenced in relation to calls via

said single carrier and said different carrier according to user

selection.

5. A method as recited in claim 1 further comprising the

steps of:

detecting the conclusion of the first call and, prior to

receiving an indication of a desired termination of the

network connection to the pay telephone, querying the

caller if ihey would like to place another toll-free call

via a voice query unit.

6. A method as recited in claim 1 further comprising the

step of:

receiving a list of toll-free telephone numbers from said

caller comprising first and second toll-free numbers

prior to completing the first toll-free call to the called

party.

7. A method as recited in claim 6 further comprising the

steps of:

receiving a list of toll-free telephone numbers comprising

at least a third toll-free number wherein said list

comprises two loll-free numbers associated with said

single carrier of the first call and completing calls to

said two toll-free numbers first.

8. A method as recited in claim 1 further comprising the

step of detecting the conclusion of the first toll-free call by
detecting the actuation of a switchhook by said called party.

9. A method as recited in claim 1 wherein said first and

second calls comprise toll-free calls.

10. A method as recited in claim 1 further comprising the

step of offering toll-free directory assistance services.

11. A method as recited in claim 1 wherein said second

call completion is provided without additional fee to a called

party of the second call.

12. Network apparatus for permitting multiple calls in a

toll telecommunications network from a pay telephone, the

apparatus comprising:

a network switch for receiving a first toll-free call in said

toll telecommunications network from said pay tele-

phone;

an applications server for determining the identity of a

single carrier of said telecommunications network

associated with the first toll-free call from a database;

10

25

30
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said switch completing the first call to a called party;

the applications server during processing of the first call

and prior to receiving an indication of a desired termi-

nation of a network connection to the pay telephone,

providing dial tone for a second call by the single

carrier associated with the first loll-free call;

the network switch receiving a second telephone number

in said telecommunications network from a caller at

said pay telephone;

the applications server determining the identity of a single

carrier associated with the second call;

responsive to the identity of the single carrier being the

same single carrier for the first and second calls, the

network switch completing the second call by the

single carrier.

13. Apparatus as recited in claim 12 wherein:

responsive to the identity of the single carrier for the

second call being a different single carrier from said

single carrier for the first call, the network switch

completing the call via the different single carrier.

14. Apparatus as recited in claim 12 wherein:

responsive to the identity of the single carrier for the

second call being a different single carrier from said

single carrier for the first call, said application server

converting the call to an internet protocol telephony

call and completing the call via the internet.

15. Apparatus as recited in claim 12 wherein:

upon detecting the conclusion of the first call and, prior to

the caller actuating the switchhook of the pay

telephone, the application server querying the caller if

the caller would like to place another toll-free call via

a voice query unit.

16. Apparatus as recited in claim 12 wherein:

said network switch receives a list of toll-free telephone

numbers from said caller comprising first and second

toll-free numbers prior to completing the first toll-free

call to the called party.

17. Apparatus as recited in claim 16 further comprising

the steps of:

said network switch receives a list of toll-free telephone

numbers comprising at least a third toll free number
wherein said list comprises two toll-free numbers asso-

ciated with said single carrier for the first call and

completing calls to said toll-free numbers first.

18. Apparatus as recited in claim 12 wherein said appli-

cations server detecting the conclusion of the first toll-free

call receives an indication of the termination of a network

connection from said called party.

19. Apparatus as recited in claim 12 wherein said first and

second calls comprise toll-free calls.

20. Apparatus as recited in claim 12 further comprising a

processor for completing the second call without additional

fee to said called party by the single carrier.
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U.S. PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

BOARD OF PATENT APPEALS

ON BRIEF I
AND INTERFERENCES

Before OWENS
, RUGGIERO, and DIXON, Administrative Patent Judges.

OWENS, Administrative Patent Judge.

DECISION ON APPEAL

This appeal is from the final rejection of claims 1-20,

which are all of the claims in the application.

THE INVENTION

The appellant claims a method and system for disclosing, in

response to a query related to a medical condition, a medical

resource, such as a doctor or a hospital, that treats the medical

condition queried. Claim 1, which claims the method, is

illustrative:

1
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1. A method for matching medical condition information with amedical resource, the method comprising the steps of-
providing a computer network having a plurality of remotecomputers and at least one remote server wherein the remote

server hosts a website;
accessing the website via an individual remote computer onthe computer network;
inputting a query into the website wherein the guerv relateto a medical condition;

cj-aoet,

providing a database on the remote server wherein thedatabase stores information relating to a plurality of medicalconditions; and
searching the database for the information wherein thesearch is based on the query input into the database and furtherwherein the search discloses a medical resource that treats themedical condition queried.

THE REFERENCES

Siegrist, Jr. et al. (Siegrist) 5,652,842 Jul. 29, 1997

Schlueter, Jr. et al
. (Schlueter) 5,974,124 Oct. 26, 1999

I1±f£
6,022,315 Feb. 8, 2000

THE REJECTIONS

The claims stand rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 103 as follows

claims 1-11 and 13-20 over Iliff in view of Schlueter, and

claim 12 over Iliff in view of Schlueter and Siegrist.

OPINION

We reverse the aforementioned rejections. We need to

address only the independent claims, i.e., claims 1 and 15.

Claims 1 and 15 require a database search that discloses a

medical resource that treats a medical condition.
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Iliff discloses a medical diagnosis and treatment advice

system that provides medical advice for approximately one hundred

of the most commonly encountered problems in general practice and

emergency medicine, and may provide information to the public on

any number of other medical topics (col. 4, lines 25-30). If the

system determines that a serious medical condition exists, it

plays a message that advises the patient to seek immediate

medical attention and ends the evaluation process (col. 36,

lines 9-13)

.

Schlueter seeks "to gather, organize, and present data which

is collected over a long period of time in a way that best

facilitates accurate diagnosis and proper treatment of such

medical conditions which require long-term profiling of medical

readings" (col. 2, lines 13-17). "Once the information is

present in the database, all the medical practitioner needs to do

is access the information via a network, telephone, or Internet

connection and software capable of presenting processed data in a

format that facilitates diagnosis, such as a graph or a chart"

(col. 3, lines 13-17)

.

1

Siegrist, which is applied to a dependent claim, discloses
a computer-based method for comparing a service provider such asa hospital, to its peers in several areas of competition' for aparticular consumer group (col. 1, lines 46-52; col. 2 lines 40-

3
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The examine argues that iliff disclo.es "searching the
database for the information wherein the search or request is
based on the query or SMrch reflwest , nput into ^ datafaase ^
further wherein the search discloses a medica! resource that
treats the medical condition queried (iliff, Figura 3l
IMS 25W "* 2546

' 3-13, column So,unes S7 .

S3. c0l(mn 75. lines 18-28) . (answar
, pases ^ ^

of Iliff teach that the system provides medical advice which can
be recorded tests or a recommendation that the patient see,
mediate medical attention, but do not teach that the system
discloses a medical resource that treats a medical condition.

The examiner argues that Mtjhe access and retrieval of
information from the database on request, as recited by zutt
reads on searching the database for the information wherein the
search is based on the query input into the database and further
wherein the search discloses a medica! resource that treats the
-dical condition queried" (ar.swer, page 13). This argument is
not well taken because the advice retrieved from Iliff, s database
does not treat a medical condition.

To establish a priaa facie case of obviousness of the
claimed invention the examiner needs prior art that discloses or
would have fairly suggested, to one of ordinary skill in tha art

\
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a system that discloses, in response to a query related to a

medical condition, a medical resource, such as a doctor or a

hospital, that treats the medical condition queried, and the

examiner has not provided such prior art.

For the above reasons we conclude that the examiner has not

carried the burden of establishing a prima facie case of

obviousness of the appellant's claimed invention.

The rejections under 3 5 U.S. C. § 103 of claims 1-11 and 13-

20 over Iliff in view of Schlueter, and claim 12 over Iliff in

view of Schlueter and Siegrist, are reversed.

DECISION

REVERSED

Terr^J. Owens
Administrative Patent Judge

Joseph F. Ruggiero
Administrative Patent Judge

BOARD OF PATENT

APPEALS AND

Joseph L. Dixon /

Administrative Patent Judge

INTERFERENCES

JTO/eld
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